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Background
I have been always nostalgic about UCE Burla and those golden five years of my youth, where I was involved

in all sort of student activities, including editing Hostel magazines, Neelachakra activities at Burla and Hirakud,

Kalinga Sahitya Sansad and its magazine “Aabahani”, National Integration activities and University seminar etc.

Besides, I was the convener of the Mechanical Engineering seminar 1971-72, where we had speakers from Industry

and other Institutes for the first time. These five years helped me to shape the later part of my life while working for

Indian Army, Industry and Academics. Later on, while in Army (1973-95) or at couple of Management Institutes in

Delhi (1996-2002) or at IIT Kharagpur, as a Masters Student and head of NCC (1985-87) and now in Sweden

(2002-2009), with a Technological University, I have been comparing and thinking of ways and means to improve

our technical education and research for achieving world class standard. With this background, I have the following

suggestions/vision for our Alma mater UCE Burla (Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology (VSSUT).

Vision statement
Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology to be recognized as a leading place of learning and research in the

global academic world in two decades time.

Objectives/Goals
- Our students to be employed by the best companies nationally and internationally.

- To produce good engineers and researchers to deliver highly contributed research results, besides solving

societal and industry problems

- To publish the academic and research results in journals of high impact factor

Key Result Ar eas
To achieve the above mentioned goals, the following key result areas/resources need to be strategically planned,

organized and developed from the beginning.
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Good infrastructure and library facilities

Good infrastructure, like; classrooms, conference halls, computer and engineering laboratories, sports and hostel

facilities; and library are primary requirement for creating excellent education and research environment for building

appropriate educational culture and achieving all round excellence. For example, class rooms with high-tech facility

and library with internet accessibility to e-books, journals and publications can facilitate faculty, researchers and

students alike.

Competent Faculty

High quality faculty base with good pedagogic skill is essential for any technical university. The faculty should be

trained for developing adequate pedagogic skill to impart quality education to the students, by the university. Similarly,

all senior faculties with PhD should be trained for supervision, so that they can guide and supervise the researchers

ethically and appropriately. A competent faculty can deliver a research driven learning as a rich learning resources

Intake of right student

Selection and intake of right students will result in building the right academic culture delivering good engineers

required for industry and research. From the beginning, a high standard of selection process in line with IIT-JEE

may be implemented, so that students with right aptitude and knowledge base are admitted to VSSUT.

Research projects

Obtaining research projects from industry and Governmental organization is essential for research students and

senior researchers. Properly planned research project can also involve the masters’ students to undertake their

thesis and solve the industry problem enhancing the productivity etc.

Journal and other publications

All competent students, researchers and faculties need to be encouraged and trained in journal paper writing and

other publications. The VSSUT’s visibility and recognition in the national and international arena will be increased

through journal papers. For this purpose Journals of high impact factors be selected.

National and international networking, collaboration, conferences

Networking and collaboration with other reputed Universities and organizations for exchange of students and reputed

guest faculty will go a long way in building the reputation of VSSUT. Similarly, participating in National and International

conferences will not only provide exposure to world research communities, but also provide a platform for networking

and collaboration with other researchers from all over.

ooo
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Standing Outside the college….

Akhilesh Nayak

He’s lurking around his world,

Finding nothing but shattered glass,

Waiting for his next moment to be in college…!!!

Seems like outside of the classroom,

His mind wanders off into a different place,

With dark entities waiting to consume;

Waiting to capture; waiting to share.

He doesn’t feel right and He doesn’t feel safe,

He wants’ the only thing that matters to him,

Can anyone give me back my old days?

He wants to reach out to others; to tell,

Exactly how he felt, but he waited to long,

The memories, events, pain, emotions, affairs, friends,

The classroom, bunk, prank, cheating, fighting,

Were the things which made him wait for so long.

And now the chandelier bulbs are beyond dim,

He is standing there alone refreshing the memories….

This will be till life long…life long.

ooo
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rememberance of a proud UCEIAN......
VEER SURENDRA SAI UNIVERSITY  OF TECHNOLOGY , BURLA

Akshay Kumar Pradhan,

0301101216

2007-Mechanical
Presently as

Engineer (Construction)

TATA Projects Ltd.

Successfully completing more then a half century of Glorious years in the field of technical education and still
a long way ahead, may we called as a Platinum jubilee, a diamond jubilee or a century, but it would be worth to say
end less. In this game there is no final result as win or loss, every single moment is history and a record in itself.
Journey from the 1st Engineering College of the state to the 1st Technical University of the state it has now taken a
rebirth to perform the second innings. Today everyone must feel proud to be a part of such an institute.

It was those days when I had just appeared my 12th board exams. Every near & far associated with me
were advising me to appear the entrance exam for Engineering or Medical. I still remember I didn’t have any idea
about either of those. With an empty mind I came to UCE Burla to get a form. At the entrance of the institute I stand
still for one moment thinking in mind how should I enter or rather should I enter or not. I was in a state of an
unknown fear of what if any student asks me anything. I had heard about the ragging of engineering colleges. Beside
I had never visited any of the big institutes.  Slowly I stepped into the Academic Section and purchased a form and
then walked round the college building, finally returned to the entrance. I don’t know what that was but the time I
spent in side the institute forced me to feel something special. Those half an hour which I passed waiting for bus was
the turning point of my life. I thought about the student life of the college and for a moment I dreamed myself as an
UCEIAN. On the way of returning to home I determined to be a part of the great institute which I have just visited.

During the preparation of entrance exam I heard many things about the college & of course hostel starting
from GATE topper to the infuriated ragging. My dream come true and I got a seat in the college in Royal Mechanical
Branch. August 16, 2003…. I stepped inside the South Hostel & most importantly to Room No 68. It took about
2 hours to make my 1st friend as both my roommates were busy in the admission formalities. The 1st night followed
with a “Code of Conduct” written in a plane paper. I don’t know from whom we got that but everyone noted down
all points. The regular UCE life started afterwards. Days were passing in classes & labs and nights in masti. Each
day was bringing a new friend in list. It’s our luck by chance that our batch didn’t face much ragging as some crucial
steps had been taken previous year.

During the 1st year we all came to know some facts about our college, its glory & also the laxity. Those were heart
touching and we thought to do something for retention of its lost glory. With the countless supporters, may be
directly or indirectly associated, we raised our voice to make it an IIT. I remember we all had gathered in the AVC
with the proposal to our Chief Minister Mr. Naveen Patnaik. But I may say the direction of wind was opposite at
that time and it blew away our dream with the loss of the then Govt. But we kept the hope alive.
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Fear of attendance short resulting to disqualify for the end semester was at the top during that period. So
every student was sincere at that time to wards classes and also in proxy as we become familiar. Each and every
moment starting from class, lab, game, sports to Spring, Film and Dramatic Festival & the most importantly the
parties at Remed dhaba we were enjoying to its fullest.

It was 3rd year in college when we again energized the issue and called for a hunger strike for the recapture
of the Autonomy status of the college. At that time we got a huge support from both teaching as well as non-teaching
staff & even from public. The flame was burning high. Our respected Vice Chancellor came to our college. I
remember during that meeting we discovered many future leaders. Many of them were coming with such points
which were unanswerable by our VC. One of them was later elected as our placement secretary. Lastly we regained
the Autonomy of our college but the Society registration and NBA accretion was still imminent. Some part of our
academic affected due to the strike but we welcomed that as all know “kuch pane ke liye kuch khona to padta
hai”.

The golden time in UCE life was on its high with the final year. Maximum of our friends has been placed in
good companies & we had crossed the previous year mark in placement. Every week a party was must, may be due
to placement or birthday & if there was nothing then forced event. One of the most important events I still remember
was the birthday of one guy we were celebrating at 1 am outside the hostel i.e. on highway. Some locals in drunken
condition encountered and a clash started. Soon it took a big issue and at last we had to call our teachers as well as
police. I was one among the five representatives from our hostel and for the first time I came across the police file.
During that petrified moment our dear B. B. Pati sir told such a line we could not control our soundless laugh. He
told, “birthday bachho ko khus karne ke liye manaya jata hai fancy dress pehnakar aur tum log budhe (final
year) ho kar bhi birthday manate ho wo bhi raat ko do baje highway pe”.

Just like a beginning has its end my four years in UCE also came to an end. During those four years I have
collected a bunch of reminiscences which will definitely be heavy in one pan of the balance for any weight & still
remain fresh in my memory forever. Now I have joined the professional world but ever since I have left UCE &
West Hostel I am searching for life, I don’t know where I’ll get. Today I get the money but lost the reason to spend
it. I am still searching those nights enjoyed in Remed, DurgaPali, PC Bridge, NH, KantaPali, Sheela Tower, e-
square and the streets of Burla & Sambalpur. From a bud to a fragrant rose, from jeans & T-shirts to Park Avenue,
from pocket money to Credit Card UCE shaped, planed & turned me. It would be nice to say that during the four
years…….. “8 semesters are there, 80GB syllabus, 80MB we study, 80KB we remember, 80 Bytes we answer,
BINARY marks we get,, The Degree finally we get is BE,, That is Brain Empty (B.E), Still UCE awards something
special that we can do anything………Proud to be an UCEIAN.”

Each & every person associated with this college had dreamed UCE as an IIT or a Deemed University and
unstintingly contributed there efforts towards bringing this new sunrise for our Alma matter. I appreciate and thank all
of them for making this dream come true and hope with these new rays of light, UCE turned VSSUT will lighten the
field of technical education with its intensity all across the globe. I wish all the very best for my institution. God bless
UCE.

ooo
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Write It Down!

Amitabh Mishra, California, USA

Amitabh Mishra graduated from UCE, Burla, in 1991 with a BE in Electronics and Telecommunication. He
has an MS in Computer Science from Texas A&M University, and works as a senior manager at SAP
America in Palo Alto, California. He also owns a sales and marketing company. If you have any questions
about studying and living in the US, goal-setting or mentorship, or wish to comment on this article, you may
write to him at am2003@gmail.com.

The other day I was organizing my old files and folders on my laptop, and came across a document I’d written way
back, in 1996. In it, I had written: “I will own my own business by the time I am 30 years old.” I was 24 at the time.
Today, I own a prosperous sales and marketing business. I had also written: “I will make a positive difference on 10
young men and women.” I have been fortunate enough to accomplish that through a mentorship program.

You may call me lucky. Sure, I am lucky. However, there is a fundamental success principle at work here, namely,
goal-setting.

Glenn Bland gives the following example in his best-selling book, “Success, the Glenn Bland Method”. Imagine that
you are a civil engineer, and you have just received a contract to supervise the construction of a tall and beautiful
building. Your first task would be to estimate the categories and quantities of the raw materials you would need for
this structure. Then, your next step would be to obtain a list of contractors who would supply the goods and the
workers needed to construct the building – the concrete workers, steel workers, brick layers, carpenters, plumbers,
electricians and common laborers. Assume that you completed those steps, and now you are the construction site.
The materials are piled high, the workmen are ready, and the contractors are awaiting your orders. You give the
command: “Start the work!”

The first question on the lips of every worker, every supervisor would be: “Where is the blueprint?” If each of the
workmen was allowed to begin work on this beautiful building using their own ideas and plans, the building would
likely never get completed, or worse, it would qualify as the ugliest and most unsafe building in the history of
mankind.

A civil engineer, an architect, would never begin work unless there is a blueprint. In order to construct a thing of
beauty, there must first be a plan! Now consider your own life as a parallel to the building we discussed above.
Would you build a life, a career, without a plan, without a blueprint for success?

Consider this: only 3 percent of all people have goals and plans and write them down. 10 percent more have goals
and plans, but never take the time to write them down. The rest – 87 percent – drift through life without firm, written,
goals. A leading New York medical doctor recently said, “After examining 15,321 men and women, I came to see
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that the major problem of these patients was a lack of objectives in life.” If you can’t build a building without a
written plan, why would you build a life without a written goal and a plan?

A human’s life is made up of the following major areas:
1. Spiritual: Faith in God, or a Higher Power
2. Financial: Wealth, property and other belongings
3. Health: A healthy, fit lifestyle
4. Family: Leading a loving, responsible family life
5. Recreation: Fun, recreational activities

Separately write down goals in all these areas of your life. Carry a 3x5 index card (slightly bigger than a business
card), on which you have written down your plans, and which you carry around with you at all times. For example,
you can write, “I will have Rs. 1 Crore in savings by the time I am 30 years old.” “I pray every day and visit the
temple every week.” “I exercise regularly and have right weight for my height.” “I play cricket and badminton every
week.” And so on.

One after another mega-successful men and women have proven that carrying a written set of goals and reading it
daily will cause you to take actions and guide your efforts towards the successful accomplishment of your goals. In
his best-seller “Billionaire Secrets to Success”, Bill Bartmann wrote that he lived in a slum and did not complete high
school. For a time, he was homeless and drew unemployment benefits. Yet, he went on to become the 25th wealthiest
man in America, using the power of goal-setting. Glenn Bland was an insurance salesman. In five years, he built from
scratch one of America’s largest and most successful insurance organizations.

Why does this principle work? In order to understand this, you must first understand what the mind is and how it
works. There is a portion of the human mind known as the conscious mind, which analyzes facts and experiences
and makes decisions. There is another portion of the mind, known as the subconscious mind, which makes decisions
implicitly, without any conscious effort from your side. For example, when you first learn riding a motor bike, you
make decisions such as pressing the clutch and changing the gear, with your conscious mind. When you gain a fair bit
of practice, however, your riding is controlled by your subconscious mind. That’s why you can ride and talk on the
mobile phone all at the same time (although you shouldn’t be doing it!) The subconscious mind is said to much more
powerful than the conscious mind. By writing down your goals, you “hand over” the responsibility of accomplishing
your goals to your subconscious mind, which drives you on a sort of an “autopilot” to appropriately perform actions,
react to situations and make decisions in order to steer you closer to your goals.

Many books, PhD theses and medical articles have been written on this topic, and I cannot do justice to the subject
in a short article such as this. However, I have found it prudent to follow this proven advice, rather than trying to
analyze it too much.

Most of you will read this, perhaps agree with me, but simply turn the page and move on, failing to act on the advice.
Some of you will make a mental note to “some day” write down your goals. A few of you will actually make a list of
your goals today. I am proud of those of you who will choose to take some action today.

When I started my sales and marketing business a few years ago, I asked my business mentor: “I have a lot of goals
in my mind. Which ones should I write down?” His reply was simple: “”Only those you want to accomplish!”

ooo
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Engineering Profession – A challenge for the future

Er. A. P. Mohanty

Chief Manager (Civil)

Captive Power Plant, NALCO
1979 Batch

Engineers are often biased and pre-occupied predominantly by the technological aspects of their professional

functions. In short technology will be on the top of the mind when ever they try to find solutions. This is prudent,

where research and development is the objective, but when it comes to application, engineering shall ultimately be

aimed at the benefit of the society and mankind.

To-day, the country is looking forward to develop in terms of infrastructure facilities to poor in urban and

rural areas increasing the standard of living in the frontiers of health, education and hygiene. Role of engineers is

warranting higher responsibilities to address the issues affecting the common man in the society. Whether it is

providing irrigation or drinking water, housing, sanitation, power supply, the technology available to us should be put

into practice ultimately to benefit the end user at a reasonable cost.

At the moment we are standing at a critical juncture where in global competition and global recession have

reinforced the mantra “perform or perish”. At this juncture, it is our responsibility to negotiate through the turbulent

times, surmount all hurdles and difficulties. No doubt, it is a herculean task for an individual. It is widely acknowledged

that engineers are the backbone of the society and have a greater responsibility towards development of the nation

and the mankind. Our efforts to transform our nation from an agriculture-based economy into an industry-based

economy have been powered by the fraternity of engineers available in our country. The comfortable position that

our country enjoys now with respect to foreign exchange reserves are due to the boom in the IT sector and other

industries which are sustained by the engineers of our country. The dawn of civilization saw man’s quest to engineer

his world fuelled by primal needs of survival. Neanderthal man’s ability to create and sustain a fire at will and the

inventions of the wheel were perhaps the first engineering accomplishments of our ancestors. From the time the man

invented the wheel, lever and other devices that provided mechanical advantage to augment his sinews to the

mastery that he gained in the construction of tools and weapons, first from stone and later from metal, from building

the first primitive wheel and axle manually pulled vehicle to harnessing the power of animals there on to to-day’s

advanced vehicle, from designing and innovating the primitive plough to developing means to draw water from deep

wells, the historical evolution of man’s inventions that established the foundation of engineering is a personification of

the fact that it was engineering that has been the engine of man’s evolution. Every invention of man that we now

sometimes take for granted has at one time been considered a marvel of engineering and a stroke of genius.
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The Journey from the era of the wheel to the ultramodern age of computer has been frequently been lit up

by stellar achievements of engineering. Achievement that has enabled man to venture into the outer space, harness

the energy of the atom, shrink the world into a global village and break barriers of science, what perhaps remain

unconquered in reality is the dimension of time.

Advances in material, computational power, software development, manufacturing processes and techniques

have revolutionized designs and have opened vistas of development. Modern 3D design, validation and visualization

tools have reduced design efforts and enhanced accuracies.

From the time immemorial man has been dependant on nature for his sustenance. With passing of time, as

the mankind progressed and became more and more civilized, demand for natural resources increased manifold.

With this onward march of civilization, population ballooned and requirements in-creased placing a great strain on

available resources necessitating development of more efficient methods for utilization of natural resources. Down

the line, the industrial revolution and two world wars sowed the seeds of global competitiveness. This resulted in

over exploitation of nature, putting pressure on the environment and threatening ecological balance.

Unfortunately to-day, human beings and natural environment seem to be on a collision course. Human

activities are resulting in serous and irreversible damage to the environment. Our audacious presumption that resources

are free and inexhaustible and the nature has infinite assimilation capacity has brought us to this critical juncture. If

not checked and reversed, many of our current practices will put the future mankind at serous risk and that of plant

and animal kingdom. This may degrade the living world to such an extent that nature would be unable to sustain life.

All of us need to be aware that it is not just industrial enterprise, but the aggregate of all human activities-the all

individual and collective daily activities and decisions - that are changing earth irreversibly.

Our country is galloping ahead with pride on the path of development to be come one of the front line

nations in the world with rapid urbanization, building industries and constructing multilane expressways and super

expressways. However we engineers need to be conscious of the role we have to play in keeping the world

beautiful and healthy. The role of engineers is not only limited to develop and use environment-friendly technologies

that are sustainable in regard to development but also to create public awareness about the fact that we need to

create a life that allows all present and future human beings to be healthy, have their basic needs met, have fair and

equitable access to the earth’s resources, have a decent quality of life and preserve the biologically diverse ecosystems

vital for our survival.

ooo
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Poor children of a rich mother

Ashesh Padhy, 1992 Batch (Electrical)
Golden Jubilee Secretary, Alumni Association of UCE

Here is she. Huge mineral deposits, coal and petroleum deposit, vast coast line, enormous fertile farming land,
plentiful water resources, wide river network, picturesque tourist spots – these are rare combination of gifts God
has bestowed her with. She is Odisa. India has World’ s fifth largest deposit of iron ore with 13 billion tones
and Odisa has 26.5% of that. India is sixth largest reserves of bauxite globally with 2.3 billion tons, and Odisa
contributes 71% of that. India is the 4th largest reserves of coal worldwide with over 250 billion tones of which
Odisa’s share is 62 billion tons. With 98% of India’s Chromites (185 million tons), 95% of Nickel ore (175 million
tons), 32% of India’s Manganese ore (50 million tons), she is a vast treasure trove of Geology. As if these were not
enough, gas to the extent of four to five trillion cubic feet has recently been discovered along Odisa coast. She is not
land-locked either; her 480 KM long coastal line is Gateway to China, SE Asian and Far Eastern markets. She is

home to 3.58% of India’s population over 4.74% of India’s landmass, and yet possesses 10.1% of inland non-
brackish Water Resources – highest in the country. With Mahanadi, Brahmani, Baitarani, Budhabalanga,
Subarnarekha, Rushikulya, her coastal plain is known as ‘Hexa-deltaic region’ or the ‘Gift of Six Rivers’.
But, Odisa is an enigma. There is so much Poverty amidst Plenty! After sixty years of independence, our failure is
staggering. One out of two Oddias is miserably poor - earning less than a dollar a day, one-third of the Oddias do
not have access to safe drinking water, and four out of ten Oddias are illiterate, only a sixth of the villages have

modern medical facilities. Human Development Index of UNDP has placed Odisa lowly at No – 11 among 15
major states in India. UNDP has labelled her as ‘severely food insecure region’. 9866 villages in Odisa are still
unelectrified while states like Kerala, Punjab, Tamilnadu, and Goa have 100% electricity (source – MoP). More
than 90% of the state plan outlay is being financed from borrowings. Odisa has a debt of about Rs. 38,000 crores
and has zero development funds from internal resources.

Question here is if our land is so gifted, so strategically located, so stable politically, then why is she a laggard state?
Such a blessed state cannot be poor. Odisa is got to be rich. We are the poor children of the rich mother who did
not know how to use her wealth. Imagine what Gujaratis would have done if Gujarat had quarter of Odisa’s mineral
deposits. Imagine the boost to agriculture and hydro power the Marathas would have done, if they had the vast river
system that we have in Odisa. Give the long coast line to Haryana and see how many Paradeep ports and cluster of
industries mushroom there. We simply failed to capitalize on the God’s gifts. That is why we read the horrific stories

of starvation deaths in Kalahandi, selling of children, and so on. That is why millions of Odias are still living hand-to-

mouth, poor, bereft of hygiene, drowned in blind-faith.

If the mother is so rich, why the children remained poor?
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It is a story of great betrayal by our rulers for six decades. More than anything else, the bunch of visionless,

passionless, incompetent, and self-centered state politicians ruined her. Barring some two decades, the most part of

sixty years of independence was wasted amidst poor governance, ill or no planning, and stagnancy. The corrupt

leaders in power perfectly exploited state’s wealth to multiply family wealth. The family members and ‘own’ men got

the mine leases and government lands. Government contracts, petrol pumps went to those who could afford ‘Chanda’.

No politician designed any blueprint for a better Odisa. Nobody worked for development. Collectively, they

strangulated, emasculated, and destroyed the State. Government machinery remained paralyzed. Development

stagnated. ‘Upuri’ culture percolated down from Secretariat to Post Office. Not even 10 paisa out of a rupee of

development aid has percolated down to the people who needed it most. Odisa slept into a state of coma. Media

and newspapers were singing songs of political families who owned them.

Instead of painstaking and resolute measures to revive state’s fortune, successive Chief Ministers resorted to easy

route of borrowings to finance the expenditure and led the state into debt trap. Grants and aids made us perennial

beggars and we never tried to prune wasteful expenditures. The leaders and their long retinue made foreign trips to

invite investors.

Sixty years of free Odisa saw 14 Chief Ministers. Janaki Patnaik ruled for the longest term of 14 years, followed by

Naveen Patnaik for 9 years, Mahtab for 8 years, Biju Patnaik for 7 years, Nandini Satpathy for 5 years. Rest 20

years was shared by 9 Chief Ministers including Gamango, and Hemananda Biswal in recent times. Barring Dr

Mahtab and Biju Patnaik, Odisa never had a leader who carried weight at the national arena. Dr Mahtab is known

for his pivotal role in the merger and integration of former princely

States, founding the State’s Capital at Bhubaneswar and the sanction and construction of Hirakud Dam.

Biju Patnaik laid the basic infrastructure for development of modern Odisa including Paradeep Port, Daitari-Paradeep

Express Highway, Bhubaneswar Airport, Rourkela Steel Plant, MIG Factory at Sunabeda, NALCO, Ferro Silicon

Complex at  Theruvali, Paradeep Phosphate Limited, Talcher Thermal Plant, Ib Thermal Plant, Balimela Hydro

plant, Rourkela Regional Engineering College, Engineering College and Medical College at Burla, Regional Research

Laboratory, Orissa University of Agriculture and Technology, Sainik School, Orissa Aviation Centre, Nandankanan

Zoo, Choudwar and Barbil Industrial belts, etc. Most of above works had taken off in 1960s. Subsequent Chief

Ministers did not carry forward the good foundation laid by Biju Patnaik and Mahtab. Only Biju Patnaik had the

dream, passion, and leadership to turn a laggard Odisa into an industrialized vibrant Odisa. But, we the people of

Odisa wasted him as the Member of Parliament or the Leader of Opposition. Some leaders pitched for “thousand

industries in thousand days”. And, we, the people of Odisa cheered to these empty slogans, and elected them

successively. When individuals blunder, their families suffer. When rulers fail, it is a national tragedy.

The control of the central government over regional infrastructure such as airports, railways, major highways, power,

and telecom frustrated Odisa’s ambition to move more rapidly in economic reforms. Odisa had ‘Golden Years’

when Nehru lived as Prime Minister and Biju Patnaik enjoyed his trust. Nehru called him as “India’s buccaneer”.
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“Biju Patnaik has the courage, dynamism, and zeal to work”, Nehru told in the Parliament, “So there is no blunder

in giving more aid to Orissa.” Ever since Nehru died and Biju left Congress, Odisa missed the powerful lobby in the

Centre. Iron Lady Nandini Satpathy was close aid of Indira Gandhi. Janaki Patnaik was CWC member for decades

and had influence over Indira and Rajiv Gandhi. But they did not use it to get any sizable federal grants. They ruled

the ‘Dark Decades’ of Odisa. When ordinary human beings err, it is sad; but when leaders do, it haunts us for

generations.

The other blunder is our failure to exploit the long coastal line. Coastal access is a huge benefit for all export-

platform manufacturing, as we’ve seen clearly in the case of China. The most distinguished manufacturing growth in

India, like China, has been along the coast, especially at the four large port cities of Mumbai (Maharashtra),

Kolkata (West Bengal), Chennai (Tamil Nadu), and Kandla (Gujarat). Our leaders, quite strangely, failed to leverage

the Paradeep Port and her 480-km coastal line which is longer than many of these states. History would have been

different if Odisa had couple of more ports linked with Highways. We lost the opportunity.

What leaders would love to put the blame on for State’s underdevelopment is Natural calamities, which in fact have

always set the clock back for Odisa groaning under weak economy. With Coromondal coast falling within the

tropical cyclone tract, there is no escape from the fury of Nature for Odisa. Flood, late onset or early withdrawals

of monsoon, erratic rainfall, drought, famine, and killer heat wave have become regular feature of Odisa.

7 millions out of 35 million people of Odisa are tribal which is the highest in India. They have distinctively lower

social indicators in health and education, and suffer social and political exclusion. No systematic and determined

effort has been put by any Chief Minister to connect them physically, electronically or socially with the majority. We

became conscious of them when we realized that our minerals are locked up in hills which are also home to tribal.

Where do we go from here? What do our failures teach us?

States with minerals will rule

To achieve a vibrant economy, a region needs distinctive advantage (such as coal, minerals, and oil), pool of skilled

people, open economy, and good governance. Australia, Brazil, Canada, South Africa, Chile and Botswana

are World’s mining destinations and generated wealth from mining. Even regions like Nevada, New Mexico and

Texas have leveraged mining to grow faster than rest of US. Oil is behind the success of Kuwait and Arabic

countries. Hong Kong does not have minerals, but succeeded for distinctive skill of people and globalization.

Odisa’s USP is definitely the mineral wealth. It took us sixty years to leverage it. In the mid-90s though, about a

dozen steel projects were then lined up including Tata Steel and Larsen & Toubro at Gopalpur, and Swaraj Paul’s

Kalinga Steel at Duburi. But, all fizzled out then.

This time, however, it is a reality. With no other state having such abundance of natural resources and the Naveen

Patnaik Government sticking to its ‘value-addition’ policy, the big business houses have no option but to set up
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steel, alumina and coal based power projects in Odisa only. She is poised to add in excess of 50 million ton capacity

in steel, 3 million ton in aluminium, 10 million ton in alumina refinery, 15 million ton capacity in petrochemical refinery,

5 million ton in cement manufacture, and 15,000 MW power generations by 2012. No wonder, therefore, Odisa

has emerged as the country’s No. 1 state in terms of investment and envisaged projects consecutively in 2005,

2006, 2007 & 2008.  As much as Rs 5, 99,181 crore investment has been proposed in 483 projects of which 52

per cent (Rs 3,08,589 crore) are in implementation stage.

The manufacturing sector is the biggest hope for Odisa in the post-liberalisation era. As China’s experience

demonstrates, trade liberalization in a low-wage, surplus-labor environment permits a rapid expansion of export-

oriented industry. Due to much lower transactions cost for global trade, the coastal regions are hot choices for

export-oriented industries. Research indicates that foreign direct investments (FDI) have flown either to the urban-

centric coastal states such as Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Maharastra, or to states endowed with

natural resources. Odisa has both.

Odisa is the World’ s cheapest place for producing alumina. One report reveals that the operating cost of

alumina in Odisa is $78 per ton while it is $135 for North America and $130 for Europe. Odisa produces
cheapest aluminium, the operating cost for integrated alumina-aluminium smelter in Odisa being $827

per ton while same is produced at $1020 in North America and at $943 in Europe. Odisa is close second
cheapest place, next to Brazil, for producing steel. In India, steel is produced at $194 per ton while North

American steel is produced at $292 and European steel at $286. Ask Tata Steel or NALCO, how they are

the lowest cost manufacturer in the World. Answer lies in the fact that they own captive mines in Odisa. That is why

Mittal, POSCO, Tata, Essar, Jindal are vying for their shares of made-in-Odisa steel. So do Vedanta, Birla, Dubal

or L&T in aluminium production. Odisa must leverage this information to create a viable industrial development

model for herself. Fact is that World is running out of the unassigned iron and the Aluminum ore deposits. Eastern

India is one of the few places in the world where such ore are available. India’ s major mineral bearing states

(IMMBS) - Odisa, Jharkhand, and Chatishgarh – account for about 70 per cent of India’s coal, 55 per
cent of iron ore, and 60 per cent of bauxite. If we want to leverage our mineral wealth to give food, shelter,

health, education and clothes to millions of excluded Odias, we must emulate the oil cartel OPEC to form a
co-operation within the three states like. Naturally, Odisa is best suited to lead the IMMBS. We all have

seen what prosperity oil has brought to Arabic countries, haven’t we?
It is time to see through the truth. Agriculture never has been Odisa’s mainstay. Agriculture growth in Odisa was

0.72 per cent in the 1980s. In 1998-99, the yield rate of food grains in Odisa was only 1080 kg/ha compared to

neighbouring States of West Bengal (2200 kg/ha), Andhra (2000 kg/ha) and all-India (1620 kg/ha) [source : CMIE

Agriculture, November 2000]. It remains a puzzle as to why its agriculture sector grew so poorly, though Odisa’s

soils and suitability for irrigation do not stand apart from more successful states. We have surplus rural labours

engaged in subsistence agriculture. While it is essential to increase the productivity of agriculture, our surplus labors

must migrate from agriculture to industry, and break the shackles of poverty.

Managing the ‘Externalities’
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Externalities are costs created by industry but paid for by society – for example, pollution. Large-scale mining and

rapid industrialization have thrown many challenges such as reduced water retention of hills, drying of rivers,

deforestation, ecological degradation, etc. Landscape shall be denuded. River water, ground water and air pollution

will be there. Climatic changes and decline in wildlife habitats cannot be ruled out. Mafias will mushroom. The rich

will become richer, even if the poor may not become poorer. Corruption could spread. So, industrialization comes

at huge cost to Odisa – social, environmental, and ecological.

Industries should not get License to Externalize, and should pay for it. Industries should be accountable for the full

costs of doing business, and should be taxed by government in order to “internalize” the full costs of production.

Odisa must be sensible and sensitive to ‘Externalities’. For example, what is the use of setting so many IPPs and

Ultra Mega Power Plants? These IPPs will transmit ‘clean power’ over wire while dumping externalities on Odisa.

The IPPs will not pay the Electricity Duty to Odisa and rather pay duty to the states where energy will be consumed?

Today’s modern and automated power plants do not generate significant employments either. In stead of earning

pollution, wasting landmass for ash dumping, and consuming huge quantities of water resources, it makes sense to

let other states transport coal from Odisa. The pollution control board, the district administration, the media must

play responsible role in containing side effects. Imposition of environment management tax is not a bad idea.

Enough mega-industries are in; focus should shift to small industries
Need of the hour is Small Scale Industries (SSI) and ancillary units, and not mega industries. Greater degree of

ancillarisation helps as the larger companies are keen on offloading a number of job works to smaller units. SSIs

generate real employment, not a POSCO or Mittal plant. Today, one 1000 MW power plant can be managed

with less than 100 employees. Other employment generating industries like the auto-manufacturing plants,

aluminium parks would soon be seen in Odisa. People in the industrial cities like Pune, Indore, or Hyderabad

have flourished for presence of huge SSIs there. Absence of foundry or fabrication units was one credible reason

for Tata not choosing Gopalpur for its Nano project, even if it had free land in possession there.

Industrial growth without adequate infrastructure would be disproportionate

One glaring failure of Odisa has been poor state of infrastructure, especially absence of port cities, leaving its 480-

km coastal lines grossly unexploited. New export-oriented industries are therefore heavily concentrated on the

coast as they can more readily make logistical links with foreign suppliers and customers.  Work has already begun

for Dhamra Port and Gopalpur Port. Government has identified thirteen new sites for development of non-major

port. Those include Bahuda Muhan, Gopalpur, Palur, Baliharichandi, Astaranga, Jatadhari Muhan, Dhamra,

Chudamani, Inchuri, Chandipur, Bahabalpur, and Kirtinia. When fructify, these ports will trade amazing volume of

goods and have stupendous multiplier effects on the economy. Petro-chemical plants and ship building factories

would soon appear near the ports. State Government needs to effectively handle the twin opposition from Indian

Armed Forces and Turtle-worried environmentalists to exploit its coast for economic benefit of Odias.

With industrial explosion taking place, we will have to build expressway networks for the giant multi-axle container

trucks. For Odisa it is more daunting task, because we have to build expressways as well as village roads at the

same pace simultaneously. Port cities, backed up by a high-quality internal highway system among inland major

cities, can readily support industry. It is essential that all the ports along coastline should be connected with Express
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Highway. This may be connected with Western line passing through Sambalpur to make it a gateway to land-locked

bordering states of Chatishgarh and Jharkhand.

Worldwide, railways have great “spread effect”. In the other railway powers – the United States, Russia, and

Germany – the railway had been a dynamo of the industrial revolution. Odisa was deprived of such economic

benefit. Paradeep Port was not connected to any of the mines or Industries in Odisa since 30 years of its inception.

Ores and minerals were booked to Haldia Port through the following five feeder rail links – Rajakharasuan - Barbil

rail link, Bandhamunda - Raxi rail link, Tata - Badam pahada rail link, Rajakharasuan - Bansapani rail link, and Tata

- Goru mahisani rail link. While our leaders were sitting ducks for donkey’s year, the West Bengal had all smiles with

thousand of crores rupees towards export duties and customs in hand. In 1973, Biju Pattanaik planned to link

Bansapani with Jakhapura to reach Paradeep Port which was executed in 1994. Other crucial commercial rail links

such as Haridaspur - Paradeep, Angul – Duburi - Sukinda, Bimalagarh - Talcher, Keonjhar - Badam Pahar,

Keonjhar - Barsuan and Nuapada-Gunupur-Therubali link must be taken up at high priority, and Private-Public

Partnership route looks to be most viable.

On other hand, railway lines have profound effect on millions of lives. Railway is people’s transport and symbolizes

democracy’s triumph. “It is most unfortunate that in a poor and backward state like Odisa, development of rail

networks has received much less attention of the Central Government in the post-independence period”, said

Planning Commission, “There are as many as seven districts like Boudh, Kandhamal, Deogarh, Nayagarh,

Kendrapara, Malkangiri and Nabarangpur out of the 30 districts of the state, which do not have any railway line

passing through them. In the year 1998-99, the density of railway route length per 1000 sq. km of area in Odisa

was only 15.03 km as against 42.66 km in West Bengal and 19.11 km. at all-India level”. 60 years have passed

since independence and the people of the seven districts, almost entirely habited by poor adivasis, have not enjoyed

the fruit of rail network. It is national disgrace. Efforts for integration of hinterlands such as Khurda – Bolangir,

Nuapada gauge conversion, extending beyond Baripada to meet the Howrah Mumbai line at Chakulia, have been

muted for long, but without any success. When East Coast railways projected profits from Odisa is Rs 5000 crore

in the current year, the habitual negelection of Indian Railways to Odisa cannot be tolerated any longer. Odias must

gear up to fight its due.

It is heartening that the Airport Authority of India (AAI) is investing over Rs. 250 crore for constructing integrated

international airport complex at Biju Patnaik Airport and upgrade it to a major airport in eastern India. Initiative has

been taken to upgrade Jharsuguda airstrip into a regular airport. In days to come, Odisa must see airports at other

existing airstrips at Rourkela, Hirakud, Cuttack and Gopalpur.

Soul of India; so many hot spots, yet failed to sale

The rulers of Dubai knew long ago its oil would run out and ensured new sources of income. They turned Dubai into

a regional trade hub and caught the world’s imagination as a hot tourist spot. In a desert, they created ‘Indoor

Winter Season’ inside the gigantic ‘mall of Emirates’. You can ski down the slope while everyone else outside is at

50 degree centigrade. The Palms, manmade islands in the shape of palm trees, have been designed to extend the
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beachfront and maximize tourist numbers. Burj Al Arab, the most luxurious hotel in the world, was built inside sea

in 2003. They are constructing ‘Dubailand’, the biggest theme park in the world, where we will see dinosaurs in true

size. Many corporate headquarters have come in Dubai. The tenants of the sprawling business clusters include the

likes of Oracle, Cisco, and Microsoft. No surprise therefore, the non-oil sector accounts for 95 per cent of gross

domestic product (GDP) compared to 46 per cent back in the 1970s. Does this Dubai story make sense to
us? It does. Tourism can create numerous jobs and boost economy.

Where does Odisa – ‘soul of India’ join the ranks in tourism? Domestic travelers in India swelled to 500 million in

2007 – a jump of 18 per cent compared to previous year’s 425 million. Besides, foreign tourists’ arrivals touched

the 6 million-mark. Guess, who is attracting the major chunk of the travelers? With 33.5 million tourists visiting the

state in 2007, ‘Enchanting’ Tamilnadu earned revenue of Rs 2,556 crore. Tamilanadu is number two position

among all states to attract foreign tourists. The young and small hilly state of Uttarakhand is a big player in tourism

where the big draws ‘Adventure tourism’ such as water rafting and Char Dham ‘Pilgrimage tourism’. The hill

stations – from J&K, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Rajstan and Tamilnadu - together account for more than 50

per cent of the domestic tourist kitty. Odisa received only 5.3 million domestic tourists and 0.039 million foreign

tourists in 2006-07. Here again we failed to keep and capitalize on what God has given to us.

Our biggest failure has been to provide infrastructure to tourist spots. Swiss hot spots like JungFrou, Matterhorn or

Mount Titlis are some of the World’s highest peaks. But Swiss braved the Nature’s challenge to lay trains, cable

cars and lifts to the mountain peaks. No surprise that ttourism contributes about SF 1.5 billion to the Swiss economy

every year. And, Odisa does not even have motorable roads to many of our hot spots. Construct the Roads and

Roads will construct the tourism industry. Construction of panthasalas aranya niwas should be taken on priority.

Lack of air connectivity kept Odisa an uncharted territory for all these decades. Efforts must be made now to get

International flights to Bhubaneswar Airport, if not by Centre then by PPP route.

We must reinvent, redefine and redesign our tourist and religious spots. Heritage tourism is where Odisa has a

natural advantage, but we do not focus on that. Ecotourism is a form of tourism which appeals to the ecologically

and socially conscious. Ecotourism generally focuses on local culture, wilderness adventures, and typically involves

flora, fauna, and cultural heritage. Simlipal, Bhitarakanika, Gahiramatha are eco-tourism destinations of world

standard. The primitive people and tribals provide Edu-tourism attractions to researchers. There’s also the huge

untapped potential in Buddhist Tourism. Our Ratnagiri, Lalitagiri and Udayagiri have a potential as much as Nalanda

and Bodh Gaya to attract tourists from Japan, Korea, Taiwan, China and other parts of the globe. We can have

large Health resorts around our natural lakes and reservoirs, as well as mineral springs. An Ocean cruise from

Chandipur to Gopalpur could boost tourism. Kashmir-like house boats and boats in Chilika or Bhitarakanika could

do wonders to tourism. The evening cruises can be introduced like the ones in river Seine in Paris or Thames in

London which draw huge number of tourists.  Bali Jatra and Konark festival can be organized as Brand Events.

Beach lighting, beach sports, beach restaurants can make our exotic beaches irresistible. Government should be

keenly exploring the PPP to set up resorts, hotels, golf courses, cable car, and other facilities. Redesigned website,

on-line booking, 16-digit toll free number, international air ticketing, sound & light show, audio guides, informative
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brouchers are things which are badly and sadly missed in Odisa. Our tourism campaign has to be judiciously

orchestrated. We have to promote Odisa as the cultural hub of India, the place where sculpture, dance, literature,

art and architecture reached the pinnacles of glory. We have to introduce Odisa as one of the most fascinating

place in world which has the most beautiful and varied scenic landscapes in the country - ranging from

exotic sea beaches to the hills lush with green, dotted with breathtaking water falls, beautiful lakes, and

scenic rivers. And, she is home to Lord Jagannath and Konark Sun Temple.

Most urgent of all, vital of all is the need to change the mindset of we Odias. We have failed miserably and summarily

to make tourists feel at home. Look at the unruly ‘Pandas’ of Puri and you get your answer. I was aghast to see a

recent picture of collective beating of a foreign tourist by few private guards at Konark temple that was published in

Times of India last year. Does this reflect our belief ‘Atithi devo bhava’?  We must reflect on this, if tourism has to

stay in Odisa.

Live everything else, just focus on primary health and education

Human history is replete with fascinating stories of how poor nations became rich. In the second half of the twentieth

century, the Asian tigers took less than thirty years to transform their societies, whereas the West needed a hundred.

This is primarily because they invested in human development and laid great emphasis on education, health,

infrastructure and institutions. By 1950, more than half of Japan’s and Korea’s population were literate compared

to 17 per cent of India. They understood that primary education and primary health would not only checkmate

population growth, prevents exploitation, remove superstitions, does not allow the ‘veil of ignorance’, but also

would prepare them well for taking the job opportunities that comes along with economic growth.

Our biggest failure has been in building human capabilities. Primary education and primary health care are the two

most powerful ways to eradicate poverty, but our leaders refuse to recognize this. As a result, literacy rate in Odisa

is 63.61 % (2001 census), below All India average of 65.4%. As DISE (District Information System for Education)

report 2005-06 reveals, 956 schools out of total 51,881 in Odisa are without building (for Kerala, this figure is 5),

6.7% of total schools are single-classroom schools (for Kerala, 0.8%), average number of classrooms in schools in

Odisa is 3.2 (for Kerala, 10.1), Per cent of single-teacher schools in Odisa is 11.5 (for Kerala, 0.08), Per cent of

schools without drinking water facility is 17 (for Kerala, 4.6), Per cent of schools without any toilet is 67.5 (for

Kerala, 11.5), Per cent of schools without Blackboard is 8.4 (for Kerala, 4.7). This is a failure of worst kind. In

contrast, Kerala invested in human capital (literacy and health), which resulted in increased migration. And, the

Keralite workers abroad, mainly in the Gulf countries, remit about Rs 60 billion every year back to the state which

is about a fifth of Kerala’s domestic product.

Odisa’s Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) is highest among all the States – an IMR of 87 per thousand live births vis-à-

vis All India 68. 47% of the odia women suffer from nutritional deficiency as revealed by BMI (Bone Mass Index)

study. We have lowest number of doctors per capita in the world. Poor sanitation and unsafe drinking water are

major health problems. Government must single-mindedly pursue to amend the six decades of misdeeds in ignoring

the education and health. If the upcoming industries can be persuaded to contribute 1% of their investments for

health and education, Rs 6,000 crore could be released.
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Yesterday once more

Odisa was once a territory that spanned from Ganga in North to Godavari in South, from Amarkantak in West to

Bay of Bengal in East. She had kings who would send chilling shivers down the spine of the neighbouring kingdoms.

She had Heros who defeated Alexander’s Greek Army and fought Kalinga War. She was the largest maritime

power ever known in the world. Her adventurous sons braved seas to establish commercial trade link with Java,

Sumatra, Bali, Indonesia, Burma, Ceylon, and Mangolia. She was a land whose incredible artisans created awe

inspiring galaxies of engineering marvels like Konark Sun Temple. She had the worthy sons whom the ancient world

respected as great fighters, nautical heroes, splendid artisans, and wealthy merchants. It was once our Kalinga.

Question here is if our land was once so vast, the rulers so powerful, the people so heroic, and the trade so

flourishing, how then she disintegrated and degenerated. Answer partly lies in the internal disorder, lack of leadership,

deceptions, wars and invasions in sixteenth century which led to the downfall of mediaeval Odisa. The year 1568 is

a turning point in Odisa’s history when it became one of the last Hindu kingdoms to fall to Muslims, and underwent

territorial vivisection under the rules of Afghans, the Moguls, the Nizams, and the Marathas.

The poverty, the despair, the identity crisis that today’s Odia is sunk into is but a very pathetic shadow of his glowing

past. Today’s Odia needs to rediscover his Kalinga. We have to cast off the disorder, parochial thinking, and selfish

motives. We have to practice “Pay it forward” where each successful Odia has to forward his help to few more

Odias just as the NRI Punjabis help other Punjabis to go to UK, or Malayalees help other Malayalees to go to Gulf

countries. We need leaders like Kharavela who would lead Odias in many brilliant victories, inspire confidence

among them and make Odisa the No – 1 State in the country. We need the indomitable Surendra Sai and Bakshi

Jagabandhu Bidyadhar who would fight enemies till their last blood. We need Narsingh Dev who would dare to

build another Konark Temple. We need brilliant artisans like Bishu Maharana and child prodigy like Dharmapada to

recreate engineering marvels. We need Baimundi to think about Odisa and Odias. We need selfless leaders like

Commissioner Ravenshaw or Gouri Shankar Ray who gave us ‘Odia’ identity in face of sinister designs such as the

book titled “Oddia Ekta Swatantra Bhasa Noy” written by Kantilal Bhattacharya, a teacher of Balasore Zilla

School in 1870. And, we need Biju Patnaik, whose heart is full of thousand dreams about Kalinga. “In my dream of

the 21st century for the State”, wrote Biju in 1992, “I would have young men and women who put the interest of the

State before them. They will have pride in themselves, confidence in themselves. They will not be at anybody’s

mercy, except their own selves. By their brains, intelligence and capacity, they will recapture the history of Kalinga.”

If we could do what Biju Patnaik wanted us to do, we can become rich children of a rich mother.

ooo
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            Success in any endeavor is the prime intention of any one in this world. Every one wants & wishes success.
In any field of activity a few only succeed to their satisfaction. Hence there is an obvious question as to Why &
How? Perfection in the art of achieving success is dependant basically on the person desiring it. Success is the result
of the actions performed. Actions are only thoughts translated. You can think only with in the ambit of your knowledge
& hence widen it. Knowledge of this Art is a pre-requisite to achieve success like any other field of knowledge.

 Success does not only relate to high earning, good bank balance, nice building a good car, wife & children. All
relate to the ultimate happiness. It should relate to your level of satisfaction, peace of mind without tension, with
creativity, capability of carrying on with others around you. That knowledge for a wholesome development leading
to success should be our urge to achieve.

  Knowledge: It is about some thing that was not known earlier. It is abundantly available as on to day, in multifarious
fields. We acquire knowledge, few by instinct & rest by observation & advice from parents, teachers, elders & by
hearing & self study. It is essential for one to be selective in absorption of the valued ones while ignoring the rest.

 Lord Srikrishna in Srimad Bhagbat Gita declares:
                         Sradhaban lavate Gyanam              Tatparah, sanjateindryaha

            Gyanam  Labdhwa paramsanti       Achiret adhigachhanti.
  Three prerequisites have been outlined for acquiring knowledge:

1. Sradhha-             Ardent Desire
2. Tatparah-            Devotion
 3. Sanjateindriya-   Control of Senses

               Having acquired the knowledge Supreme Peace is attainable.
 Learning is a continuous process. It is wise to learn from other’s mistakes rather from committing one your self.
Each time you commit a mistake you recognize it & take a vow not to commit it again, but very likely would be
committing another type of mistake, take guard. Present education system in post independent India imparts knowledge
only of the external objective world, forgetting the Subject proper.

 Not knowing is ignorance. To know & not to act on what we know is equal to not knowing. If we have not acted
then we have not known. We believe a word as knowledge not action. Drop this concept & focus on action. Treat
action as knowledge not words. Then see a different movement happening in you. Reflect on this. Anew energy will
move you,
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The knowledge of action will transform into Wisdom. Don’t fall in love with words& concepts. The word is an
indicator indicating the indicated. See & live the indicated not the indicator. Swami Vivekanad said: Tons of
knowledge is useless before an ounce of practice.
Wisdom: A professor of Medical College with all knowledge on cancer & effect of smoking on cancer, after
lecturing to students for an hour comes out tired & smokes. He has all knowledge but no wisdom! Knowledge will
be only words heard or read till that knowledge is absorbed, lived in& transferred to be your own, otherwise it will
continue to be that of others knowledge. Once it is your knowledge, only then you can control & condition yourself.
Confidence & Habit: Always have confidence in yourself first & never loose it. Without any room for negativity
imbibe thoughts of positive thinking. If required keep away from people around you with negative thoughts &
approaches. Develop habits commensurate to your desired goals. HABIT s die-hard & become your nature
subsequently Beware! From HABIT remove-H remains ABIT, remove-A remains BIT, remove-B remains IT,
remove-I remain T.See the power of HABIT. Once succumbed, people are unable to leave-T (Tea).

Ourselves: We are all embodiments of Body, Mind & Intellect. Action of the body is eventually guided &
controlled by the mind that feels. The mind in turn is regulated by the Intellect that thinks & decides. Thoughts
originating at the intellect have no language of it only when you try to express them you need & use a language that
you know.
Success & Excellence is the resonance of Body, Mind & Soul. For success in the external world of objects, start
from success in the Inner subject that is YOU. Knowledge of yourself & proper tuning of it can only enable you to
achieve in outer field of activity outside you, remember this all the time.
As we think so we are: Whosoever, whatever he is at present is the result of his constant pondering & the resultant
of his thoughts. The attitude with which we continuously think determines our character, temperament, behavior &
demeanor. To live your life you choose to succeed & excel shall have to be properly planned from the moment you
choose to do so.
Thought Consistency: Watch carefully to see that we are continuously in search of Pleasure (Ananda). By ignorance
& self impositions we keep on thinking that the dose of pleasure we get out of worldly objects are external to us &
accrue to us inherent in the objects, This is not so ! If it had been to be so then the same object should have been
imparting to all, the same dose of pleasure. This neither happens nor does the same object impart the same dose of
pleasure, to the same person at all times.

The object external to us only create a congenial situation where in our inner self shines on calming down of our mind
which we feel & actually it is our own..
Declaration in 2nd chapter of Srimad Bhagbat Gita
       Dhayayoto bisayanpunsaha Sangastesupajayate
       Sangat Sanjayate kamah, Kamat krodhao Abhijayate.
       Krodhadbhabati Sammoha, Sammohat smrutibivramah
       Smrutibhransad Budhinaso, Budhinasat pranasyati.

On constant pondering on any matter, our mind gets attached to it. Out of this attachment is born a desire.  When the
desire is not fulfilled anger is born which mesmerizes the mind. As a result of this the memory of things & beings are
lost. This loss leads to loss of discrimination & finally to ruin. All these are contagious, automatic & inbuilt.

Four Principles:
1. Activities can be controlled.
2. The result of activities cannot be controlled.
3. An obsession with the results desired from activities must not be inculcated.
4. Discrimination between necessary & unnecessary activities should be developed along with commitment

to conduct or refrain from them.
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LIVE FULL Y IN THE PRESENT:

Man’s mind has always been trying to do two impossible things. One is to Reform the Past & the other is to make
the Future Certain. First cannot be done, as it is dead & gone. Future is still in womb of time not yet born. Uncertainty
of Future is its very quality. You stand in-between always thinking of the impossible.

LAW OF CAUSE & EFFECT:
     Cause is that which was & the effect is that which is. The past causes the present, the present will, therefore
cause the future. It is therefore said that the future is not a mystery - an unknown miracle that man must wait for its
stunning revelations. The past modified in the present alone is the future. The things to come are not ordered by a
mere continuity of the past; it can    never be. This freedom to modify the past & there by create a future, for the
better or worse is Self Effort-Purusartha.Viewed carefully the present in itself has no existence; it is a mingling of the
past & the future. The passage of the Future to the past is the present.
                The living present is at once the Tomb of the Past & Womb of the Future.
This tomb – womb present has roots going deep into the past & branches spreading around everywhere into the
future. Do not waste the present moment by either looking back moaning for past actions or getting worried for
making the future certain.
Live fully in the present; utilize the present in molding the future. Optimize the present; success to follow suit &
excellence will be the result of being aware of the Art of Achieving Success.

PLANNING FIELDS :
                     It is never late for anything in Life. When you suffer from stomach pain you do not approach a lawyer
but search a doctor. Similarly for the pure knowledge of the subjective Self that is you. You are to bank upon our
Scriptural Bank.
The major fields are that of Health, Finance & Excellence in the field of activity.
Proper planning of 24 hours God given to all is essential.

HEALTH:
                   Physical health is a state of Mind. A healthy body nurtures a healthy mind & intellect. This primarily
depends on FOOD, EXERCISE, & REST.
For dwelling on above in detail, the scope of this paper cannot accommodate, which can be dealt independently
some other time.

FINANCIAL PLANNING:
                  Plan your money early in life as resources are scarce & note that Money is not all in Life.Aportioning,
Saving& Expenditure for the present & future is to be practiced. This is necessary for all persons, who has money
to the extent he needs, or the one who has less than he needs or the one who has more than he needs.

EXCELLENCE
           Success is in the Mind. We are where our mind is. Cultivate positive thinking.
Looking in silence the world becomes a Divine University. A noisy compulsive mind invalidates the miracle of life.
Do not be carried away by your likes & dislikes as they loot your peace, happiness & knowledge. With worrying
thoughts unhealthy chemicals create toxins in the body-giving rise to diseases. The commitment to excel should be
the way of life.
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METHODOLOGY
                 Every Sadhana will bestow a Sidhi. Unless there is a commitment to grow no growth is possible. First
understand the following, appreciate the necessity & then   resolve a solution. Having known an action to be proper
& beneficial unable to adopt it. Having known an action as not proper unable to refrain from it.
                This is possible on a strong resolve & diligent practice.

INNER MECHANISM:
                       A driver ignorant of inner mechanism of a car is helpless on way even when a small fuse snaps!
                     A person, who is sensitive enough to recognize the various influences under which he is forced to
function from time to time in the world outside, will be able to discard all wrong impulses, immoral tendencies,
unethical urges & animal passions & keep himself or herself safely balanced in righteous living, in self control & in
serene purity.

LIMBS OF  ACTION:
In Srimad Bhagbat Gita, Lord SriKrishna enumerates the limbs of action in any activity.
    Adhistanam Tatha Karta Karanang Cha Pruthagbidham,
    Bibidhascha Prutakchesta Daivam Chaibatra Panchamam.
   The following are the factors operating towards the accomplishment of actions, viz., the seat of action& the agent,
the organs of different kinds & the separate efforts of divergent types;& the fifth is Daiva or Destiny.

1: Adhisthanam- Field of activity to be undertaken by the body, the gateway for the
                           Stimuli to enter as well as for the responses to exit are the first.
2: Karta- The intelligent personality ‘Ego’ in the other wise dormant body the field,
                Presiding over its own desires wanting to fulfill constantly seeking through its
                Bodily activities.
3: Karanam -The instruments – the faculties of perception.
4: Chesta -    Effort without which even with field & faculties, no action is possible.
5: Daivi Krupa - The last but not the least, God’s grace. Even with all above four
                            Nothing is possible without it.

REMEMBER:
                      Dynamism has no handicaps. & Drive recognizes no hurdles.
Result can be felt through: Political Clout, Business Acumen, Sporting Talent, Scientific Genius, and Artistic Creativity
in the youth of today.

RESULTS
                           Self Development on self-enfoldment must end in Realization. Once in tune you are not to follow
success but success to follow you.
                          This art of achieving success be pursued early in life so that you achieve while young & live long to
enjoy the same.

Hare Krishna

ooo
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Presiding Deity or Poster Boy

Dr. Bhabani Sankar Baral

Ex-HOD Humanities, U.C.E Burla

 The temple is fifty-year-young. After many hiccups an assurance of elevation of   status. Inevitably dreams
are many, stakeholders are sanguine. But mere wistfulness won’t do. To put the newly-built University Of Technology
having a history of five decades on the fast track is no mean job. At least not in the present circumstances, when the
temple is on the crossroads. Will it take the of-beaten track trod by many institutions and once again get extinguished
in the midst of oblivion or choose to take the road less travelled, the road to excellence, to name and fame. That is
the moot point here and perhaps the only point.

 The issue that is very closely related to this point is to find a leader for the institution, a presiding deity for the
fifty-year-young temple and not just a devotee or a priest. There are umpteen number of devotees spread all over,
some with and some without vision of course but won’t do. We need a person who must possess the great vision of
a well-intentioned devotee and yet not a mere devotee because he/she has to preside over the young temple, its
people and affairs in its nascent years and be a source of inspiration of years to come. A tall order indeed. After all
a temple that stands tall needs that in any circumstances.

While zeroing in on any body for the same, it is unlikely to commit a blunder even if intensions are good. Many such
devotees, particularly among the alumni of the temple who do not have direct involvement with its affair (in the
capacity of teachers) often fall in this trap and misjudge the capacity and sagacity of individual billed to provide
leadership. Such alumni will do well to consult dozen of their well-intentioned brethren who are in the thick of the
issue as teachers of the institute or elsewhere. This will definitely give them exposure to the where about of the
individual who’ll preside over the temple.

It is often said that a successful professional is he who changes the lives of people around him for the better.
Whoever may directly or indirectly responsible for the choice of such a professional, he should see that the person
possess the necessary vision to guide the nascent veracity to its full fruitition. The person so chosen inevitably
becomes the role model for his successors. Not only he will preside over the affairs of the temple (The New
University) but also simultaneously prove that he is no dictator. But the proverbial philosopher king under whose
liberal outlook the institution flourishes.

As it is widely known, in our times, mere good work for a cause is not enough. Publicity for the same is also
essential. Behind everything there is successful now-a-days there is a publicity department. In other words the
professional so chosen to be the leader eventually be the poster boy for the young institution.

Put differently, it means that the newly chosen leader will not only act as the presiding deity but also as the poster boy
for the University. And God willing, he will both a benign and benevolent deity plus a charismatic poster boy.

ooo
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The Autobiography of UCE

Yashobanta Karali

Final Year, IT
Regd.No.-0501101165

The story of my life is noteworthy. I had to pass through many different stages before I came to my present
form. In fact, I came into existence in 1956 on the bank of river Mahanadi at Burla. At that time, I was a small child
under Utkal University. I remember I was the only engineering institute of Orissa. So, without any discrimination, I
was under proper cave, greater attention and interest.

               Then, I came under Sambalpur University in 1966.I acquired my glittering stage. I became more
and more eminent owing to my incredible success in the field of technology. During the transition of few years,
although many engineering institutes had taken birth, my name “UCE” bearing a brand had successfully created
indelible name and frame not only in India but also in abroad.

             From my very childhood, I have been satisfying the objective of technical education with my sincerity,
honesty and hard labor. But I got shocked when I experienced a bitter and unfortunate moment in 1984.I lost my
eleven valuable assets which till corrodes me and waters my eyes. However, I could manage and started to deliver
full and all-round service to the nation. I perceived that life of an institute is a glorious adventure throughout. Days
after days, months after months and years after years were passed. But my performance was not getting due
estimation and reward. Once I heard to be recommended for IIT. I became exited; my happiness knew no bound;
I began to spring on the rhythm of such emphasis. I started my remodeling and renovating by leaps and bounds
worth a great hope to be IIT.

                          But that was a dream and remained so. I conceived that recommending me for IIT was a riddle
wrapped in the mystery of politics inside the enigma of assurance. Perhaps my academic excellence and healthy
infrastructure could not be recognized and paid due value. However, I was declared autonomous in 1992.No
sooner than few years had been passed, again a regrettable incident occurred in 1998 and I lost my 7 precious
assets in the river Mahanadi. It taught me a great lesson and made me resilient. Once more, it had to be grasped
mentally that my life is full of caution and awareness.

            It was 2003 when I came under BPUT. But worth the passing of time, as I grew more and more old I felt to
be a victim in the web of politics. I found others in their juvenile stage being considered for higher position and
reputation which are not comparable to me in many respect. Those who should take care of me are more interested
in feathering other’s nest .Therefore, I decided to be on strike  and demanded my due value, respect and position
based on academic excellencies, healthy infrastructure and other incomparable qualities. I demanded to be a Deemed
University as I deserved. Being an institute I understood the essence of non-violence. Hence, I never adopted
vicious ways and violence during my strike period.
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               It was my sincerity for what I had been paying and oscillating as such like a coin or currency note travelling
from one hand to another. As a matter of fact, I have my own formality and etiquette; I have my own history and
culture; I have my own tradition and fashion that will remain intact.

              After rendering an important period of my life on strike, I understood that there is lack of outstanding
educationist and leader to perceive the value of time for education system. Today at the age of 53, I am unitary
university. Believing in simple living and high thinking, I would march forward and forward. I have worked both in
rain and sunshine and would go on.

             There is a great deal behind the transition from UCE to VSSUT that cannot be expressed in black and
white. For me, it is not the end; it is not even the beginning of the end; it is perhaps the end of the beginning.

ooo

My Days @ UCE Burla

 Chinmaya Panda

chinmaya555@rediffmail.com
(Batch of 2000, Civil Engineering)

Stress Engineer, Boeing Co., Everett, WA, USA 98204

Eight years have past and now I stand on the brink of returning to a world where I am surrounded by the
paradox of everything, and yet nothing being the same. It seems like only yesterday. As I walk into my past days,
every emotion passes through me as I reflect on the way my life has changed and the person I have become.

My education in UCE has allowed me to find so many new aspects of my self. My time here has also
allowed me to see how each of these aspects relates to the others. Because of the rewards I have already gained,
I continued my masters at IIT Bombay.

My first day at UCE was nerve wrecking. I remember my first class was Mathematics in lecture room
(opposite to T&P). I remember, Prof. MC Sahu used to say us about 3 A’s i.e. Adopt, Adjust, and Accommodate.
Perhaps the only mantra in my life which has led the way to get success. Being a graduate is not enough to step into
the new world. Assess your strengths and keep the avenues for higher studies always open to you. These lines of
Prof. KC Pradhan have always inspired me to do my higher studies. This is the place where I explored myself as a
singer, and writer (editor BECLITS-99) as well.

ooo
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The Alma-Mater Calling

Jadunandan Panda

The University College of Engineering, Burla, has been made a Unitary University and named Veer Surendra
Sai University of Technology. For the common man it will still be called Burla Engineering College. It is the same
institution we call our alma mater.  And hence it is our humble duty to keep the name and fame of this institution flying
high.

We were invited into the enrolment of this institution as we were found suitable to be made qualified
engineers. After we came out of its care feeling completely fit to serve the society, the society stretched her arms to
embrace us with great expectation. It gave us our bread and butter, and fulfilled our every need that it could provide
for the services we offered. We not only established ourselves but took care of our families, gave education to our
children, established them and earn positions and respect in the society.

In Our Indian Philosophy man is born to repay his debts. The debt is towards the parents, teachers, and
Gods in the form of society who have nurtured us. No institution is made only from bricks and mortars. It is always
a living organization and hence requires proper care and nourishment .A time has come when we must listen to the
call of our Alma- mater.

          We all know how great was our Alma-mater which produced such talents who served the nation and world
at large keeping her flag of fame high. We certainly bow in reverence and feel proud to have been the student of this
great institution.

          Now the time has come to reply our debt and see its flame burn brighter through our humble endeavour. I in
my own humble appeal through this article to every individual who have passed out of this institution to repay the
debt from the core of the heart.  It needs you at this hour for its academic, financial and structural development to
re-emerge again as a beacon of light in the technical world of institutions.

And lastly I appeal to everyone of us to see that this institution is never neglected by the administrator and
representatives of our people hence forward.

Let us join hands together and take the best possible care of our Alma-mater and ourselves in its glory.

ooo
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My Feelings

Dr. J.L.Dwari

Reader in Mechanical Engineering
Workshop Superintendent (I/C)

I am happy to see that U.C.E. Burla after a long time becomes a Technical University. The students and staff of this

institute fought for their rights and finally achieve it. I have joined this college in the year 1980 and seen many ups

&downs. This college was under Sambalpur University then transferred to B.P.U.T. and now it got the independent

status of a University. The college has got now the fully autonomy in academic, financial & administrative matter.

This college has got many lacunas in infrastructure, faculty and staff strength, which should be increased to cater the

need of the students as a whole. I particularly feel that standard of teaching has comedown due to shortage of

faculty in the college. The student strength is increasing, new departments are opening but there is no addition of

extra faculty or staff, which adversely affecting the teaching & research work immensely.  So I feel that as the

college got the status of University, the lacunas which are mentioned should be filling up at the earliest to improve

the situation & bring it to the IIT, standards.

I sincerely hope this institute will grow & bring many laurel in the time to come.

ooo

Dream big; Think big, Sky is your limit

Prasanna Sabat

I don’t mean here the dreams you see with your eyes closed, rather dream something which will not let you sleep till

you realize the same. That is the first step you should take at this point of time. But it’s not really easy to dream that

big as some of you might have started dreaming about the big bucks working for an Indian company at the client

location or owning that dream car of your life or marrying the sweet girl you fond of watching since your high school.

 

Just think of your self at the age of fifty, achieved all of them (and possibly many more) but try to get the possible

answers you can think of, for a question like: “What I did in my lifetime?” or “Have I done justice to the only
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opportunity of being a human being with all the intelligence and conscience at my disposal?”. The answers will give

you the quality of life you have lived so far. But why can’t you ask the same question today and prepare for some

better answers for that day.

 

Still you are ignorant of your true potential?

 

Let me give you some facts, the first one being that you are born as human being, the most intelligent creation of God

armored with all the skills to rein the world. Physically fit, mentally strong and financially sounder than many in the

society. You have the support of your family, friends and relatives. The degree from this prestigious college gives you

the support system of the dedicated teachers, thousands of alumni and their achievements and experience in various

fields. You are one of the young Indian riding high on her demographic advantage and one of the rapidly growing

economies. You have the inspiration of Gandhi, Narayan Murthy, Dhiru Bhai and APJ Abdulkalam. You have the

largest and vibrant democracy in the world.

But in spite of all that there are many darker patches through out this great nation. Every one of us has been cheated,

frustrated or felt sorry because of the state of the people or situation surrounding you.

Now choice is yours what you want to do about it.

Be the change you want to see around you or leave them as it is and look for the opportunity to settle abroad. Cast

your vote and be an active participant of the democratic process or abuse the politicians on every opportunity you

get. Wait for the joining letter of the company recruited you in campus or create an opportunity for yourself and few

more. Retire as a senior manager of the MNC or work for the passion of your life till your last day. Be the responsible

father of your only two children settled happily or also sponsor the higher education of the younger son of your maid

to fulfill his dream of his life. Enjoy your weekend with friends watching the latest bollywood flick and booze in the

coolest pub of the town or spend few hours with the children of an orphanage or the unfortunate inmates of the old

age home.

 

 Your life is the unique gift of God and you never know when He has planned for its last scene. There is no

fun without the challenges, hardship and tough times on the way. Tough time makes you a better person to face the

next hurdle achieving the goals. Unless you are utilizing your true potential and stretching to that threshold point you

are wasting your time. But in the mean time you should never forget to enjoy the beauty of life.

I want uceans to create a niche for them in the society, achieve the best in the life. Fall in love with your work

but not with your company and in first few years of your career give preference to learning than earning which will

follow the former with time but hardly  other way round. Don’t loose that spark in your mind and never hesitate to

ask those stupid questions coming to your inquisitive mind. But learning is not just the technology or tricks which will

help you in promotion or appraisal but the knowledge which will give you the satisfaction of being a better person

day by day.
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Don’t limit yourself to just be an engineer, which has now become so common a name in every house hold. Be a

path finder or a pioneer of your field. Try to see the bigger picture of the whole system you are a part in. Compete

with your self not with your colleague or cousin settled in USA. Raise your standard each time you achieve your

goal.

You can dream to be an entrepreneur or financially independent by age of 35 or owning a life changing or

social business or be a public leader a MLA or MP serving the developed India or may be a Nobel laureate or even

bigger. Dream has the inherent capacity to keep your spirit high and fly in the direction. Nothing is impossible as

“Impossible” itself says “I’m Possible”. When some one tries for something whole heartedly, all the surrounding

factors also influence in the same direction for the cause. But we stop on the way on fulfilling our dreams in the fear

of failure because we are ignorant of the fact that winners have more failure stories than any one else. Losers are not

the one who fail but the ones who don’t give it a try.

Think over it, set your goals and make the move.

Wish you best of luck.

You can and should shape your own future; because if you don’t someone else surely will!!

ooo

Safety habits :
- Obey traffic rules while driving and walking
- Walk on the right side of the road if the road has no raised footpath
-
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UCE: A Chaotic Cocktail of ……

Pranay Behera, 01 UCE 94, Electrical Engg

Presently:

Solution Manager,
Cluster Banking Group, ICICI Bank, Hyderabad

Mob. 9703917635

Email:pranaya.behera@icicibank.com

                                                                          

It should come as no surprise that many would remember September 2001 as a month of infamy for what happened
in the United States; but to me (& I am sure for all of my batch mates) that particular time brings out one pleasant
memorable phase as we started our engineering days. 
Coming from an area abundant of our Alumni and fed with dos & don’ts; I had sort of premonition of UCE and its
surroundings. On reaching the campus early in the morning it was like being welcomed aboard to a wildlife sanctuary.
First few weeks were quite memorable for the (sweet/sour/funny) interaction   with the seniors. The first year went
by in a flash with memories of bonding of the whole batch shared under one roof. The frenzy began to build in the
second year when we had to move out of south hostel to the allotted ones. It was like a herd of prisoners breaking
free from the Shawshank Prison leaving behind happy memories. But it also allowed us to explore different places
in the premises itself. We get to know the seniors more and more. The third year was fun as we were used to the
campus routines and a sense of seniority was flowing through our blood. Final year was famous for its placement
fever, project. And before we know we are done it was time to bid adieu and the farewell parties were lined up
remembering those 4 years. 

Irrespective of year the things those were common: scorching summer, inflexible studying-sleeping hours, mugged-
up answer sheets, photocopying the notes of first benchers, bathroom queues ,run a ball chasing cricket matches,
diverse commitments ,the most happening Spring & Filmfest, batch/group trips  to the west, dhaba treats etc. 

Having said all that, I must say that it is also one of the best learning experiences of my life. The amount I learn, both
in and outside the classroom, is amazing. I can hardly even begin to describe the intangible benefits I reap. Can’t find
any better line to conclude this than the Bryan Adams’ famous:

Those were the best days of my life. 

ooo
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Strategic Planning for Equal Job
Opportunities for Every Student

Prof. (Dr.) P. K. Hota
Professor of Electrical Engg. Dept. &

Professor in-charge of Training & Placement Dept.

U.C.E, Burla

Today, generating a technical manpower equipped with necessary skills is a challenging task for academicians,
administrators and technical institutions concerned. However, a sustainable growth in technical education and in turn
economic and social development of the country can only be ensured if there exist equal job opportunities for every
student irrespective of the engineering discipline chosen for the graduation or diploma. In recent years, we are
seeing a situation where more and more technical graduates are going without jobs and at the same time more and
more engineering colleges are given permission to start and the admission strength of the existing institutions is also
increased. This unsustainable growth in the technical man power output is definitely going to be a big burden to the
government and a probable danger to the society if the circumstances force these unemployed professional graduates
to resort to high tech antisocial activities due to frustration and disappointment. Further, this unbalance of supply and
demand promotes unhealthy competition for jobs and the consequential corruption, resulting in an overall degradation
in the country’s status and economy. Hence, it is very much essential that the growth in the number of technical
institutions is properly planned and controlled to the specific requirement of the nation.

The strategic planning components outside the scope of institutions that decide the required growth in the
number of disciplines and number of technical institutions are:- (a) Short range and long range vision of the National
man power requirement in various disciplines, (b) Local needs of the society and (c) Students’ own aspirations and
goals.

(a) For a developing country like India, the National requirement of quality and quantity of technical man power
depends on:

(i) Short and long range socio-economic goals accounting for the population growth and available resources.
(ii) Progressive up-gradation of technology required to meet the challenges of globalization and ever advancing

science and technology.
(iii) Identification of the R & D needs in emerging areas.
(iv) Desired quality standards of life expected to be achieved

(b) The region specific needs of the society should also be given due consideration in starting new disciplines
and new institutions where pertinent and feasible. Starting courses such as Bio-technology & Agro-technology in
agricultural centers, Marine technology in coastal districts, Solar & Renewable energy engineering in deserted areas
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of energy crisis, Water resources and Chemical technology in regions of perennial water shortage, etc., are some
examples.
(c) Students’ aspirations and goals is yet another factor which should not be neglected in starting new courses.
Courses such as VLSI and Embedded System Design, Aerodynamics, Rocket Propulsion & Space Technology,
Micro and Nano Technology,
Automation in Manufacture, Optical Fiber Communication Technology, etc., are some specialized areas where,
several students have a flair to build up their future. By extending the activities of Nodal man power centers such
information can be acquired through questionnaires.

Secondly, within the institution the followings are to be followed as the strategic planning components.

(a) Flexible curriculum: Incorporation of theory and practical subjects of industry-orientation importance.
(b) Provisions to be made to overcome impact of IT and globalization: To overcome the biased attitude of

fresh engineering graduates towards IT related jobs only, our engineering course curriculum must be designed for:-
(i) To train them to impart knowledge on multiple skills.
(ii) To build technical skills with confidence, develop competencies for efficiency and transfer of technicalities via

on-line, e-chat, e-mail, discussion boards and virtual trainings, etc.
(c) Improvement of the employability factors of students: The following soft skills along with the subject

specialization will help the students to perform better in the cut-throat competitive market.
(i) Personal Grooming, (ii) Basic Hygiene, (iii) Communication skills, (iv) Linguistic skills, (v) Ability to handle

communication equipments like fax, internet, etc., (vi) First-aid skills and (vii) Basic minimum general knowledge
(d) Introduction of Inspiration Cell: The social and spiritual values like honesty, tolerance, non-violence, courage

compassion, purity of thought and deed, love for all, duty consciousness, dignity of labour, etc. are to be
inculcated to the students to become a quality engineer.

Thirdly, other measures that could promote creation of equal job opportunities for every student include:-
(a) Academic, Administrative and Financial autonomy to be given to the institution with regard to industry-institution

interaction and to promote placement cell activities.
(b) Linkage with alumni and conduct periodical programmes, meetings, etc.
(c) Provisions to be extended to integrate the development of technology indigenously at the institution level too,

rather than importing technology or exporting Indian software brains.
(d) Provisions to be made for the industry to refer to the nearby technical institution to get assistance for industrial

technical problems, if any.

To conclude, the strategic planning for equal job opportunities for technical students is the combined effort of (1)
Institution, (2) Industry, (3) Students, (4) Teachers, (5) Parents, (6) Government and (7) Our society too.

Only when these above discussed aspects are properly taken care by the planners and policy makers at large, then
we can see a sustainable growth in technical education which will help in creating equal job opportunities for every
technical diploma, graduate and post-graduate student irrespective of his/her discipline.

ooo
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My Dream Comes True

Prof. K.C.Mahapatra.

B.Tech (I.I.T. Madras), M.Tech (I.I.T. Madras),
Ph.D(Engg.) (S.U.), M.I.E.(India)

Ex-Professor of E.T.E. Dept., U.C.E., Burla.

Ex-Principal in-charge, U.C.E., Burla.

Email: amkcm@yahoo.com

             Some years ago, I had a dream to elevate the status of our University College of Engineering, Burla, and the

oldest and premier Engineering College of our state, established in the year 1956, to a University status. Considering

all merits, our college deserved this status since long. Under Divine blessing, the dream has come true for the benefit

of all of us. Our college is now a “Unitary University”.

            It gives me immense pleasure to know that our college has now attended its highest status as Veer Surendra

Sai University of Technology (VSSUT), which was in my dream, some years ago. I am extremely happy about it.

            I wish to honestly and heartily thank our dear students, staffs and alumni for their constant unceasing effort

and the timely cooperation of our Government and authorities to materialize our dream into reality.

            Let us all wish this occasion of 8th. February 2009 a success, which will remain in the history of UCE at the

beginning of its glorious life as VSSUT, and let all of us pray GOD to give us strength to march ahead with unity and

harmony of our minds to attain still higher levels of excellence.

        My sincere thanks to all our colleagues, alumni and my dear student friends who have given me this opportunity

to convey my heart felt feelings to you all.

Thank you.

ooo
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UCE during 2004-2007

Prof K.C.Singh

Alumni,1969(Mech)

EX-Principal (March2004-07)
Presently: Director, NMIET, BBSR-751019

VIM-113, Sailshree Vihar

Bhubaneswar-751021

kcsingh@rediffmail.com

It was 18th Dec 2008 (Thursday). We were returning from Bangalore by train. Around the evening I received a call
from Ashes. He informed that the bill giving Unitary University status to UCE, Burla was passed the same day in the
floor of the assembly. However the new name of the college is to be Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology.
It was a good news indeed. Two days back I came to know about the government decision from the news published
in Times of India in its Bangalore Edition.

My memory relating to UCE flashed back. Right from the day I took my admission on 4th July 1964, followed by
joining as a teacher on 06th June 1972. I continued till 19th Feb 1988, when I resigned to Join IGIT, Sarang as
Professor. When BPUT came into existence, I was deputed in Feb 2003 as the first Director of Examinations by
Hon’ble Chancellor’s order.

I was the happiest person, when I received the offer of Principal on 26th March 2004; the 14th incumbent to the
post, and the 10th regular one. It was a great honour I joined on 31st March. I had two other responsibilities to be
simultaneously carried out. One was   to conduct the 2nd sem examination of BPUT and the second was to complete
the admission process as Chairman JEE-04. On these conditions only, I was relieved from BPUT to join UCE. I am
happy that by the Grace of the Almighty, the second semester examination of BPUT could be conducted as per
schedule and the result could be published within record 3 weeks, followed by smooth completion of JEE-2004.

To head my Alma mater was not only a dream to be cherished but also was a big challenge. With dwindling faculty
strength (It was only 44 then out of 97 sanctioned ), dilapidated hostel buildings and staff quarters , leaking  roofs
,stinking  toilets of the college , the college looked like at least 150 years  old without a coat of  white wash and
unkempt bushes(or jungles!) surrounding it . There was a lot of dissatisfaction among the students without proper
amenities and very poor campus placement. This led them to go   for a strike in Oct 2005, demanding deemed to
be University status for UCE. With the support of the Alumni, General public, Political persons and media, a clear
message was sent.

Opportunities came from among the weaknesses. The State Government felt the necessity of seriously looking into
the matter. With the help of Alumni (right upto the level of Work Secretary), the staff quarters and college building
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was handed over to PWD for maintenance. With the help from  DTET, funds  were made to be available from 10th

finance commission for renovation of college Buildings, toilets, hostels (Dinning halls/ toilets), which were in deplorable
condition. Staff quarters were renovated after a gap of at least a decade. Roads inside the college, hostel and staff
colonies were relaid. Road in front of college and hostel were renovated and widened. With generous help from
L&T, Kansbahl and Hindalco, Hirakud cleaning of the college campus and renovation of the hostel campus was
taken up. The central gardens of the college and Hostels were revived. With a coat of colour wash and with all these
site developments, UCE started smiling.

In the meantime with the help of BPUT amidst many difficulties, 25 nos of faculty positions could be filled up.
Regular faculty strength rose to a respectable 65. It was not only surprising but a mystery that in its glorious days,
there was no attempt to get UCE accreditated. It could have been one of the first ten Institutes of the country to be
accredidated 15 years back. The placement of students improved phenomenally during 2004-2006 from 25-30%
to more than 90%. The library automation was completed. A language laboratory could be setup. Finally with
improvement in the number of regular faculty, five out the six departments could be accreditated in 2006 by National
Board of Accreditation (NBC). We went a steep closer towards the desired Deemed to be University status. This
was possible due to whole hearted cooperation of staff, students and Alumni.

Then came the Golden Jubilee celebrations. This was an occasion to unite all the alumni. Due to their generous help
overall improvement of scenario at UCE could be possible. Then we could think for beautification of the campus. A
golden Jubilee memorial gate could be constructed. With the financial help from “Vedanta” a gallery hall came up in
hockey field. Chief Minister laid the foundation for a two storied building to contain a 500 seater conference hall,
central computational facilities and a cafeteria. MCL was roped in to finance the construction of a 200-seated girl’s
hostel. Proposal was submitted to MHRD for a 200 seated SC/ST hostel.

The Golden Jubilee celebration was a grand success. There was an overwhelmed participation and the alumni from
1960  to 2005 batch danced to the tunes of Amit Sana (Indian-Idol fame)   it  was  followed by the celebration at
Bhubaneswar  by  Bhubaneswar sub-center , where the Honorable Vice-President of India graced the occassion.

Now the Unitary University status has been conferred. There is a great task ahead. Infrastructure is to be added.
There should be both horizontal as well as vertical growth with addition of new disciplines like Biomedical Engineering,
Material Science Mechatronics, Construction Management, Nano-Technology etc. M.Tech. courses are to be
started in all disciplines in Engineering in new and upcoming areas and a P.G Course in Business Administration.
Faculty members are to be devoted for research work with Ph.D. guidance. Special attention is to be given for
activities in the  field of  Research and Development .All these things need filling up of faculty positions with dedicated
faculty, good work environment and  incentives .To achieve excellence should be our only motto. Now there is no
scope to blame others (say BPUT) for our lapses. Then only we can think of achieving the ultimate Deemed to be
University status from the present intermediate unitary one.

Let us hope for the bright future of our Alma mater.

ooo
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An Ode to the Alma mater

Manoj Kumar Mohanty

First Batch, Electrical engineering, 1960

I was really caught unaware, and what a pleasant surprise it was! I never had any inkling that such a process is

underway and will fructify so soon! That my alma mater, University College of Engineering, Burla will be declared
as Unitary University, a just but belated recognition to its role in shaping the technological front of Orissa is evidently
a matter of jubilation. So I was exhilarated, enthralled and obviously, as an occasion of this gigantic proportion is
wont to, evoked a flood of emotions, which dates back to about fifty years.

This sacred institution of which I am privileged to be a product of the first batch, has a connection with me, which

is almost umbilical in nature, because, once I joined in there, I have never lost track of her for last fifty years. I was
fortunate enough to work professionally at places and in positions, which gave me ample opportunity to stay close
to her. I have participated in all her activities, be it annual day functions, annual sports meet, or the silver jubilee
function or inter-university competitions or any other functions worth mentioning. And I always felt proud for this
opportunity! I have seen it’s slow and steady growth from the humble surroundings wherefrom we started upto the
zenith of success at the present day. For the last fifty years, this sacred institution has produced thousands of

engineers, who have excelled in their professional field with flying colors, have upheld the name of their alma mater
and have assumed decisive roles in developing the infrastructural backbone of the state and the country. I get
utmost satisfaction by seeing my peers and juniors, who have worked in various organizations including that of
State and Central Govt., have made their footprints imprinted on the quicksand of time and peacefully retired after
an eventful career. And the credit of this goes solely to our alma mater, which has relentlessly produced such
qualified and talented engineers, year after year, without any expectation or reward. What more anyone can want?

Now down the memory lane. Every mention of the college brings back to my memory the first day in the college,
when I reached the sleepy town of Burla as a starry-eyed kid, with only dreams to fulfill. The college had nothing
much, no multistoried buildings for class rooms, no fancy audio visual club or no luxurious hostel rooms with TV
and internet. We were staying in Govt. quarters and teaching was informal. It was no fixed class room timing but
interactive lessons all the time. Teachers were with us and whenever we felt like, we were discussing about study.

Those were the halcyon days! The teachers were our parents, guides, friends and everything. Their love and
affection, stern admonition and kind pats, their profound knowledge and great sense of humor, pedantic deliberations
and light hearted gossips- all helped a home sick boy like me from a small town, to seamlessly adjust to the new
environment.

Then came my professional life. And I always stuck close to college. I saw the developments and growth, felt the

paucity of funds crippling the optimistic programs, apathy of the people sitting at the helm of affairs, indifference of
the high-and-mighty to the contributions of the institution. I felt sorry, aggrieved, disappointed and above all, helpless.
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I have rendered my sweat and tears for the dear old college! And so also many of my friends, who have done their
might.

Now at the dusk of the life, the memories are still fresh, the wounds are still raw and attraction is still magnetic. I still
feel a lump in my throat when I think of the college and those memorable days. That’s the value of a college like our
alma mater.

Now, for the future. The declaration of the Unitary University, as far as my understanding goes, will empower the
institution with more power and resources. I hope that new facilities will be created, new equipment will adorn the
laboratories and the library will be well stocked. Many more students will avail the facility and will grow into fine
young engineers.

But I have an appeal to make to all my young friends, not as alumnus of the institution only but as an old man of
experience – please do something to make our college feel proud of us. She’s our college, our alma mater, our
surrogate mother! ode

ooo

Where do we stand!

Muktipada Panda, 1964 Electrical

Chief Engineer (Retd.)
RP-77, Pandav Nagar, Bhubaneswar-18.

Email: pandas123@dataone.in

The latest theory of ‘Big Bang’ presented by the renowned scientist Stephen Hawking states that this
universe comes to its existence with a ‘Big Bang’. Prior to that, there was nothing, not even the existence of ‘time’.
He has not mentioned who is responsible for this big bang or what is the cause of this big bang. Here comes the
‘Sanatan Dharma’ of our mother land. The ‘Sanatan Dharma’ is based on the Truth of this Universe as perceived
by the great Sages of ancient times. Tahey stated that it was the wish of God that led to the creation of this universe.
They said that only ‘Brahman’ existed before such creation. As per material science, we may call this as pure
energy (E). Since we do not know who or what power it was behind this big bang, we call it God. To all of us, God
is most powerful. This idea of ‘most powerful’ has come to us when we see and understand even only a small
portion of this universe, our world, its beauty and laws governing this world and the universe is so beautiful that we
feel to express our heartfelt thanks to the Power or the person, if any, behind all this, and we call it God.
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It is very difficult for us to imagine God as formless. And we are not sure whether he is formless or with form. If at

all He has a form, what is the form? There could be endless debate on this and even then we will not be able to arrive

at a conclusion. So, some think Him to be formless and some others think Him with a form. It is never possible to

conclude as to who is right and who is wrong.

Concept of God as the creator of this Universe is originated from the land of ‘Sanatan Dharma’. Later on, the

Bible said that the God created this universe. There is no debate and christens have accepted God as formless.

The Veda, the Vedanta, Upanishads and Bhagabad Gita are the main scriptures of Sanatan Dharma which is

known as Hindu religion in the modern times. Bhagabad Gita is supposed to contain the essence of Hindu scriptures.

Gita pronounces that Lord Krishna is the creator of this universe. Other Gods and Goddesses (read deities) are

created by him only.

If we try to understand the contents of Gita, we will find that Lord Krishna says that he is omnipotent and also

omnipresent. He says that the Universe has come out of him only. We also know that there was pure Energy or

Brahman (the formless) before the universe was created i.e. before the big bang. From this analogy, Krishna is

equal to Brahman. The great scientist Albert Einstein’s famous equation states that E = mc2, where E is pure

energy, ‘m’ is mass and C is the velocity of light, a constant. This equation denotes that the energy and mass is

convertible. In other wards, mass can be converted to energy and vice-versa. This statement also corroborates with

the message of Gita and Upanishads; which tell that the God (read Lord Krishna) has created this universe and it

will be merged or mingled with him at the end. As per Gita, this ‘end’ is not the end of everything but the end of one

cycle of creation. We do not know fully about our universe. How can we know whether there is any other universe

or not!

So, for Hindus or the followers of Sanatan Dharma, Lord Krishna is with form and without form also at the same

time. Like an iceberg in the ocean. The same water becomes ice depending upon the condition. This is also like the

conversion of energy into mass and vice-versa depending upon the condition. Condition has a very important role to

play. The Hindus believe that, this is nothing but the ‘will’ or ‘wish’ (mere wish) of God. After all, we are only created

by him. How the created can fully realize its creator? Atmost he can try to do so and can have a glimpse of Him, that

too if He so wishes. It is like seeing our surroundings in the light of a lightening.

As per our scriptures, we can not perceive our creator or God or Brahman. We would like to remind the readers

here that it was only the Brahman (E) only that existed (is existing) before the universe was created. The scriptures

tell us that the Brahman can not be expressed in words! After all, how can we describe a formless? Can we

describe air or light or a magnetic field? When we say that we can not perceive our creator, we mean that our mind

and consciousness can not perceive the God – the formless. But our mind and consciousness can also perceive the

God – the formless! It appears like a fallacy. The Hindu scriptures states that - God can be perceived only by a pure

mind and consciousness.
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The Sages in ancient times had a pure mind and consciousness and were capable of perceiving God with form and
formless. Now the question is who prevents us from having a pure mind and consciousness and perceive God?
Surely we can have a pure mind and consciousness and can realize God! Only we have to understand what we
mean by the statement – a pure mind and a pure consciousness. The mind and the consciousness that is not involved
or attached with the earthly desires of wealth and woman is said to be pure. If any types of wealth and woman have
no impact or influence on one’s mind or consciousness, then he is said to have a pure mind and consciousness. It
would be possible for such a person to realize or perceive God – the Creator. Otherwise, all the exercise and labour
to realize God will be futile. We may go to hundreds of temples and worship all the Gods and Goddess (read
Deities) will mean nothing if our mind is not pure.

With the statement in the above paragraph, we may now evaluate our own state of mind and consciousness and
conclude whether it is possible for us to make our mind free from wealth and woman? The sages and the wise of
ancient times could achieve that state of mind and realize God – the Absolute truth.

Where do we stand in context with the above discussion? Some of us are in service. Some are retired. Those in
service may not have time to think and ponder. But those of us who are retired – do we dare to think and contemplate
– God? The scripture tells that the only difference between man and animal is that – only man can think and
contemplate about his creator – the God.

After retirement, we certainly have all the time on earth at our disposal. But it is upto us as to how we utilize this
time? Most of us spend a lot of time in puja and visit temples regularly. We also do not miss chance to visit a place
of pilgrimage. At least we make it a point to visit Puri regularly and have Darshan of Lord Jaannath and have
Prasadam at Anandamela. We come back home a different person. We do not forget to get latest news from the
news papers and TV channels and check whether the Sensex has gained or lost any point, think about how to
multiply money we have – although it may not be possible to spend a part of the money that we possess! And we
definitely enjoy seeing that it gets multiplied faster in comparison to our friend or neighbor. We have a feeling of
superiority when we meet and talk to a person who, we know, has less money and other assets in comparison to
that of mine. We do not have any charity worth mentioning or a donation for a good cause. About woman? Better
we do not discuss about this!

Swami Vivekananda said that, it is not good that we do not go to the temple at our young age; but he adds that it is
also not good that we go to the temple at our old age. He expected us to improve in due course of our growing up
and understand the meaning of the Temple and God. After all God is everywhere! God is in every living being and
the non-living. Then why should we confine ourselves to the temple only while we could find God in every form in
front of us.

Let us decide our course of action before it is too late.

ooo
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Memories and Thoughts of UCE

U. N. Das -1971 Batch (Electrical)

Retd General Manager (Electrical)
 National Mineral Development Corporation Ltd. (NMDC)

D No: 50-121-29

Flat No: 405, MVV Palace,

Balayya Sastry Layout,
Vishakapatnam-530013

Andhra Pradesh.

Ph: 0891-2710808

Email: undas1947@yahoo.co.in.

The very thought of UCE Burla, brings back many memories in my mind that are still fresh, as if they happened just

yesterday. I belong to the 1971 batch of electrical engineering. When I entered the campus of UCE Burla as a

fresher I never imagined that this campus, and the years that I would spend here would mark the most memorable

and cherished ones in my entire life. The 1st year was a lot of Adventure especially for me since I was the only

candidate from Andhra Pradesh in the entire College. I could not converse in Oriya or Hindi. But nevertheless,

within 6 months I was not only able converse fluently in Oriya but also able to sing the songs of the then famous play

back singer “Akhaya Mohanty”. This made me very popular among my seniors and batch mates.

I can never forget the memories of the Annual Cultural weeks, the Film Festivals, the Sports events, tech exhibitions,

Sunday morning breakfast of hot singadas, bora and aluchops at the Jhopdis on the other side of the main road

(Because the Hostel Mess would be closed by the time we would get up on Sunday morning), walking with pride

in Burla Market in the evenings wearing Blazers to impress the “Medicos”, going to Sambalpur on bicycles via

Khetrajpur for seeing Pictures, and not to forget the fights with the Medical college students. I hope the relations

between both these great institutions are healthy and peaceful now. We used to wait eagerly for Saraswasti Puja

and Viswakarma pujas as this was the only time we had the opportunity to enter the ladies hostal of Medical

College to distribute Prasad. And not to forget how we used to fight to be a part of the group (4-5 students) that

was allowed to go inside.  The Funniest part was that, almost all the Prasad used to get over at the ladies hostel itself

as we would give at least 4-5 packets of the Prasad to each girl. There was no co-education in our college at that

time. Perhaps that may be the reason why we would always honor the invitations of our friends in the Medical

College for their cultural week celebrations and fun fares etc. We also used to patronize the only single projector

theatre in Burla market whenever some good Hindi movie was played.
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It’s been over 37 years since I passed out of UCE in 1971. I visited the UCE once in 2001 and again in 2006 along

with my family. My younger daughter had also accompanied me in 2001. She was studying 3rd year engineering

with EEE at that time at Bangalore. She was amazed to see the Electrical machines lab, Electronics lab and other

facilities of our college. I felt very proud to show my college to her and narrate the memories of my student days. I

was impressed to see the developments and the changes that the college has been through at both times that I

visited, with new Computer labs, buildings, the new equipments in all the labs etc. The campus also expanded with

more hostels, good internal roads with illumination, guest house and other facilities. During our time there was no

auditorium, though we felt it necessary for conducting cultural events, seminars and viewing films. I felt very happy

that a good auditorium is added now with audio-visual facilities. I still remember those days when we used to view

the weekly movies on 16 mm projector in the open air on chilly winter nights eating peanuts.

I am very happy to know that the UCE, Burla has attained the status of an independent University and is now

named as Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology (VSSUT), an honor our College deserved a long time ago.

It is my Vision that our illustrious institution will strive for the number 1 position in all fields. The University should

have close tie ups/ MoUs with industry and take up good research projects. Organizing national and international

seminars and workshops regularly will enhance the reputation of our University nationally and internationally. The

infrastructure should be developed accordingly in a planned manner. The University should be able to generate its

own funds and become a profit centre by itself. However regular flow of funds from state and central govts is to be

ensured. There should be 100% campus selections. The Alumni’s’ holding senior executive positions in public and

private sectors should play an active role in the campus selections.

I wish all the best to our Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology and congratulate everybody who is responsible

for its formation.

ooo
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The Moving Boot

Er. S. Pradhan
Manager (Mechanical)

CPP, NALCO
1991 batch

April or May1989.I was reading in second year and staying in North Hostel. Fourth semester examination had just
been over. We were waiting for our practical examination. That time Orissa was having rampant scheduled and
unscheduled power cuts.

One evening, I was alone in my hostel room. My room mate had probably gone for an outing. The unscheduled
power cut started at around 8pm.I decided to stay in and waited for power resumption.

The moon lit night was really enjoyable even from inside the room. Tall black berry trees were swaying in mild
breeze. Their shadows were creating cinema on my room wall. As I was observing all these, I don’t know when I
fell asleep putting my head on the table. Occasional braying of donkeys could not deter me from my sweet evening
nap.

Suddenly, I got up with a jolt. Some sound…I don’t know what, made me get up. ‘May be, I had seen a bad
dream!’ I thought.

I closed my eyes once again putting my chin on the table. The sound repeated: it was like the sound of dragging
something. I tried to point my wide open eyes and ears towards the sound.

Yes, the sound was coming from the bottom of the open cupboard. Power had not resumed yet. Room had become
darker due to cloud cover over the moon. My eyes searched the culprit: it was coming from one of NCC boots of
my friend. I tried to observe further.

To my surprise, one boot was moving slowly, but intermittently. A little fear entered my mind. I remembered one of
the stories of ghost wearing shoes published in one English magazine some years back. One of my elder brothers
had narrated this to me.

The story went thus:-

A young poor English boy had died early due to some disease. He didn’t have a pair of shoes in his lifetime.
Throughout his short life he longed to have a pair of his own which remained a dream till end.

Some days later, one night, when his father searched his shoes, he found it misplaced. Next night same thing
happened. Third night, the man decided to catch the culprit and pretended to sleep. What he saw was really
unimaginable, his blood froze. A dark faint figure, looking like his son, was wearing his shoes and roaming
inside the room.

Although it was a story; still my blood also started to freeze. ‘Is there a ghost in my room?’ I thought and planned to
sneak out of the room. But, fortunately, power resumed immediately afterwards. I took a sigh of relief and tried to
look at the boot to observe it further.

To my surprise, the boot still moved slowly, albeit intermittently. Gathering enough courage I lifted the boot.

Lo! A big black beetle crawled out from the bottom of the boot. It was trying its best to come out and thereby
dragging it slowly.

Ha,Ha,Ha…….I laughed aloud.

ooo
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MY STYLE UCE: Citadel of Knowledge

Sumant Panda

Lecturer,  Manufacturing Sc. & Engg.

B.E. (Mech.) - 1999

M. Tech (IIT, Delhi)

Preamble:
Education is a means of developing country’s human resource to enable every member of the society to preserve

the age-old culture and tradition of the country besides making him a companion of the citizens of developed

nations. In the 21st century, human society is bound to use science and technology more intensively for revolutionizing

the whole World. India cannot afford to lag behind. Accordingly, all concerned faculty, students and staff of the

Institute should strife for high standards of education in the area of science and technology and walk and contribute

together in the MAHAYAJAYA of development to see India in the category of developed nations. The world

economy during the 21st century will be knowledge based and technology driven. Experts forecast that by the early

2050s, India will be the third largest economy in the World. Biotechnology, information technology and communication,

materials, nanotechnology and pharmaceuticals are going to be the key technologies for a nation’s economic growth

in the coming decades. Thus high quality education for global competitiveness has become a must. The technical

institutions of the Orissa including the U.C.E, Burla will have to play a crucial and vital role in the growth of India’s

knowledge economy. The country now demands that her science and technical institutions be the educational

institutions at par with the best in the World. These expectations can only be met through high quality research and

world-class education. In view of the above expectations, it has become imperative for UCE to redefine its goals

and vision. It should aim to be among the World’s top class engineering and technical institutions and also to be the

world-class centre for technical knowledge generation. Emphasis will have to be put on frontier areas of engineering

subjects as well as hands-on-training. This, however, will require complete change in the present mind set of all

concerned and substantial improvement in funding and academic & research infrastructure. It would also be essential

to identify a few nationally important areas where excellence could be achieved through pooling of available expertise

and resources. The manpower requirements at all levels also need to be assessed.

Research:
Excellence in teaching profession largely depends on the quality of research undertaken and resulting publications

(as well as patents filed, if any), hence it is essential for UCE to set up best laboratory in the Institute so as  to

provide its faculty and researchers adequate opportunities to excel and be at par professionally with the best in the

World. Through such an approach, the standard and excellence of the on-going UG and PG programs will not only

be maintained but will also get a boost. There is also an urgent need for the Institute to assess its core competitiveness

and identify a few well focused areas (say 2/3) for research and development in which the Institute would like to

excel and achieve leadership. The Institute should plan to foster closer links and work closely with other faculties of
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the University, technical institutions, R & D units, industries and NGOs to get feed back, remove overlaps, change

and modify research areas, if required, as well as develop joint academic and R & D activities. A super-specialization

research grid needs to be created within the Institute. Proper project planning, creation and upgrading of infrastructure

for promoting research in the chosen areas are urgently required. Modernization of existing infrastructure and

creation of state-of-the-art facilities have become imperative. Improving the availability and quality of supporting

staff at all levels with the aim of making them pro-active in the academic and research endeavors is the foremost

pre-requisite for realizing these goals.

Academic:
The level of the UG / PG education must be improved to make them as excellent and as vibrant as possible. The UG

education, in particular, deserves more focused and better attention. Increase in the intake at UG/PG levels while

ensuring quality of those being admitted is also required. This will require attractive and better teaching and learning

facilities at all levels, competent and motivated faculty, computer, library, laboratories, hostels, scholarships, and

stringent performance evaluation system. This would require complete modernization and overhauling of the existing

infrastructure. Similarly, there is a need to have tailor made teaching programs to serve the needs of a particular field

of engineering activity. Bringing in an element of research in the UG curriculum to tap the energy and enthusiasm of

young talents as well as to encourage them to go for higher studies and research has to be practiced/ emphasized.

Efforts also need to be made to foster collaborative programs with institutions in India and abroad for facilitating

student exchange at the national/global level.

Faculty:
In order to attract the best talents for research and teaching, the academic environment will have to be made

rewarding and stimulating. Entire ambience will have to be changed and made vibrant. Motivation to faculty through

necessary developmental and research opportunities is needed. This will require better infrastructure, stimulating

work environment, better pay packages and other privileges and quicker performance based promotion.

Supporting Staff:
Modernization of offices at all levels, improvement in the competence of the existing technical and non-technical

support staff to make them commensurate with the requirements of the faculty, researchers & students and fit for

facing the academic and R & D challenges of the 21st century has become imperative. Substantial effort is required

to augment and improve the level of existing technical and other supporting staff.

Fund:
Encouragement to generate funds through sponsored research projects, consultancy and tailor made academic

programs has to be provided. Unfortunately, the current system is not very congenial for this. This needs to be

changed. All round improvement in the project management and engineering works capabilities for timely utilization

of funds as well as creation of required infrastructure are the prerequisites for encouraging academic excellence and

vibrant R & D activity.
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Vision, Mission and Values:
It is the opportune moment for the Institute to envision to become a centre of excellence in the filed of cutting edge

technology development and related emerging areas of education, training and research comparable to the best in

the World for producing professionals who shall be leaders in innovation, entrepreneurship, creativity and management.

The Institute should aim at becoming top in the region/Asia and amongst the global top players in those areas where

the faculty of the Institute have made some mark. In view of the above, following vision, mission and values should

be set for the Institute.

Vision:
• Pursuit of excellence in scientific and technical education, and research for the development of India in

particular and the world in general.

• ?Act as a resource base (for both trained human resource and advanced scientific and technical

knowledge) for the country’s industries and the society.

• Attain excellence and become a unique Institution of National importance.

• Become world-class institution and number one in the region and amongst the global top players in the

area of materials science and technology.

Mission:
• Generation of new knowledge by engaging in research in emerging, cutting-edge and hi-tech areas.

• Promote academic growth of students by offering state-of-the-art world class UG, PG and Ph.D. level

programs.

• Identification of newer areas of specialization based on the well analyzed perception of local, regional,

national and global needs for making concerted efforts to meet these needs.

• Development of need to promote focused academic and R&D activities.

• Fostering of long term interaction with industry and promotion of long term collaborative R&D programs.

• Provide appropriate academic environment and opportunities for the development of human potential by

promoting intellectual and imaginative capabilities of young individuals to work as leaders in various professions.

Values:
• Academic integrity and accountability

• Respect and tolerance for the views of every individual.

• Appreciation of global and national interests and societal needs.

• Appreciation and promotion of intellectual excellence and creativity.

• Unfettered spirit of quest for knowledge complemented with rationality and enterprise.

ooo
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Courage, Attitude and Enterprise

Sujeet Kumar
B.E.,(EL&TCE) - 1998

 LLB, MBA (Oxford)

Global Leadership Fellow,

World Economic Forum (WEF) Geneva, Switzerland

Change will not come if we wait for some other person or some other time. We are the ones we have been waiting

for. We are the change that we seek.

  — Barrack Obama (February 5, 2008)

The book that has most influenced my thinking is ‘The Alchemist: A Fable About Following Your Dreams’ By

Paulo Coellio. This book, I found, imparted to me numerous jewels of wisdom.

The book details the journey and realization of a shepherd boy’s (Santiago) dreams of finding a treasure in the

pyramids of Egypt. A gypsy woman and an old man advise him to pursue it. “To realize one’s destiny is a person’s

only obligation’’ the old man tells him. ‘’And when you want something, the entire universe conspires in helping

you to achieve it.” The story of the treasures, Santiago finds along the way, teaches us about the essential wisdom

of listening to our hearts and, above all, following our dreams.

The novel integrates ideas and philosophies of many faiths and historical periods. Many of these ideas concern the

pursuit of truth, one’s intended destiny and the attainment of personal happiness. Coelho tells the story of Santiago in order

to teach us how we may find and live out our own Personal Journey. Countless faiths and people, though, have explored

these ideas, since ancient times in one form or another. Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Taoism, Christianity, Judaism,

countless tribal cultures, in addition to ancient and modern philosophers, all attempt to define the idea of one’s Personal

Journey (though they may call it by different names), and all subscribe paths to achieving personal fulfillment.

I found The Alchemist to be a wonderful tale on pursuing one’s dreams. Coelho shows how easy it is to give up ever

attaining one’s dreams due to complacency - or not wanting to move out of one’s comfort zone. Coelho states that we

should not avoid our destinies, and urges people to follow their dreams, because to find our mission on Earth is the way

to find “God”, meaning happiness, fulfillment, and the ultimate purpose of creation.

In the novel, Santiago encounters many obstacles along his path. More than once, he loses all his money, and he

finds his life in danger several times. Through each setback, he is sometimes disheartened, sometimes thinks about

quitting but he never gives up. He succeeds in his dream because he continues to see the support around him. He

continues to open his eyes to the omens along his path, helping him to accomplish his mission. Most of all, he succeeds

because he is able to trust in himself, in the messages he receives all around him, and in his dream.
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Santiago had to decide whether to give up everything familiar and comfortable in his life and seek the treasure, following

the path of his true destiny along the way, or choosing, as most people do, to remain, and finally lose sight of his destiny.

Santiago opted for the former and faced with obstacles and doubts from the beginning, Santiago finally reaches his

destination. Along the way, he makes friends, meets the love of his life and most significantly, gains wisdom from an

enigmatic alchemist. The lessons and wisdom Santiago acquires during his adventure can be applied by us to everyday life

in today’s society. The underlying wisdom is very powerful and profound. We must be willing to open our eyes and minds

and many parallels between modern real life and Santiago’s life can be found. These include society’s fear of change and

the unwillingness to seek destiny and true happiness, instead preferring to settle into a comfortable and familiar, if not

inhibiting, routine.

The book is written in such a lucid manner that I felt that 1 was on the journey myself. The Alchemist influenced me

because I can relate to the series of fundamental truths in life that Santiago learnt while going through his share of

experiences. This book made me think about my own dreams, my journey. A lot of questions have agitated my mind

for years. Does my goal or dream intimidate me? Do I feel unworthy or fearful of it? What practical steps might I

take to make the goal more accessible or easier to accomplish? What does the statement, “follow your dream” really

mean? And what does it take to truly follow your dream?

I have been reflecting on these questions for many years and pursuant to these reflections have always treaded the

path less traveled. In 2002, when I quit corporate life to become a Social Entrepreneur, I was ridiculed not only by

skeptics, but also by family and friends. Some even wondered if I had lost my sanity. However, instead of mindlessly

sticking to a cozy, yet uninspiring career, I dared to follow my heart. And today not only has this audacity paid off for

myself, I also have the satisfaction of making meaningful and sustainable difference in the lives of hundreds of

disadvantaged rural folks. I have the distinction, by the grace of the Almighty, to study for my MBA at the University

of Oxford, on a fully-funded scholarship and also am one of the only 30 Global Leadership Fellows, to be selected

by the World Economic Forum, Switzerland, from amongst 2000 odd applicants.

What really mattered was not what the skeptics and the doomsayers predicted, but whether I had the Courage,

Attitude and Enterprise to pull it off, when I risked a stable, secure and well-paying career to undertake a seemingly

mad pursuit. As a result, I come out much richer in experience and carved my destiny.

Before I end my note, I would like to narrate a story, which I have read and is apparently true, that happened

between a customer of General Motors and its ‘customer care executive’. This is again a wonderful reminder that

‘what really matters in Life are courage, attitude and enterprise’.

A complaint was received by the Pontiac Division of General Motors- “This is the second time I have written to you,

and I don’t blame you for not answering me, because I sounded crazy, but it is a fact that we have a tradition in our
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family of Ice- Cream for dessert after dinner each night, but the kind of ice cream varies. So, every night, after

we’ve eaten, the whole family votes on which kind of ice cream we should have and I drive down to the store to get

it. It’s also a fact that I recently purchased a new Pontiac and since then my trips to the store have created a

problem.....You see, every time I buy a vanilla ice-cream, when I start back from the store, my car won’t start. If I

get any other kind of ice cream, the car starts just fine. I want you to know I’m serious about this question, no matter

how silly it sounds. What is there about a Pontiac that makes it not start when I get vanilla ice-cream, and it is easy

to start whenever I get any other kind?”

The Pontiac President was understandably skeptical about the letter, but sent an engineer to check it out anyway.

The latter was surprised to be greeted by a successful, obviously well educated man in a fine neighborhood. He had

arranged to meet the man just after dinner time, so the two hopped into the car and drove to the ice cream store. It

was vanilla ice cream that night and, sure enough, after they came back to the car, it wouldn’t start. The engineer

returned for three more nights. The first night, they got chocolate. The car started. The second night, he got strawberry

and the car started. The third night he ordered vanilla and the car failed to start. Now the engineer, being a logical

man, refused to believe that this man’s car was allergic to vanilla ice cream. He arranged, therefore, to continue his

visits for as long as it took to solve the problem. And toward this end he began to take notes: He jotted down all

sorts of data: time of day, type of gas uses, time to drive back and forth etc. In a short time, he had a clue: the man

took less time to buy vanilla than any other flavor... Why? The answer was in the layout of the store. Vanilla, being

the most popular flavor, was in a separate case at the front of the store for quick pickup. All the other flavors were

kept in the back of the store at a different counter where it took considerably longer to check out the flavour. Now,

the question for the Engineer was why the car wouldn’t start when it took less time. Eureka - Time was now the

problem - not the vanilla ice cream! The engineer quickly came up with the answer: “vapour lock”. It was happening

every night; but the extra time taken to get the other flavours allowed the engine to cool down sufficiently to start.

When the man got vanilla, the engine was still too hot for the vapor lock to dissipate.

Even crazy looking problems are sometimes real and all problems seem to be simple only when we find the solution,

with cool thinking. Don’t just say it is “IMPOSSIBLE” without putting a sincere effort.... Observe the word

“IMPOSSIBLE” carefully. Looking closer you will see, “I’M POSSIBLE”...

What really matters are Courage, Attitude and Enterprise.

ooo
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ETHICS IN WORKING LIFE

Bibhuti N. Majhi.

B.Sc.(Engg.)[HONS.],MBA.

Asst. General Manager (MM),
SAIL,RSP, ROURKELA.

INTRODUCTION
There is an old adage “Everything is fair in war & love, so long as you win “. Management pundits are often fond of

extending this to business situation and “Everything is fair in business, so long as you make profit & produce results

for the organisation”. However time and again it has been proved that, unless the means thro’ which the results are

achieved are ethically well placed & unless the business decisions are ethically driven rather than only profit motive,

sooner or later there will be problem. Un-fortunately people talk of ETHICS, only when there is a scam or a crisis.

Happily, after unearthing of a number of scams in business, political & administrative fields, now ethics is being taken

seriously and forms a part of the curriculum not only in India but also globally. In fact now many global organizations,

before appointing people in very senior positions, rigorously check their ethical orientation also in additional to the

normal leadership quality & competence.

DEFININITIONS
The text book definitions of ethics are:

_ Code of morals concerned with human character & conduct.

_ Conformity to conventional social rules or existing moral judgment of man

_ Science of judging especially human ends and relationships of means to those ends

_ Art of controlling means so that they will serve specifically human Ends

ORGANISATIONAL  CONTEXT
Ethical problems in the management of a business organisation are pervasive because managers take decisions &

take actions those will affect other people and agencies. If these decisions affect other people adversely, if they hurt

or harm those people in ways beyond their control, then we have an ethical problem that requires analysis in addition

to normal & economic analysis. Ethical orientation in an organisation can be gauged from the following factors:

_ Ethical vision of management in achieving business goal

_ Ethical response of management in a crisis: human touch, empathy.

_ Ethical balance sheet / ethical bottom line

_ Respect for social & cultural norms for a harmonius growth & mutual benefits.

_ Ethical dimensions of leadership style: respect for human values such as:-

Dignity, compassion, nobility, generosity.

_ Encouragement for rational thought process
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_ Empowerment of the employees based on personal quality, image & dedication, which would induce them to have

a sense of ownership & fully integrate with the organisation.

STRONG FORCES TO KEEP US ON THE PATH OF ETHICS
_ Religion

_ Teachings of Great Men and Women

_ Our Children / Family Culture

_ Co-Employees

_ Mission of the Organisation

_ Conduct and Discipline Rules

_ Exemplary Leadership & Teamwork

_ Equality & Transparency at Work Place

_ Faithful Adherence to Policies & Actions

_ Professional Code of Ethics

_ Law Enforcement Agencies

EVIL  FORCES TO DERAIL  US FROM THE PATH OF ETHICS
_ Sensual (Physical) Pleasures:

Experienced Thro’ Jnanendriyas (Senses)

_ Psychological Achievements:

Name, Fame, Award, Reward, Promotion in Career, One Up-Manship Etc.

_ Lack of Moral Leadership

_ Low Level of S.Q. (Spiritual Quotient)

_ Fear of Insecurity / Fear of Failure

SOURCES OF ETHICS
SELF-INTROSPECTION:

One must pose the following simple questions to himself & try honestly to find the answer:

WHO AM I?

WHY I AM HERE?

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF LIFE?

AM I PURSUING MY GOAL HONESTLY?

IF NOT, WHAT SHLOULD I DO?

The most fundamental question haunting the mankind from time immemorial is “what is the purpose of this human

life?”There are two schools of thought. According to Rishi Charvak, “jabat jibet sukham jivet, rinam krutwa ghritam

pivet, bhashmibhutasya dehasya, punaragamanam kutah?”

Which means as long as you live, enjoy yourself, if required thro’ loans. The emphasis is on sensual /materialistic

pleasure. The other school of thought as propounded by Adi Shankaracharya is “to strive for liberation”. “Jabatjananam

tabat maranam, tabat janani jathare sayanam, iha sansare sputatara dosha, katham iha manava taba santosha?”
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Which means you will take birth & die again and again in different yonis, because there is nothing permanent in this
world. Is it not clear enough? So where is the satisfaction?

Further Adi Guru says,
“Itah ko nasti mudhatma, yastu swarthe pramadyati, durlabham manusham deham, prapya tatrapi paurasham”.
Which means getting human body is very difficult and having got one, one must strive for liberation from the bondage
of birth & death cycle. Now how to get this liberation? One must ponder over the teachings of great sages such as:
Maharshi Valmiki, Vyasadeva, Jagadguru adi Shankaracharya, Goswami Tulsidas, Santh Kabir das, Swami
Vivekananda, Mahatma Gandhi etc.

PATH TO LIBERATION

YOGA: INTEGRATION OF SELF (JIVA/ATMAN) WITH GOD (BRAHMAN/PARAMATMA). What separates
the Jiva from Brahman?

The hindrance is maya, which is avidya, darkness or ignorance. Hence in order to get liberated from the bondage of
maya, one has to overcome the same so as to get integrated with the BRAHMAN.

VARIOUS PATHS TO OVERCOME MAYA:

All our scriptures recommend three paths to liberation:

JNANA YOGA: very difficult, fear of fall

BHAKTI YOGA: complete detachment from worldly objects & complete surrender to god. Not feasible for
working life.

KARMA YOGA: Disinterested action, complete dispassion (vairagya), but no fears of adverse results fall.  The
Lord Krishna says: “Nehabhi kramanasoshti, pratyabayo na vidyate, Swalpamalpasya dharmasya, trayate mahato
bhayat” Which means, in this path of disinterested action, a beginning made is not lost and there is no fear of
contrary results due to omissions. Therefore even an ounce of practice of this rids the Sadhakas of great fear (viz.,
that of birth & death). As it is not possible to practise any of the above paths in its purest form, for working life 70
– 80 % KARMA yoga along with 20 – 30 % (JNANA + BHAKTI) yoga is the recommended path to LIBERATION.
ISHKAMA KARMA is DOING ONE’S DUTY AS AN OFFERING TO GOD, without expecting anything in
return. If no fruit is expected, then why one should work? Our Upanishads propound that, as soon as a child is born,
he incurs the following debts:

DEVA RIN: Indebtedness to supra human powers for the gifts of air, sun, Water etc
RISHI RIN: Indebtedness to the sages & seers, who by leading lives of utter self-denial ralised highest truth and left
behind priceless heritage,
PITRU RIN: Indebtedness to the parents & ancestors for their cumulative contributions to our present standing
BHUTA RIN: Indebtedness to the countless members of sub-human species like the trees, birds, animals etc.
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NRI RIN: Indebtedness to the humanity at large to countless people known & unknown, great and small for their

contributions to the sustenance of human race. Man’s attitude towards his social existence especially for the haves,

if inspired by this indebtness orientation will naturally shift towards duties, obligations & sacrifices.

MIND CONTROL IS THE KEY

_ THE MIND TRIGGERS THE BRAIN THRO’ RIGHT IMPULSE & GUIDES

THE THOUGHT PROCESS. As some body has rightly said:

“As you sow a thought, you reap an act

As you sow an act, you reap a habit

As you sow a habit, you reap a character

And as you sow a character, you reap a destiny.”

_ THE MIND IS THE SEAT OF YOUR INNER EVOLUTION, WHICH GIVES TO CREATIVITY

_ MIND DECIDES THE PATH OF SHREYA (LIBERATION) OR PREYA (BONDAGE/PLEASURABLE).

STATES OF MIND:

MUDHA (INERT/PASSIVE)

KSHIPTA (TURBULENT/VIOLENT)

VIKSHIPTA (SCATTERED)

EKAGRA (CONCENTRATED/FOCUSSED)

NIRUDHHA (SUPER-CONSCIOUSNESS)

ARTS OF CONTROLLING THE MIND:

Somebody has rightly said, “The mind wanders like a monkey”. Arjuna also reports to Lord Krishna:

“Chanchalam hi manah Krishna, pramathi balabatdridham, tasyaham nigraham manye, vayoriba sudushkaram”,

which means it is very difficult to control the mind just as it is impossible to hold the air. To this, the Lord says:

“Asamsaya mahabaho, manodurnigraham chalam,

abhyasena tu kaunteya, vairagyena cha grihyate”. The lord admits that, it is very difficult to control one’s mind. But

he gives the solution that, thro’ practice & dispassion, this can be brought under control.

ATTRIBUTES OF ETHICS :

Now coming to the practical aspects of ETHICS, one must strive to profess & practise the following in order to be

ethically driven & achieve results thro’ ethical means:

_ TOTAL LOYALTY TO YOUR ORGANISATION.

_ TRANSPARENCY IN WORKING & DEALING.

_ INTEGRITY, WHOLENESS, UPRIGHTNESS HONESTY & DYNAMISM LEAD TO CANDID

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT AND TEAM BUILDING.

_ DON’T COMPETE WITH OTHERS, COMPETE WITH YOURSELF TO EXCEL.

_ BE HAPPY AT OTHERS’ PRAISE/PROGRESS.

_ “KNOWLEDGE IS POWER”- BE LEARNING TYPE.
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_ EQUALITY AT WORKPLACE- BE JUST, EQUITABLE, TRY TO BE A ‘SAMADARSHI’.

_ LISTEN TO VOICE OF DISSENTS.

_ ‘FLATTERERS ENJOY AT THE COST OF THOSE, WHO LISTEN TO THEM’. Hence don’t encourage

flattery.

_ “DESIRELESSNESS IS A STATE OF TREMENDOUS POWER & SOURCE OF STRENGTH”. Strength is

not a physical object, we possess. It is the relationship between us and the world. If we desire something from

world, we are week, if we don’t we are not.

_ WELCOME CRITICISM FOR YOUR BETTERMENT. Multiply the criticism by TEN to facilitate self-analysis

& self-correction.

_ PRAISE FOR YOU: DIVIDE BY TEN FOR MODESTY IN LIFE.

_ BE COMPASSIONATE TOWARDS JUNIOURS, ESPECIALLY LADIES.

_ ELIMINATE / REDUCE ANGER & IRRITATION.

_ THE COST OF MISTRUSTING IS MUCH HIGHER THAN THE LOSS DUE TO TRUSTING.

_ ‘MINDFULNESS WITH THE PRESENT’. TO HAVE HARMONY WITH THE ENVIRONMENT. The

present state is the culmination of all your past actions. Hence don’t get bogged down & please give a creative

response in order to secure your future.

_ ‘TRUTH ALONE TRIUMPHS <> UN-TRUTH NEVER’.

_ “LEAD YOURSELF, OTHERS WILL FOLLOW SUIT”. A true leader never leads others. Others are inspired

& follow him and in the process make him a leader.

_ EXHIBIT THE POWER TO FORGIVE.

_ ‘SAMARPAN’- COMPLETE SURRENDER TO GOD.

_ IF YOU FEEL HELPLESS, PLEASE REMEMBER LORD JAGANNATH, who runs this universe inspite of

not having hands, legs etc.

_ ‘BETTER LATE THANNEVER, BUT DON’T MAKE IT TOO LATE.’ If you feel that you are on the wrong

path, make the correction right now & don’t wait for an opportunity.

At the end of the day before going to bed, you must chant THE UNIVESAL PRAYER:

“OM SARVE BHAVANTU SUKHINAH,

SARVE SHANTU NIRAMAYAA,

SARVE BHADRANI PASHYANTU,

MA KASCHID DUKHHAH BHAGBHABET”

OM SHANTIH—SHANTIH—SHANTIH.I

ooo
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My Vision and Role Ahead as a Teacher of VSSUT

Rakesh Mohanty

Lecturer, Computer Science & Engineering
B.E.(CSE) – UCE Burla, 1998

M.Tech. ( CST) – JNU, New Delhi

PhD(CSE)-Pursuing – IIT, Madras

University College of Engineering, Burla popularly known as UCE and recently upgraded to VSSUT (Veer Surendra
Sai University of Technology) is very close to my head and heart. I have been emotionally and professionally
associated with this 53 years old great institution for the last 15 years since 1994 first as a student and then as a
teacher. I have the proud privilege of being one amongst the first batch of graduating students of Computer Science
and Engineering department of my alma-mater in 1998. During my 04 years of B.Tech. study, struggle due to lack
of infrastructure and lack of regular teaching faculty in the department strengthened my determination and prompted
me to accept the challenge to serve the department as a teaching faculty leaving behind lucrative high paid software
career. The real dream came true, when I joined the department as a regular faculty on 1st September 2001 after
getting selected through an interview conducted by Sambalpur University during my final semester of M. Tech.
thesis work at School of Computers and System Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. During a
passionate teaching career of 04 years from 2001 to 2005,  striving hard with a group of committed students, staff
and alumni  for upgradation of our alma-mater to a deemed university or IIT status against all odds was a real
challenge and herculean task.  Destiny took me to the prestigious Indian Institute of Technology Madras to pursue
a PhD degree in Computer Science and Engineering for 03 years from 2005 to 2008. Though I was physically not
present for the last three years to actively involve myself in the unitary university movement, I could not resist my
mental and online support through internet in-spite of hectic and busy research life at IITM. Now with a proud
member of the VSSUT, the first technical unitary university of the state, I feel at the top of the world. Now I regain
more momentum with enormous vigor and strength to strive for excellence for my alma-mater with a big dream and
vision ahead. As my alma-mater provides the bread and butter for my livelihood, I always ponder over the question
– “What can I contribute best for the uplift of my alma-mater”. Can I not integrate the mammoth strength of human
resources in the form of thousands of students and Alumni and hundred of staffs and well-wishers for a common
cause called “Development for Excellence”? Can I not find a model and create a platform where every individual
can contribute their best service voluntarily for this noble cause? The above challenging questions are nagging day
and night in my mind’s eye and I am working hard to find a strong solution for this and put my best effort to
materialize it.

My motto and perception as a teacher is – “GREAT TEACHERS MOTIVATE, INSPIRE AND
CHANGE THE WORLD”. Hailing from a teacher’s family, the noble profession of teaching has been a passion
for me and flows in my blood since my childhood. I dedicate all my success and achievement to my great teachers,
whose motivation, guidance and blessings has inspired me, become a teacher and contribute the world of knowledge.
Teaching the best brains in the form of engineers is really an intellectual challenge. To motivate and inspire the future
technocrats for a life long learning, first I must create a deep interest and great passion of the learner for the subject.
I must make the learning methods interactive and question-answer based. Learners’ thinking, understanding, visualizing
and problem solving skills should be enhanced in the class room instead of mere one-way lecture presentation.
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Modern tools, internet resources, innovative teaching methods, video lectures can be used to make class room
ambience more enjoyable. Every class should be a story to strengthen the motivation of the learners for further
learning. Each learner should be encouraged to set high goals and provided active support to work smartly to
achieve their respective goals. There should be workshops, seminars, conferences, symposiums, technical group
discussions, panel discussions and extramural lectures from diversified areas of interest to create an ambience for
learning.  Learners should be encouraged to develop technical courage and free original thinking without any constraint
and fear in their mind. Learning should be value based and qualitative rather than examination based and quantitative.
Emphasize must be on long term life long learning instead of short term memory based learning. The interaction
between student and teacher should be technically strong for mutual sharing of knowledge rather than mere formality.
Students should be motivated to develop creativity, innovation and research mindset for exploiting their full potential.
Finally I feel that I will get 100% job satisfaction as a teacher, when I will see my students as World leaders in their
respective field of interest and become role models for next generation engineers rather than merely getting satisfied
with a job.

ooo

UCE Burla – The Centre of Excellence

Prof. R.K. Mishra

Ex-Principal, UCE Burla

The news of UCE, Burla being upgraded to the status of First Unitary Technical State University has given me
immense joy and satisfaction to the people of Orissa especially to those who have been associated with UCE. UCE,
Burla while observing its Golden Jubilee has opened a new chapter as a University to serve the society in a better
way with its well established quality education. With whole hearted support from the state government and untiring
efforts of its alumni and well wishers it is now gearing up for a modern technical university with latest type of
infrastructure. It will attract the best talents as its faculty and also students.

I am one of those well wishers, who had a dream to see UCE as a center of excellence. My memory goes back to
1972 when I appeared interview for the post of lecturer in Mechanical Engineering at Budharaja Hill, Sambalpur,
and the then office of Sambalpur University. I joined the college as lecturer in June 1972 and started my teaching
career. During my 34 years of teaching career up to February 2006, I was involved intimately with the administration
of UCE, Burla. I obtained a BSc. Engg. Degree from REC Rourkela and M.Tech., PhD from IIT Kharagpur, but I
devoted my career in teaching at UCE Burla. I worked in UCE in various positions like Workshop Superintendent,
Professor of Training Placement, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Dean Planning and Co-ordination, Warden
of Hostels, HOD  of Mechanical and Manufacturing Science and Engineering and Principal-in –charge. Through my
involvement in Technical education in the Orissa as Registrar, BPUT has given me an opportunity to be associated
with all engineering colleges; I have found UCE Burla to be always at the top. The graduates of UCE Burla have
excelled in every sphere and are well placed in dignified positions through out the world.

There is a challenging task ahead i.e. to create an excellent modern infrastructure and to equip the new university
VSSUT with talented teachers and support staff. It needs whole hearted support and co-operation from the
government, public and the stake holders.  The university will definitely attain very high level in the field of Technical
education.

ooo
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VSS University of Technology-The Mission Ahead

Ronak Tali

Batch of 2007, Class of Mechanical Engineering

Tata Consultancy Services, Pune

Ph: (020)66224685 Mobile: 09763701527
Email: ronak.tali@tcs.com

Upgradation of UCE, Burla to the “Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology “is indeed; great news. Finally
we have put an end to years of struggle that every individual at UCE has gone through to give the Alma-mater its
due. Now that it is going to be a ‘Unitary State University’, it will be empowered to pursue its grand plans and
emerge as Technical powerhouse not just within the State- for that matter in the whole Country. It is a point of
utmost concern that a dynamic person must take over the reins of the Institute as the Director and deliver the goals
in long term.

I convey my heartiest wishes to the faculty members and the Students on this historic occasion of UCE getting
elevated to a Unitary University under the name ‘VSS University of Technology’.

Creation of the University but is only the first Step, there are still miles to go before VSSUT can be acknowledged
as a truly world class university. So what is it that will make us truly world-class? What should be the route map
which will take us there? What should be the timeline which we must set for ourselves to achieve the mission? And
Perhaps most important of all is How do we add value to all concerned Stakeholders interests?

Let’s try to find out answers to these pertinent questions. Here’s an approach-

Quality of Technical Education: Introduction of BPUT prescribed Curriculum did initiate revolutionary changes in
the way of student-learning and methods of evaluation. But somehow it was not properly implemented. The Syllabus
was prepared on conventional lines and type of Questions set in various examinations promoted rote learning. The
Need of the Hour is to create a completely different evaluation set up stressing more on experimental learning.
Innovative Problem Sets, Real time System Design Simulations, Case Study Generation, Creation of Interest Groups,
A 360 degree Faculty Evaluation, Customized Student assessment, Publications/Write Ups in In-House Journals/
Discussion Papers. From the point of view of Examinations the current GPA System should be immediately re-
graded to a 4.0 Scale, in line with the latest International Standards. Introduction of Relative grading methodology
in order curb the menace of rote learning is a must.

Infrastructure Management: Commissioning of a seamless fiber optic network with high band-width capacity by far
is the most urgent and long voiced need. Another challenge is to provide high capacity servers to manage the Data
Needs and complete applications hosting support to the Students. This would allow more efficient knowledge
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gathering and sharing across the Interest Groups in the Campus. It will also enable members of the alumni to
communicate more effectively to the students/members of the faculty by identifying these Interest Groups. The
institute should purchase genuine Softwares and Packages under Institutional License to cater to student needs.
This would encourage Students to Build and Host Tools on the Network Servers for wider access and improve
process efficiencies. The institute should enter into contract with vendors, thereby offering the students the option of
buying cheaper Computers and other essential peripheries. Every Class room on campus should be equipped with
an overhead projection system to bring in place world-class pedagogic content within the reach of the Participants.
The Library management system is to be completely revamped to bring in a Library Sharing arrangement with other
Institutes so as to offer a much broader Knowledge Access System to the Concerned People. Student Halls need
a major refurbishment particularly in terms of the House Keeping, Food Quality, and Recreational Resources and
more generally in terms of building an aesthetic ambience. The institute should also consider the prospect of having
a student support network with round the clock help desk management facility. Installing a FM Radio Service could
also be a big step towards creating an enviable Infrastructure Framework.

Setting up of and achieving the Goals: To achieve excellence one of the key drivers is to have a proper route map-
A Plan which seeks to identify priorities, utilize inputs, analyze processes, deliver results, and properly manages the
feedback for further improvements. On similar lines VSSUT will have to decide its immediate priorities, set achievable
objectives, analyze and discuss plans with all its concerned minds. Very often in a conventional make up decisions
are taken by the authority and percolated down to roots but a truly world class organization always tries to encompass
opinions, address apprehensions, incorporate ideas not just at Level-1 but also at root itself. The University is no
exception, it needs to shed its traditional mono-directional mindset and adopt/create an environment where every
member of the Community feels that it has a role in the working machinery of the Institute. It needs to redefine
organizational Roles so as to foster a completely cooperative structure where ideas flow unhindered and it’s only
then we can come up with action plans which are achievable in the short run and acceptable to the majority if not all.
Success generates success and the institute should learn from its achievement, enhance its knowledge base and
reach for even higher goals. This way it can build from Strength to Strength, Set milestones and achieve them, and
embark on the never ending journey called Excellence.

External Collaborations: Being a students’ Training & Placement Co-coordinator during my last two years of
B.Tech, I realized the importance of Collaborations with external entities like Industries and Organizations. These
will help the institute in marketing itself as a brand. The direct result is Students’ Placement; indirect of course is the
new set of perspectives/viewpoints/ideas which very often result out of such Collaborations. The Alumni of course
are the Institute’s window to the Commercial world. The Institute should build an efficient framework which could
help them in utilizing inputs and organizing resources in command of the members of the Alumni. Foreign Collaborations
would also go a long way in making the Institute aware of International dimensions of Technology/Management.

I once again take the opportunity to congratulate all the members of my UCE family on this august occasion of it
being declared as “VSS University of Technology”.

ooo
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University college of Engineering, Burla- A Tribute

Sidhartha Kumar Dash
Email ID: skd1939200@yahoo.com

Joined Rourkela Steel Plant in 1960 in Project Department till 1964.
Worked at IDCOL, Bhubaneswar as Project Engineer till 1966.

Worked in Tata Robins Fraser Ltd as Contract Manager for one year.
Joined Bokaro Steel Plant in 1967 in project department and worked in

various capacities and left in 1993 when working as General Manager (Project).
Joined Hyderabad Industries Ltd, as GM (special projects) for a brief period.

Joined Jaiswal NECO Group in 1994 & commissioned a Blast Furnace complex
 at Raipur and retired as Vice President in 1999.

I was a first batch student of University College of Engineering, Burla. I came to know from Sri Dhalsamant
yesterday afternoon i.e. on 31st January that golden jubilee celebration will be held on 8th February and first batch
students will be felicitated. He requested me to attend the function if possible or a send a brief message at least.  My
first impulses were to fly down straight to Delhi and make arrangements to reach Burla somehow or other. My heart
yearns to see my batch mates, see my college where I had spent four best years of my life, roamed in streets of
Burla with my class mates and having a cup of tea in Darshan’s canteen in Burla Market. But alas! With only 7 days
left and renewal of my residency of Kuwait pending, it is an impossible task now. However I will like to express in
a few words my feelings about our golden period.

When I drive down in my memory lane I recall many moments, some good, some not so good and some
extremely sad. Like all pioneers we had our shares of initial teething troubles in plenty. I remember the college
started in 1956 with one hall for lectures, one office room, one Superintendent (administrations), one office
superintendent, one accountant, one peon and 70 students drawn from different districts of Orissa, of different
social strata, diverse backgrounds. Two rows of F types were converted to hostel. Some part time lecturers were
drawn from Hirakud Dam project engineering group. We started almost from zero. We were young, inexperienced
and full of apprehensions of our future. Even our parents were apprehensive; they were not sure what is going to
happen to us or the college in times to come. However hats off to my batch mates, guys from different background,
they all united in no time, formed a homogenous team and stated tackling the problems one by one. We started with
a recreation club and a sports committee. We prepared two volley ball courts ourselves and badminton courts. I
remember  how we along with Sri Tarapad Ghosh and D. Roy who had joined as Sr. Lecturers by that time, put our
heads together and toiled for days to design emblem for college blazers which was finally ready before we went for
our first college excursion. Fortunately for us there was no precedent and as such we were on our own for formulating
the systems right from the beginning. We saw building of the college come up brick by brick and in this all my class
mates have given their humble contribution in some way or other. The real impetus of building the institution started
only after joining of our principal Sri B. Prasad who with his vast experience as Principal of Patna Engineering
College and later as VC of Patna University, completely took over the rein and accelerated the construction work.
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In my opinion he has contributed maximum for building up of institution along with help Prof. B. Behera and Prof B.
Mohapatra and Prof Basu who joined later.

I had many fond memories and volumes can be written on it. But I will like to share my most memorable
incident in the college with all of you. That was passing out address by Principal B. Prasad, our beloved Principal.
We had assembled in the auditorium. All discipline heads spoke one by one giving us valuable advice. At last Sri B.
Prasad stood up and took the mike. I can even see him standing before me today, 6’3’’ tall, straight, as erect as a
pole speaking to us with his commanding and resounding voice. Long time has elapsed in between. I may not
reproduce in verbatim his advice but I will try to convey the most important theme of his address.

“During the last four years of your stay here we tried to teach all basics of engineering, many theories, many aspects
of design and practices followed in the field, industrial engineering, human relations etc you may need some of these
in your work life. But our endeavor is to instill discipline, improve your attitude towards positive thinking, hone your
skills, develop analytical minds and improve your capacity for sustained hard work. This will definitely be helpful to
face the vagrancies of the outside world. We may have been harsh with you sometimes to instill all these qualities but
this was an absolute necessity. You were all living in a protected atmosphere till today but you will step into real
world which is very harsh, mean and cruel. Every one is a wolf and devours each other at the slightest chance. You
will face diverse problems; have ups and downs in your working career. I am sure that your four years of grinding
here will enable you to identify the problems and find solutions. No problem is insurmountable if approached with a
clear focused mind, tact, sustained hard work and sincerity. Nothing is impossible in the world if there is a will to do
it. Lastly I want to tell also another important thing. We engineers don’t project a good picture to outside world
regarding honesty. I always tried to practice and preach that honesty is the best policy. There is no alternative to this.
I request all of you to strictly follow it and change this impression.

I am certain that you all will be successful and winners if you follow these simple principles in your career as
well as private life. Wish you all the best.”

I had never forgotten this address and tried to follow it. This has helped me all through in my work career as well as
personal life. In the fag end of life when I look back and take stock of my achievements, I see some ups, more
downs, some cases of wins and more cases of losses, a mixed bag of successes and failures in my long tenure. I had
faced many complex problems both in personal life as well as work career but at the time of crisis I always saw
Principal Prasad in my mind and tried to adopt path shown by him and achieved  satisfactory success rate. Whatever
I am today I owe it to my grinding at my engineering college for which I am extremely grateful to UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, BURLA.

I take this opportunity to advise all my college alumni members to follow simple guidelines given by Principal
Prasad. I am sure they will be winners if these rules outlined above are followed.

Long Live University College of Engineering Burla in whatever name it will be called in future.

ooo
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I am what I wanted to be, am I????????????

Subhasish Pujari
Roll no.05/195

8th semester, CSE

The way our life shapes up is almost the same as a train. We are supposed to do certain things at certain period of
time just as a train is supposed to arrive at some particular station at a particular time. At school and college the main
focus is to get good marks in the board exams. After college the main focus is on getting through higher studies
which may require a good performance in an entrance test. What we forget to stop and ask ourselves in this hustle
and bustle is that are we not leading a life of a robot who is supposed to do the tasks that is been fed into him at
some specified time. Are we not ruining the charm and adventure that our life is supposed to have by following
almost a predefined path? How are we different from each other if we do the same thing, only the characterization
being different?

We read about Leonardo da Vinci, Einstein, Newton, Galileo, Alexander Graham Bell, Madam Curie and many
others who changed the way we lead our life and our entire outlook. The thing that was common to each and every
one of them is that they all were different in one way or another. They did not confine their thoughts and thinking to
the traditional way and if they would have done they may not have achieved what they have. Another important
thing that they did was that they listened to their hearts. They had the confidence to back their thoughts. In our day
to day life how many times do we bother to stop and think “are we doing what we really want to do or are we doing
something we are supposed to do?”  Do we even think it important to listen to our heart? In our childhood it is our
parents who generally take all the important decisions for us like what we have to wear, where we are to read, who
to play with, who to avoid and sometimes even what carrier to take up. Are we leading our lives or are our parents
reliving theirs. Guidance is very important and essential but when it overshadows our decision making capabilities
and influences the path that we take up in our life it becomes dangerous. God has blessed everyone. Every individual
has something which makes him different and unique. The important thing is whether we realize our potential and do
something to make it big. The encouragement is also important. When we look around for the way the society has
encouraged people who were different and talented the observations are bleak. Galileo was hanged for predicting
that earth was round. People like Einstein and Newton were assumed to be mentally retarded. These people had
the guts to defy all odds and prove that they were champions at their trade. But everyone is not that strong. The
important thing is that they followed their heart and did what they were good at. We may have a good job to show
off, money to support our needs and demands but do we have the mental satisfaction of being what we really
wanted to be, of listening to our heart and achieving the greatest heights by harvesting the talent that we were
blessed with. The people who made it big are not super humans.  The thing that separates them and us is that they
the guts to back them and fight against all odds to achieve what they wanted to achieve and thus be different.

When we look around to see why India does not produce scientists, artists, hackers, social activists, authors,
athletes in the magnitude to supplement its population the answer is quite obvious that neither the authority nor the
people support someone who tries to do something unconventional. A country having the second largest population
in the world struggles to win a single medal at the Olympics. Does it not reflect the fact that we are afraid of change
and love to stick to our conventional think-tank even if it pays no fruit. Does it not indicate the fact that that sports
other than cricket are not encouraged at all? This is merely an example of the state of affairs in various walks of life.
In our day to day life also we generally think in a unidirectional way, in the way we are supposed to think. The
important thing that we need to realize is that we need to listen to our heart as often as possible because conscience
gives the right path to tread but it’s up to us whether we have the guts to back ourselves to be different and achieve
our goals. We should realize that we are not here to fill into someone’s shoes but to be ourselves and to achieve
what we want in our own way and guess what someday someone will be trying to imitate u.

ooo
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Anniversary Tribute.

Renubala Mohanty
1967 Mechanical

1st Lady Engineer of UCE
UCE Alumni Association Overseas Sub-Center.

 
University College of Engineering, Burla Alumni Association, Overseas Sub-Center completes first year of it’s
glorious existence. It was conceived towards Jan.2008 with Alumni from North America & California. It’s first
Birth Day  Aniversary Gift will be inclusion of Alumni from Muscat & UK.
 
I left Bhubaneswar in Nov 2008 with preparations for six months’ stay in US in connection with the first delivery of
my daughter Anita, 99 batch .For effective utilization of my time at home in US I had the objective of raising some
fund from the NRI Alumni who had not contributed for GJ , because there was enormous need of money for
financing unfinished Projects at  hand in the Alma Mater.
 
The conception of Sub-Center formation was to organize a group of Alumni to take care of the responsibilities of
Overseas affairs so that any activity in US becomes a collective effort rather than restricted to single individuals.
 
After settling down I started contacting UCE Alumni known to my Son in Pensilvania, Daughter in Jersy city &
Nephew in Michigan. I got Pradeep Lenka(90E), Rabin Dash (94M), Biswajit Jena(99ECT).& Natabar
Khuntia(62M). Contacts of Parikhit Naik (64M) was known to me.Thr’ Natabar Khuntia.I could reach Haradhan
Mishra(62M) , for a brief period he was my teacher in UCE. From web site Ravi Mahapatra(79ECT), thr’ Krutibas
Biswal Amitabh Mishra (91ECT) &Tapas Das (91ECT)  could be contacted. On the occasion  of the New Jersy
Saraswati Puja at Bridgewater-Auditorium,Tusar Mahapatra(81E) joined  Pradeep , Robin & me so that a brief
interaction on UCE matters was instrumental in crystalising the idea of forming the Sub-Center. By that time Amitabh
 together with Biswajit was planning to coordinate with Alumni of North Califernia on their Saraswati puja in San-
Jose. Parikhit Naik & Santosh Kar (88M) were aware that something was to be done with the Alumni of Michigan
area attending their Saraswati puja in Troy-Masonic-Temple, Hartland Dr. As envisaged by Ravi we landed in
identifying four zones ie New Jersy, California, Michigan & Texas . We designated the area Alumnai as Zonal
Representatives.
 
For two consecutive months every day I would take Anita’s help with computer,  we would work for two to three
hours in writing mails introducing myself & explaining the purpose of opening the Sub-Center .to addresses which
were available from known sources. Invariably we would get frustrated waiting for days without response from the
contacted persons. Suddenly to our delight one fine morning we will find some body responding.That would provide
us incentive to continue our efforts.
Towards  end of Feb.08 we could enlist 50 Alumni with their names.batch & discipline,address, ph. no, mail-id etc
by this process.I telephoned & spoke to most of fhem. The senior Alumni would be quite occupied in their professional
& social activities. The comparatively junior members would be in dilemma as to the duration of their stay in US,
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Without further delay Amitabh arranged tele-conference on 1st Mar,08 Sat.day 9AM Pacific, 12Noon East where
all the Zonal Rep,s participated inclusive of Ashesh Padhy (92E), Alumni Secy & M,K,Mohanty (67M), Senior
Alumni from India, For an hour there was brain storming, discussions, fact presentations, view sharing, question-
answer session leading to Executive Body formation  with Vice President Ravi from Texas,.Secretary Pradeep from
Orefield-Pensylvania,,Asst.Secretary Biswajit from Fremont-California,Treasurer Amitabh from Sanjose-California
& Executive Member Tushar from Montreal-New Jersy, Coordinater Rabin from Lawrence ville-New Jersy, Fund
Manager Tapas from Irvin-Califernia.Thus the Overseas Sub-Center was born For me & my daughter it took
average 200 working hours with computer. In addition to this others have also shared their precious time for which
the Alumni association will remain obliged.
 
Tele conferencing continued  every month till August so that the team members know each other, have the feeling of
owningness, intimacy, working together etc. In the second meeting in April Ashesh proposed the requirement of Rs
2L. for a group of UCE Students wishing to participate in the ROBOCON International Exhibition in Feb 09 at
Pune where competition will be amongst students from IIT, NIT , BIT, MIT like prestigious institutions putting up
their exhibits.Since it is a small project if the Overseas Alumni would be adopting was in question. Obviously there
was reservations in the transparency of the execution.
 
The students as usual kept on asking for donations where ever they saw possibilities. Prof Debu Mishra organized
the group inducting students from Mechanical, Electrical, Electronics, Computer Engg. & made them prepare  their
scheme of the project indicating phase wise expenditure they expect. Padmakar & Binoy from India pledged their
contributions. Pradeep, Tushar, Amitabh, Biswajit from America volunteered their pledges. Gradually  others joined
making Rs.1.5 L donation. For the rest Rs 0.5 L efforts are on. Hope the target will be achieved in time.
 
Meanwhile there was hurdle in fund transfer from US to UCE. Sub-Center Registration, Tax benefit etc were
complicated processes that cropped in. Principal CRTripathy appointed Prof Sanjay Agarwal as Vice President of
the newly formed ROBOTIC Club, independent Bank A/C was opened at UCE fascilitating transfer of foreign
donations in dollars.
 
There is a genuine concern with the Alumni when contribution is asked for the Alma Mater.It is true they feel left out
without being contacted/ communicated/ made involved with UCE for any related matter during all these fifty golden
years that are past.It is only blame game if we discuss the issue now. Better to understand the responsibility as an
individual Alumni and feel that we can not do anything tangible for the Mother UCE excepting contributing a meager
fraction of our years of earning at the cost of our education from HER.
 
As per my perception all Institutes need fund for their day to day running & also for developmental work, The
Alumni contribution is the first  most important & sure source that they could exploit as their right.For this there
should be well organized fund raising system within the Institute itself, may be within the purview of the Training &
Placement Department. The primary need is to make the Alumni Data Bank updated always. In a particular time of
the year the fund raising solicitations are intimated to the Alumni in their contact addresses.This is followed by
telephone call from Students asking for a pledge of donation.This is further followed up for contributing the donation.
It may require personal visits to Prospective Alumni donors for collection of the money. Everything is to be monitored
from the Mother Institute which has dedicated Faculty & spirited Students to do the needful.    
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Here again the simultaneous information exchange & communication between Alumni & Alma Mater with news &
views from both the sides comes into picture.This  is to be done religiously without fail. May be the News Bulletin
Dept of UCE assists in this matter. Amongst the Alumni these contacts will help sparkle enthusiasm  & feeling of
being needed by the Alma Mater. Annual get-to-gether is also essential for face to face contacts, developing
closeness, creating stronger bond. Once these are done all plans of fund raising and mutual help are automatically
bound to come without much effort. 
 
In May 3rd Tele Conference Meeting Principal CRTripathy’s vision was for the patronage of Overseas Sub-Center
so that any one Department of UCE can be developed to Center of Excellence . When the Alma Mater will be at
the threshold of celebrating the DIAMOND JUBILEE in the year 2031 the Overseas Sub-Center will grow to a
healthy young man of 22 & may be by that time UCE would have all the Departments running as Center of
Excellence.to materialize all the unfulfilled dreams.
 
We are forgetting the vast potential hidden in the different Sub-Centers like Rourkela, the first & the oldest,
Bhubaneswar, the strongest & the most active, Anugul, Sunabeda, Ib-Vally etc. The Parent Burla Center & President,
Alumni Association should bring them to task by inviting their Annual Plan with inclusion of adopting developmental
projects for the  Mother Institute & monitoring their progress in executing their plan.
 
Everybody, individual or group under the banner of UCE has some duty towards the Alma Mater for it’s development
because Alumni are the life center for the Institute.
On this auspicious occasion of the GJ closing celebration let our moto be;
 
Coming to-gether is the beginning
Keeping to-gether is the progress,
Working to-gether is the Success.

ooo
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UCE to VSSUT  - An Inside Story

  Biswajit Parida (6th SEM, Mech)

                                                                                     Sarada Prasanna Nayak (6th SEM, Elect.)

                                                                            Bibekananda Mohanty (6th SEM, IT)

When we started to think about what to write and where to start, we didn’t even get a clue. Somehow we came to
a conclusion; very few of us knew what happened after the strike was over. So UCEans must know what exactly it
took to get what we have now. The strike was postponed after the promise of the Hon’ble Chief Minister, Govt. of

Orissa Sri Naveen Pattanaik ji, for the upgradation of our college to a Unitary State University. Finally the Idea of
Dr. Chitta Baral clicked and Ashesh Bhai (Er. Ashesh Kumar Padhi) planned it in the perfect way. Then all UCEans
had their fingers crossed - What now? Will we get what we deserve? Will the Hon’ble Chief Minister keep the
promise or will it be just another ‘Assurance’. In fact none but an UCEan knows the meaning of the word ‘Assurance’
can be so diversified.

Now that we had already put forth our demands to the Govt. in a hope that the concerned authority would lend an
ear (though situation was just the opposite), it was the time for pursuance. It was the tough time ahead since a no. of
higher priority issues were present, not to mention the Riots in Kalahandi, Floods in the state and so on. We all were
holding a ray of hope amidst a stormy sea at night. We had to give a report on the benefits of Unitary University
within 10 days as asked by the Hon’ble Chief Minister. With immense help and in depth evaluation from Ashesh
Bhai we finally submitted it in due time, but unfortunately there was no progress afterwards. Soon we realized that

even a single step at our end was of no use if we do not pursue the same in the Secretariat. What we can do now?
But one thing was deeply rooted in our minds ‘We are going to get what we deserve this time at any cost.’ Though
we never even imagined what it might take!

The next evening Biswajit and Sanket were taking a walk to the Bulu’s Tea shop as per our routine and that walk,
you can say, was the beginning of a journey that would change the future of us all. Biswajit said to Sanket, “If I am

going to try for it till the end, will you be with me at any cost?”Sanket just said “Go ahead”. Then Saurav joined us,
while Pravat already mentioned clearly that he would complete the process for the Land Transfer to our college in
any way but we had to do all the work at Bhubaneswar. Venus Bhai (Final yr) was always with us and was of course
very optimistic that we can do it this time. Next day I (Biswajit) was to go to Dr. R. K. Bhoi Sir to ask for some
consideration on my attendance in his subject before leaving for BBSR. He said “If you are doing it, DO IT TO
THE END, else nothing is going to change.” Those words from a person, whom all these years we feared, certainly

ignited me. That evening I, Sanket & Saurav left for BBSR and to our greatest surprise found that we were at very
same point where we left everything to the Govt. 12 days back. For the very first time we experienced the working
of the Govt. machinery. We had to take the initiative, so we arranged a meeting of the Guardians of the students from
Eastern Orissa to meet the Industry Minister to keep things moving. Someone said when problems come it brings
the family as guests. We ran out of money, though never hope. Same day we won a competition in Silicon Engg.
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College, BBSR and got some cash. Anyhow we arranged the meeting and got an overwhelming response to our

request. About 35 parents went to meet the Industry Minister and asked him to make things done as promised by

the Hon’ble CM. He then promised ‘‘I will do it in the coming Assembly Session in Dec.’’ Another Assurance’…

our hatred to the very word deepened more and more every time we heard it. The scenario never changes and we

found yet no visible progress. Then we decided if they don’t do then we have to do it by every bit. We had to move

the files from one department to another and for that we had to pursue everyone from peons to the Secretary. Peons

would ask for money else delay our work. Some would even express their anger in some way or the other. Amidst

all these our hopes sustained and our files kept moving because of two people, Hon’ble Transport Minister Sri

Jayanarayana Mishra and Sri P.K. Nanda Sir (PS to Transport Minister). They never let us return empty handed,

even for once. Most importantly they showed us the way each time, told us what to do next, even Nanda Sir was

attached with us personally. Most ideas for the pursuance were coming from him and even sometime he would

personally go to various departments with us.

  Then we found another problem. The then Industry Secretary Mr. Aditya Padhi Sir was not fully convinced as how

the unitary status was going to help us? By that time due to T&P work and exams Sanket, Saurav returned to

college. I was left alone though they always stayed in touch over phone and helped in every possible way from the

college. Sarada came to BBSR and was very much involved in it by then. We met Mr. Aditya Padhi Sir in his

chamber and elaborated him the problems of our college and how they can be resolved by the Unitary University

status in detail. Finally he was convinced and told us “I assure you that I will do everything I can to fulfill CM’s

order.” Then me and Sarada had to drop our mid-sem to stay in BBSR against every piece of advice we were given.

During that time we once came to the college and at that time our respected Hota Sir fuelled the flame in us in some

way on 1st December. Then I was even more determined to get what we all were waiting for years. Ashesh Bhai,

Pati Sir and all the others were helping in every possible way they can from the very beginning. Now when we went

to BBSR Satya bhai joined us and was helping us for the last 20days. I would mention about one person Mr. Sanjay

Babu who helped us in many ways during last days. Many guardians Mr. Ajay Mohapatra, Mr. R.N. Singh, Mr.

P.C. Gauda, Mr. B.K. Panda, and Mr. Sambit Mishra were helping us directly and encouraging us to move forward.

Day after day and finally the wait was over, 17th December, 2009, many odds and countless runs, sleepless nights,

not to mention assurances we had reached the decisive day. The University   Act was going to be introduced in the

Assembly and we (I and Sarada) felt really lucky to be present in the assembly at the Speaker’s Gallery and both of

us were pretty emotional. Those words still ring our ears… Hon’ble speaker announced, “The question is the

Odisha University of Technology bill, 2009 may be passed, those who are in favour say ‘Aye’ who oppose say

‘No’.” The crowd of MLAs said ‘Aye’. The Hon’ble Speaker said, “Ayes have it, Ayes have it and the bill is

passed.” We are stunned, spellbound by the sheer joy of the moment. We could not believe the moment we all were

working for so many days just passed by within a blink. The celebration on the same night at UCE and our reception

the next morning was unforgettable. Someone said ‘The Heroes have come back Home.’ Certainly it is Home, but

we are not Heroes, every true UCEan is a Heo.UCE is now “Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology” the first

technical Unitary State University. This is just a small step of the journey that has just begun; we have a long way to

go, when some day people will say ‘We want a UCE/ VSSUT’ like we used said to say for an IIT. For that we need
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ultramodern infrastructure, visionary mindset, and combined effort of the UCE family. One thing I must say- Nothing

in this world is impossible if you really want to do it and have the courage to stand every odd, every challenge.

Lastly I would like to congratulate every UCEan and thank everyone who helped us in achieving the esteemed

status. I would sincerely thank

-Hon’ble Chief Minister Sri Naveen Pattanaik ji, Govt. of Orissa, the Industry Minister Sri Biswhabhusan Harichandan

sir, the Transport Minister Sri Jayanarayana Mishra sir for timely their efforts and attention.

-Dr. Chitta Baral sir for his wonderful idea of the Unitary State University.

-Er. Ashesh Padhi bhai, Prof. Dr. B.B. Pati sir and other members of the faculty for their immense support and help

- Er. S.S.S. Panda, Er. C.V. Sastri, Er. J.P. Sharma, Er. B. Mohanty, Er. Bimal Mishra, Er. Akshaya Mishra and so

on.

-Friends, seniors and juniors; Venus bhai, Srikant bhai, Suraj bhai, Sanket, Saurav, Pravat, Soumya, Manas, Guru,

Chandu, Debashis, Abhijit, Nihar, Himanshu, Jaggu and not to mention some girls (others who still think classes are

most important, even more than our Alma-mater ). The list is endless…

- In the Secretariat: Mr. Aditya Padhee (IAS), Mr. Ashok Dalwai (IAS), Mr. K.L. Barik, Mr. P.K. Panda (OAS),

Mr. P.K. Nanda (OAS), Mr. S. Rout (OAS), Ashok Sir (OAS) and all those kind hearted people who made our

dream come true with their sincere efforts.

     The space here cannot accommodate all the names who were a part of this Historic Achievement and helped us

in every possible way. So any mistakes herein may please be forgiven. At last we conclude here wishing all the

UCEans a bright future ahead.

ooo
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THE FASCINATING STORY OF A MAGNIFICENT INSTITUTE

Ashesh Padhy
1992 Batch (Electrical),

Golden Jubilee Secretary

GLIMPSES INTO HISTORY OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION

No state can achieve robust growth in economy without sound base in science and technology which are directly
linked to the state’s economic development. Hats off to Pandit Nehru for having vision to launch IITs in 1950s which
are a global brand today. History of technical education in India started in 1847 with the establishment of the
Roorkee College. It was the first engineering college in India and the second in the world. A college was started in
1854 at Bombay to teach Civil Engineering to Surveyors. The Civil Engineering College, Calcutta, started in 1856,
which later became Bengal Engineering College, Shibpur. The National Council of Education, Bengal came up in
1906 which later became Jadavpur University. Several institutions were set up during the World War – 1 and
decades thereafter. They include Banaras Hindu University (1916), Calcutta University College of Science &
Technology (1920), Bihar Engineering College – Patna (1924), Indian School of Mines – Dhanbad (1926), Andhra
University – Vizag (1933) and Aligarh Muslim University (1935). The number of engineering colleges in the year
1946 was 46 with an intake capacity of 2500 students. The first IIT of the country came into existence in Hijli,
Kharagpur in 1951 as a result of visionary recommendation of Sarkar committee, headed by NR Sarkar. Five IITs
were set up at Bombay, Chennai, Delhi, Kanpur, and Kharagpur. Sixth IIT came at Guwahati in 1992 while University
of Roorkee was converted into an IIT in 2001. On the recommendation of the Engineering Personnel Committee in
1955, GoI initially decided to establish eight Regional Engineering Colleges (RECs). Seven more RECs were
approved during 3rd Plan Period, bringing the total number of RECs to 15 by 1972. Two more were added later,
one in Jullandhar (1985) and the other in Hamirpur (1989). In 2004, they were rechristened as NITs.

During the pre-independence period, there was no institution in Odisa for higher education - General or Technical -
except Revenshaw College. 1943 is a defining year in education in Odisa. Utkal University came in 1943. State
Government established three General Colleges in three district head-quarters of Sambalpur, Puri and Balasore in
1943. The Missionaries established Christ College at Cuttack, and Maharaja of Patna State (now, Bolangir)
established Rajendra College in 1943. Khallikote College at Berhampur was the lone college in South Odisa.

The Medical College at Cuttack was upgraded to a Medical College. The College of Agriculture and Veterinary
Science was established at Bhubaneswar. There was only one Engineering School at Cuttack. The students of
Odisa had no option but to reach out to engineering colleges in other States, e.g. Jadavpur University, Bengal
Engineering College, Roorkee University or BITs Pilani to pursue engineering.
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FIRST ENGINEERING COLLEGE IN ODISA TAKES BIRTH

Then came the engineering revolution called Hirakud Dam. Pandit Nehru laid the Foundation Stone on 12th April,
1948. Suddenly, the state felt the need of massive number of qualified engineers to construct the mighty Dam. Alas,
there were few in Odisa and Government woke up to the fact that it did not have any engineering college. Large
number of engineers, technicians and allied staff were mobilized from other states.

The ‘Modern Temple’ and its architects – Nehru, Mahtab, Viswesaraya, Iyengar

The Then Vice-Chancellor of Utkal University Padma Bhusan Dr P Parija took the initiative to establish an Engineering
College in Odisa. The Chief Minister Dr HK Mahtab included the proposal of the Engineering College in the 2nd

Five Year Plan. After examination of proposal, AICTE recommended to Government of India Rs 12,18,000 /- for
college buildings, Rs 25,50,000 /- for equipment, interest-free loan of Rs 4,68,000 /- for hostels and an interest-
bearing loan of Rs 7,20,000 /- for staff quarters. Two locations were shortlisted – Burla and Cuttack. Burla was
favoured due to presence of engineering marvels like Hirakud Dam, Hydro Power House, and presence of
neighbouring industries such as INDAL (now, HINDALCO). Availability of field engineers of Hirakud Dam Project
as part-time lecturers and quarters for accommodation of students and staff was an important determinant too.

At a time, when Hirakud Dam was nearing completion, the first Engineering College of Odisa – named as “University
College of Engineering” – took birth at its foothill. The College was inaugurated by PS Kumarswamy Raja, the then
Governor of Odisa, on 12th August, 1956. The College enrolled 60 students as her first batch, and 120 in her
second batch.

THE INSPIRING STORY OF THE NEW-BORN COLLEGE

The monumental college made a very humble beginning. The Community Centre of Hirakud Dam Project functioned
as Class-room and the M.B. Shed now under the control of Medical College served as Workshop. While two
rows of asbestos-roofed F-Type 20 quarters accommodated the students, few staff quarters of the Dam Project
housed the staffs. At the behest of Dr Parija, the retired Workshop Superintendent of Cuttack Engineering School
Sri Sudhir Dutta took over the management of the College as the Special Officer. After a couple of months, Prof
Bhubaneswar Behera joined UCE. He led the team UCE till his ex-professor Prof Bhagavat Prasad joined as the
Founding Principal of the College.

In the initial months, there were no cots, no tables, no chairs and even no mess to supply food to the students. Soon,
one F-type quarter was converted to a mess and a common room equipped with carom boards and Chess sets. A
volleyball court and a badminton court were laid in the M.I. Centre. A Nissen hut had been turned into the Physics
and Chemistry Lab. The verandahs of the hostel were turned to Survey Plotting classes and the Lecture Hall
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became drawing classes in the afternoon. The Dam Project had permitted UCE students to use Project Workshop.
Chief Engineer of Dam Project Tirumale Iyengar delivered the first lecture to the students. Part-time teachers from
Dam Project and GM College soon joined the rajor-thin faculty team. UCE owes deepest gratitude to the legendary
Iyengar for his drive and support.

 ‘Men of Honours’ who shaped the destiny of the legendary Institute – Prof Prasad, Prof Behera, Prof Mohapatra

With the inspiration of Prof Prasad and Prof B Behera, the Old Boys Association (OBA) was formed in 1961. Prof
B Mohapatra guided the OBA to write its constitution in 1962 and it was passed in the General Body Meeting of
1963. The first subcentre was established at Rourkela in 1967 and the first ever souvenir was instituted the same
year.

At the request of the professors, Tirumale Iyengar visited the site where the permanent college today stands and
agreed to hand over the land to the College. The Deputy Commissioner of Sambalpur permitted the construction of
the building before the land was formally transferred. The Foundation Stone of the permanent College Building was
laid in April, 1957. Utkal University entrusted the design of the College building, hostels and workshop to M/S
Ballardie Thomson and Mathews – Architects, Engineers, and Surveyors of Calcutta. The construction work was
awarded to Gannon Dunkerly, a contractor for Hirakud Dam Project, by Tirumale Iyengar. The Civil Engineering of
the present college building was ready before the session 1957-58, and the College shifted to the present building in
July, 1957. The construction of the College building and workshop was completed in 1958. The present college
building was formally inaugurated on 4th July, 1959, by Humayun Kabir, the then Minister of Scientific Research and
Cultural Affairs, Government of India. The Auditorium work started in 1972, but its roof could be casted only in
1984 due to non-release of fund by State Government. The new Library was operational in 1994.

Prof Behera got a call to start another legendary institute – The Regional Engineering College, Rourkela. “On that
February 1962, as I left Burla for Rourkela, I stopped my car on Mahanadi Bridge and gave a parting look to the
College”, wrote Prof Behera in one article, “And, how beautiful it looked! Mahanadi at one flank, Power Channel
on the other; Two bridges in front and the Mighty Hirakud Dam at the back; It was a picture of irresistible beauty”!

UCE conquered the hearts of many eminent visitors. They included Frontier Gandhi, BD Jatti, Dhyanchand, Dr
Mahtab, Biju Patnaik, Dr Triguna Sen.
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Prof B Mohapatra took over as Principal and remained so from 1962 to 1979. The Sambalpur University was
established in 1967, and UCE became a ‘Constituent College’ of Sambalpur University. In recognition of her
standards in education and research, UCE was granted academic autonomy by the University Grants Commission
in 1992 – again the first engineering college in Odisa to earn autonomy.

Logos – Under Utkal University, Old Boys Association, Under Sambalpur University, Under BPUT, VSSUT

By 2000, the days of private developers had arrived. Odisa today has 59 private engineering colleges, rolling out
20,000 students a year. Engineering education was available on sale. Despite its undiluted ethics, tall education
standard and uncompromising attitude on quality, UCE was counted just another brick on the wall. After formation
of Biju Patnaik University of Technology (BPUT) in 2002, the autonomous college was transferred from Sambalpur
University to BPUT as a ‘Constituent College’. Yet, again!

UCE – REDISCOVERED

Following the announcement of the then Prime Minister Shri Vajpayee on 15th August 2003 to upgrade 5 “old and
quality” technical institutes to IIT-level, Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik pitched for UCE in his letter dated 27
January 2004 to MHRD. A committee headed by Prof SK Joshi of IIT Roorkee was set up by MHRD. Committee
evaluated the proposal documents of 23 institutions including that of UCE and shortlisted 7 colleges. UCE was left
out. This was further narrowed down to 5 colleges by a three-member expert committee headed by Dr M
Anandakrishnan (former IIT Kanpur professor).

The lost hope gave rise to a new aspiration. The Alumni Association led the Brigade to return the past glory to the
legendary institute. Soon, the students, the staffs, and the citizens joined the mission. Rest is history. UCE became
society registered under Society Registration Act. In a historic step, the Naveen Patnaik Government passed the
OUT (Orissa University of Technology) Bill overwhelmingly in the State Legislative Assembly on December 18.
UCE was rechristened as ‘Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology’ (VSSUT).

UCE is the history of engineering education in Odisa. Fifty years of technical education in Odisa has been dominated
by UCE. The next fifty years belong to VSSUT. The next IIT or IIEST of India is already in making. Trust me.

ooo
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GK aòeûU @^êÂû^ i´§ùe _ù\
W: _âKûg P¦â ÊûAñ

_âù`ie
iû]ûeY ~ûªúK  aòbûM

aêfðû AõRò̂ òdeòõ KùfR, aêfðû
(1993 Master of Engg , passout Bacth)

K[ûùe @Qò : “Institution is above all.” ùKøYiò @ ê̂Âû^e cj•ß aýqò aòùgh @ù_lû cj•eö @ ê̂Âû^e C Ü̂Zòùe
aýqò aòùghe C Ü̂Zò ùjûA[ûGö iõû_âZòK _eòiÚòZòùe @ûù¸ aêfðû AõRò̂ òdeòõ KùfR i´§ùe _~ðýûùfûP^û Keòaû ùgâdÃe
ùjaö

aêfðû_eò GK ùQûU ijeùe R^à ù^A[ôaû Gjò @ ê̂Âû^Uò Zû’e iêa‰ðRd«ú _ûk^ KeêQòö AZò c¤ùe jRûe jRûe
AõRò̂ òde Gjò @ ê̂Âû^eê _âgòlY fûbKeò ù\g-\ge ùiaûùe ò̂ùdûRòZ ùjûAQ«òö Gjò @ ê̂Âû^ aògßR^cû^iùe GK
ÊZª iÚû^ jûif Keòaûùe i`k ùjûA_ûeòQòö “UCE” Kjòùf jRûe jRûe faþ]_âZòÂ AõRò̂ òde I ùa÷mû ò̂Ku c^ùe
bûaûùaM iéÁò jêGö Gjûe cûUò, _ûYò, _a^, aûZûaeY I R^Rúa^ aòhdùe icýK @ûùfûP^û  Keòaû Gjò ùfLKe
@bòkûhûö

aûZûaeY :-
aêfðûe ùbøZòK I @¤ûcôòK aûZûaeY @ûùfûP^û iûù_lö ùbøZòK aûZûaeY iõ_Kðùe Kjòùf Rkaûdê I _~ýðûaeYKê

aêSûGö ùKùZKu cZùe “aêfðû ùMûUòG Mûñ”ö a•ðcû^ _eòù_âlúùe iûeûaògß MâûcûbòcìLúö aêfðûùe ejê[ôaû aýqò @û]ê̂ òK
\ê̂ ò@ûñe icÉ aÉê ijR _âû¯ Keòaû iùw iùw gê¡ Rkaûdê I _~ðýûaeY c¤ùe KûkûZò_ûZ Keòaûe iêù~ûM fûb Kùeö
@^Zò \ìeùe [ôaû ùcWÿòKûf KùfR I i´f_êe aògßaò\ýûkd iû]ûeY ÊûiÚý I gòlû _ûAñ _âKéÁ @ ê̂Âû^ö _½òcùe aòeûU
júeûKê\ Rk bŠûe, C•eùe cjû^\ú I \lòYùe _ûIßûe Pýûù^fe FORBAY @ ê̂Âû^e ùgûbûa¡ð̂  KeêQ«òö ùfûb^úd
iaêRòcû beû aêfðû ijeKê @ûKûg cûMðeê ù\Lôùf GK iê¦e _~ðýU^iÚkú bkò _âZúdcû^ jêGö ahðû I gúZ \ò̂ ùe jRûe
jRûe _~ðýUK GVûùe bûeúc^Kê jûfþKû KeòaûKê bâcYùe @ûi«òö

Mc^û Mc^ :-
@ ê̂Âû^Uò júeûKê\ ùefùÁi^eê 3 Kò.cò. I i´f_êe ùef ùÁi^eê 10 Kò.cò. \ìeùe @aiÚòZö @^Zò \êeùe

RûZúd eûR_[ö bêaù^gße I eûd_êe aòcû^ a¦e \ìe ùjùf c¤ SûeiêMêWûiÚ aòcû^ a¦e GVûeê 50 Kò.cò. \ìeùe
@aiÚòZö Gjò aòcû^ a¦ee C Ü̂ZòKeY iõ_ì‰ð ùjùf @ûKûg _[e @ûagýKZû _ìeY ùjaö PûeòKWÿùe jòŠûfùKû, Aaþ
[cðûf, cjû^\ú ùKûf ò̀fWþiþ fòcòùUWþ, ùa\û« @ûfêcò̂ û, bìhY Áòfiþ _eò aòbò̂ Ü gòÌ KûeLû^û Gjûe @aiÚòZòKê _ê¿
KeêQ«òö

iûcûRòK Rúa^:-
aò\ýû^Meú aêfðûe aRûeùe \égýcû^ ù~ ùKøYiò aýqò RùY Cy bûaû_ Ü̂ aýqò ùjûA[ôùa, KûeY jRûe jRûe

QûZâ- QûZâú, AõRò̂ òde, Wûqe I @¤û_Kcû^u icûjûeùe ijeUò MVòZö GYê GVûùe iûcûRòK iµKð @Zò ̂ òaòWÿö ùijò_eò
QûZâûaûiùe QûZâ-QûZâú cû^ue cû^iòK Ée @Zò C•cö
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Kû~ðý _âYûkú :-
UCE ùe Kû~ðý_âYûkú ajê cûZâûùe @^ý@ ê̂Âû^ ij icû^ ùjùf c¤ @]ôKûõg ùlZâùe ÊZªö ùMûUòG _eòaûe

_eò QûZâ QûZâú I KcðPûeúaé¦ GVûùe KcðaýÉ ejò[û«òö @Zò Cy Pò«û]ûeû iµ Ü̂ KcðPûeúaé¦ @ ê̂Âû^e @MâMZò iõ_Kðùe
i\û RûMâZ [û«òö

icûR ùiaû :-
aòbò̂ Ü ù_âûùRKÖ I ùa÷hdòK ùiaû cû¤cùe Gjò @ ê̂Âû^ ajê KkKûeLû^û, @ ê̂Âû^ I aýqò aòùghuê fûbû ß̂òZ

KeêQòö ÊÌ aýdùe @Zêýy ùa÷hdòK _eûcgð I _eúlû Gjû \ßûeû i¸a ùjûA_ûeêQòö ò̂KUa•ðú Mâûcû•k I i´f_êe ijee
^aúKeY _eò aWÿ aWÿ Kû~ðýMêWÿòKê jûZKê ù^A icûR ùiaûùe @ ê̂Âû^e aéjZþ bìcòKûKê _âZò_û\^ Keò_ûeòQòö

@ZúZ I baòhýZ :-
@ZúZKê iòõjûaùfûK^ Kùf aêfðû AõRò̂ òdeòõ KùfR CKôk aògßaò\ýûkd, i´f_êe aògßaò\ýûkd I aòRê_…^ûdK

ùa÷hdòK aògßaò\ýûkd @]ô̂ ùe ò̂Re ÊûZªý _âZò_û\^ Keò[ôaûe \þéÁòùMûPe jêGö icdKâùc Gjû IWÿògû ùa÷hdòK @ ê̂Âû^
(Orissa Institute of Technology) I _ùe _ùe aúe iêùe¦â iûG ùa÷hdòK aògßaò\ýûkd (Veer Surendra Sai University

of Technology) Kê C Ü̂úZ ùjûAQòö @ZúZùe aòbò̂ Ü _âZòbû iµ Ü̂ e[ú-cjûe[ú Gjûe iaðûwú^ C Ü̂Zò I baòhý-~ªúcû^uê
~ûªúK-aýûajûeòK-@¤ûcôòK mû^ aòZeY Keò ùicû^u ^ûc jé\d `kKùe Ê‰ðûleùe fò_òa¡ Keò~ûAQ«òö a•ðcû^e
UCE I @ûi«û Kûfòe VSSUT (bò-iêZþ) e icÉ QûZâ-QûZâú, @YgòlK KcðPûeú, @¤û_Kaé¦ I iùaûð_eò ALUMNI

(_êeûZ^ QûZâ-QûZâú) MY @j ò̂ðg _eògâc Keò RMZe cwk ò̂cò• aâZú jê@«êö Gjû \ßûeû ùicûù^ iaðgqòcû^ - mû^e
iûMe- _ec_òZû _ecûcôûu Ké_ûe _ûZâ ùjûA_ûeòùa I VSSUT (bò-iêZþ) aògß\eaûeùe GK ùgâÂ @ ê̂Âû^ eìù_
_âZò_û\òZ ùjûA_ûeòaö

_eòa•ð̂ e Gjò gêb cêjì•ðùe UCE _eòaûee icÉ i\iý _ì‰ð RûMâZ ejòaû CPòZþö Kÿêjû~ûG :- “A good start

is a half the work- done.” ùKak IWÿògû Kò́ û bûeZ @û¸uê (UCE i\iýcû^uê) ù\Lê̂ ûjû«ò - iûeû RMZ I bûeZ
(RMZ)e bûMýaò]ûZû c¤ ò̂eúlY KeêQ«òö @ûi«ê! @ûùc icùÉ còkòcògò ùiA R^-MY-c^ @]ô̂ ûdKu iêc]êe iáZòùe
Gjò cjû þ̂ (Legendary) @ ê̂Âû^e ^ûcKê aògß\eaûeùe CRßk Keòaû _ûAñ  _âZòmûKeòaû I Z\ ê̂eì_ Kcð KeòPûfòaûö

“@dcûe¸ gêbûd baZêö”

ooo
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UCE eê OIT eê VSSUT

eùcg Kêcûe cfäòK
_ìaðZ^ @¤û_K, ~ûªòK aòbûM

_eòa•ð̂ e iìZâKê ù^A
]ûAñQò bûeZ..jò¦êiÚû^...AŠò@û
Zû’ c¤ùe @ûc cûñ
dê iò A aêfðû ... û1û

ùafê̂  C_eKê CùV.......KûjóKò ???
_·eòfû GK @m aûkK.... KûjûKê ?
ùafê^þ aûfû.......Kê
C•e còfòfû ~ûjû icÉ ~ªúuê RYû
ùjùf...
@ûc bòZùe eêj«ê
@ûKûgKê Pêcòaû aûfû... û2û

ùVKê@û KAñQe ù\øWÿùe
KAñQ ù~ ~òZòaû aûfû
Gjû \ê̂ ò@ûKê RYû ^[ôfû
ùjùf RòZòfû......KûjóKò ^û...
ùi [ôfû ^òeaQò^Ü ù\øWÿòaû aûfû... û3û

@ûùc ]ûAñaû....... @ûce Kê ò̂ _û\ùe
\òù^ G \ê̂ ò@û ù\Lòa ù~
Kz_ MZòùe ù\øWÿòaû bûeZ
_êYò ò̂Re mû^ - aòmû^e Mûeòcûùe
ùja \òù^ \ê^ò@ûe iaêVê [ôfûaûfû... û4û

ùb\bûa bêfò @ûùc Keòaû
aâjàe iû]^û
\ê̂ ò@ûKê ù\LûAù\aû
G cûUòe iêùe¦â iûGu _eò
@ûùc Rúa^Kê aûRò fMûAaû aûfû... û5û

@ûi«ê MXÿòaû Pòe @aùjkòZ
IWÿògû cûñ Kê...
aòmû^e ùf_ùe Rúa« Keòaû
_âZòUò @ûcôûKê
MXÿòaû jéZ ùMøeae ^ûk¦û I Zlgúkû
GA @ûc VSSUT aêfðû...... û6û
Rd bûeZ Rd jò¦êiÚû^ Rd AŠò@û
Rd UCE Rd OIT, Rd Zê cûñ VSSUT aêfðûö û7û

aù¦ cûZecþ

ooo
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QûZâcû^u _ûAñ _ù\

cìkùfLû : Êûcú aòùaKû^¦
iõMâûjK : ùMûfK P¦â _â]û^

aeòÂ ijûdK
aêfðû A¬ò̂ òdeòõ KùfR

1ö _âûZü 4 N•û icdùe g~ýûZýûM Ke - Zêc _ûVýKâcùe cù^û ò̂ùag Keòaû_ûAñ Gjò icd @Zý« @ ê̂Kêkö
_â[ùc ùgøPû\ò, Kâòdû icû_^ Keò [Šû Rkùe iÜû^ Keö @[aû  C•c eìù_ cêL _âlûk^ Keò ò̂\âû I @ûkiý \ìe Ke
ö ~\ò i¸a jêG gúZ EZêùe Chêc Rkùe iÜû^ Keö Zû’_ùe 15 cò̂ òUþ iKûùg bMaû^uê ¤û^ Keö ZZþ_ùe ò̂Re
_ûVý _êÉK @¤d^ Keö _âûZü Kûkùe @^ý KòQò Kû~ðý ^Keò ZûjûKê ùKak @¤d^ I c^^ùe aò̂ òù~ûM Keö eûZòùe
_VòZ aòhde @agòÁûõg ùgh Keòùjaö eûZòùe gúNâ ùgûA _Wÿ ù~_eò ùbûe PûeòN•ûùaùk CVòùjaö

2ö gûeúeòK aýûdûc- gûeúeòK aýûdûc ùjCQò @Zý« cj•ß_ì‰ð Z\ßûeû Zêùc iað\û Kû~ðýlc ùjaö gúhðûi^e
ò̂dcòZ @býûi \ßûeû Zêce iáZògqòe aòKûg ùja Gaõ cÉòÃùe ~ù[Á eq iõPûkòZ ùjaö GZ\ßûeû ò̂\âû, @ûkiý Gaõ

gûeúeòK Käû«ò I aòiàéZò \ìe ùja I ùc]ûgqò a¡ðòZ ùjaö gßûi-_âgßûi aýûdûc c¤ @býûi Keö ]ôùe ]ôùe iVòK bûùa
\úNð _ìeK I ùePK Kâòdû @býûi Keö bÈòKû _âûdûYûc Keö Gjû Zêce eq _âaûjKê aògê¡ I E¡òc« Keòa Gaõ ZêcKê
@cû_ gqò Gaõ Ciôûj _â\û^ Keòaö

3ö ^ûc iàeY - Zêce _âûZü _V^ I aýûdûc @býûie VòKþ _ìaðeê bMaû^u ù~Cñ ^ûcùe aòùgh gâ¡û ejòQò,
ùijò ^ûc @«Zü 108 [e R_ Keö

4ö Lû\ý iõ~c - Zêce ÊûiÚý Lû\ý C_ùe ò̂bðe Kùeö Äêf KùfRùe Gaõ Rúa^ iõMâûcùe RùY ÊûiÚýaû^
aûkK jó aòRd fûb Kùeö gê¡ iû•ßòK @ûjûe MâjY Keö fuû I cifû~êq Lû\ý a{ð̂  Keö @¤d^e GKûMâZû iKûùg
Ròjßûiõ~c @Zý« @ûagýKö i¯ûjùe [ùe Pò̂ ò aû fêY~êq Lû\ý ZýûM Keö ~[û i¸a · Gaõ K ò̀ _ò@ ^ûjóö ~\ò i¸a
ZZþ _eòaù•ð \êMþ] _û^ Keö

5ö @¤d^ _âùKûÂ - ~\ò i¸a @¤d^ Gaõ _âû[ð̂ û iKûùg GK ÊZª _âùKûÂ eL, Gjû ajòcêðLúaé•ò ùeû]
Keòaûùe ijdK ùjaö Zêce ~\ò ÊZª ùKûVeú ^ [ûG, Méje ùMûUòG @õgùe _e\ûUûYò @¤d^ eZ jê@ö

6ö \û^ - bû\âZû, cjû ê̂baZû Gaõ C\ûeZûe aòKûg Ke, ZêcVûùe ~ûjûKòQò @Qò Zûjû ò̂üÊ aýqòuê \û^ Keö
ùicûù^ Gjû bMaZþ _âiû\eìù_ MâjY Keòùa C\ûec^û jê@ö

7ö ]cðMâ̂ Ú_ûV - _âZýj KòQò ]cðgûÈ @¤d^ Ke Gaõ ZZþiõ_éq @^ýû^ý cêLý _ûVý _êÉK @¤d^ Keö
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8ö cêLiÚ Ke - @aie icdùe aû c¦òeùe C_ûi^û Kfûùaùk cù^ cù^ aû CyÊeùe @ûaé•ò Keòaû iKûùg
ùKùZK _âû[ð̂ û KY×iÚ Keö Gjû ZêcKê Cyùiû_û^Kê C Ü̂úZ Keòaö

9ö @jòõiû - ùKøYiò _âûYúKê \êüL \ò@ ^ûjóö K\û_ò @^ýe @ ò̂Á Pò«ûKe ^ûjóö Kûjûeò c^ùe KÁ \ò@^ûjóö C•c
aýajûe Keö ù_âc ij^gúkZûe aòKûg Keò iað\û ùKâû] \c^ Keö

10ö iZýbûhY - iZý Kêj ! Zêùc GKû« iZýaû\ú ùaûfò RûYòùf ùfûK ZêcVûùe @ûiÚûiÚû_^ Keòùa Gaõ ZêcKê
i¹û^ ù\ùaö iZý jó Bgßeö Kcþ K[û Kêj, Kò«ê \dû\âð I bù\âûPòZ bûaùe Kêjö

11ö aâjàP~ðý - aú~ðýgqòKê iõelY Keö Gjò gqòjó Zêce Rúa^e, Pò«û I ùc]ûgqòe aòKûg iû]^û Kùe, Gjò
gqòe @_Pd Kùf, Zêùc ùKøYiò Kû~ðý Keòaû iKûùg @[að I @ ê̂_~êq ùjûA~òaö KûùcûŸú_K _êÉK _V^ Ke^ûjóö
^ûeúcû^uê ò̂Re cû I bCYú bkò ù\Lö

12ö Kêiw ZýûM - Kêiw, ]ìc_û^, cûõiûjûe, @gæúk Qaò \gð^ ZýûM Keö GMêWÿòK \ßûeû Zêce ÊûiÚý ^Á ùja
Gaõ Bgße C_ûi^û I  @¤d^ Vûeê Zêce c^Kê aòzò̂ Ü Keòaö

13ö C_aûi - Zêce _ûKiÚkú ùMûUòG ~ªbkò, ùaùkùaùk Zêùc ZûKê aògâûc ù\aû CPòZö i¯ûjùe [ùe \ê]
I `kûjûe Keò eêj Gaõ cûiKùe [ùe iõ_ì‰ð ò̂eûje ejòaû _ûAñ ùPÁû Keö Gjû Zêce _eò_ûK Kâòdûùe ijûdK ùjaö

14ö ùcø^ - _âùZýj \êAN•û _ûAñ ùcø^aâZ @af´^ Keö @Zý« Cù•R^û _ì‰ð _eòiÚòZòùe c¤ cêL a¦Keò
eêjö Gjû Zêce Azû gqòe I aûKþgqòe aé¡ò iû]^ Keòaö ajêZ K[û Kêj^ûjóö @~[û @~ûPòZ bûaùe @^ýcû^ue
@ûùfûP^û Ke ^ûjóö Cù•R^û_ì‰ð @ûùfûP^û ZýûM Keö

15ö ùiaû - Zêce _òZûcûZû, a§êaû§a Gaõ MêeêR^cû^ue ùiaûKe @^ýcûù^ Zêce ùiaû Keòaû @ûgû
Ke^ûjó; _e«ê @^ýcû^ue ùiaû Keòaû_ûAñ _â[ùc iêù~ûM ò̂@ö GZ\ßûeû Zêce jé\d I c^ _aòZâ ejòaö

16ö Zé̄ ò - @Ì ùKùZùMûUò aÉêeLô gêbâ I ò̂cðk eêjö MêWÿûG aÉê eLôaû @ûgû ù_ûhY Ke ^ûjóö Zêce @ûgû -
Zé¾û a¡ð̂  Ke ^ûjóö i«êÁ eêj, iKk Kû~ðýùe aòPlYZû _â\gð̂  Ke, Kò«ê ùfûKù\LûYò@û jê@ ^ûjóö iek Rúa^~û_^
\ßûeû Zé¾û Rd Keò_ûeòaö MêWÿûG aÉê ùKak C\þùaM RûZ KeûG, @ZGa iek Rúa^~û_^ Keò Cy Cy Pò«ûKeö

17ö @ûcô̂ òbðegúkZû -  béZýcû^u C_ùe ò̂bðe Ke^ûjóö ò̂ùR ò̂Re Kûc Keö Êûaf´^ GK C_ûù\d
i\þMêYö Gjû ZêcKê \éXÿZû Gaõ \lZû _â\û^ Keòaö

18ö @ûcô aòùgæhY - eûZòùe ùgûAaûKê ~òaû_ìaðeê \ò̂  c¤ùe ù~Cñiaê bêfþ KeòQ, ùiMêWÿòK 15 cò̂ òUþ _ûAñ Pò«û
Ke, Zêùc Zêce _òZûcûZûu K[û @cû^ý KeòQ Kò? Zêùc Zêce iûw Gaõ ùQûU bûAuê KûjóKò @_cû ò̂Z Kf ? Zêce
gòlK Zêc_âZò ùKâû]û ß̂òZ ùjùf KûjóKò ? GMêWÿòK Zêùc @ûi«û Kûfò Kò_eò \ìe Keò_ûeòa ùiMêWÿòK Pò«ûKeò ì̂Z^ _\ùl_
MâjY Keö Zêce @ûcôaòùgähYe GK jòiûa Zêce ù\÷̂ ¦ò̂ úùe (WûAeú) ùfLò eLö Gjû ZêcKê C•e Rúa^ùe _eò_ì‰ð
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Keò MXÿò ùZûkòaö @^ýcû^ue aò̂ û iûjû~ýùe Zêùc ò̂Re PeòZâ Gaõ aýqòZß ò̂cðûY Keò_ûeòaö

19ö ù\÷̂ ¦ò̂ ú (WûAeú) fòL^ - _âZýj Zêc ù\÷̂ ¦ò̂ úùe Zêc iû]^ûe _âKéZò Gaõ @^ýû^ý aòhd ~[û -
_eòbâcY, aòùgh Mâ̂ Ú_ûV, NUYû PKâùe Zêce @ ê̂bìZò I _âZòKâòdû fò_òa¡ Keö

20ö aòbê iàeY - Rd _eûRd Z[û iêL I \êüLùe _âbêu ~gMû^ Keö iað\û @ ê̂ba Ke ù~ Zêùc ùKak
GK ~ª Gaõ bMaû^ ~ªúö Cy @û\gðùe @ ê̂_âûYòZ ùjûA Zêce c^Kê _aòZâ I ò̂cðk eLö

ooo

iZý NUYû C_ùe @û]ûeòZ

aòbêKé_û
\ûge[ô ^¦

1964ùe WòMâú _âû¯
@aie _âû¯ iùaðûy ~ªú
Rk iõ_\ aòbûM, IWÿògû

aêfðû QûZâ Rúa^ùe _âZòKìk _eòiÚòZòùe \ŠòZ ̂ ùjûA cêñ ù~_eò _êeÄéZ ùjûA[ôfò, Zûe aòaeYú ù~_eò ùeûcû•Ke
I KeêY, ùi_eò @aògßûi^úd I jûùiýûŸú_Kö ajê @NUY ù\A @ZòaûjòZ GA _eòYZ adiùe c¤ ùiA NUYû cù^
_Wÿòùf cêñ @û½~ðýû ß̂òZ jêGö

@]ê̂ ûZ^ Kûkùe iò̂ û ùKûeû_êU A¬ò̂ òde cû^ue Kcð iõiÚû^ aû \û^û_ûYòe _âKéÁ ùlZâ iûRòQò, ùiùZùaùk
Kò«ê ùKûeû_êUUû [ôfû IWÿògûaûiúu _ûAñ Kkû_ûYòö \êMðc, @ÊûiÚýKe I @gòlòZ AfûKûUòGö ùiAVò ùcûe R^àbìcòö ùZYþê
_òfûùakeê @ûù¸cûù^ \êaðk c^ûö @^ýû^ý Ròfäûaûiúu Zêk^ûùe @ûùc ò̂RKê ê̂ý^ cù^ Keê[ôfêö KUK, _êeú, aûùfgße
ùfûKuê ù\Lôùf Z iûuêWÿò ~ûCö ùi_eò GK \êaðk c^ I ì̂ý^Zû ùaû]Kê ùN ò̂ cêñ 1960iûfùe aêfðû A¬ò̂ òdeòõ
KùfRùe ù~ûM ù\fòö @ûùc [ôfêñ 120 RYö ùi[ôeê _âûd Pûkòg RY aò.Giþ. iò. WòMâú]ûeúö Zû_ùe I.Sc. ùe f² cûKð
@ ê̂iûùe ùcû ùeûfþ ^´e _âûd @gúùeö ùZYê ùcûe _ìað _ûV _Xû ò̂cÜ Éee ùaûfò cêñ ]eòù^fò, Z\ ê̂~ûdú ùcûe jé\de
\¸ \còZ ùjaûùe fûMòfûö

G \òMùe @ûC GK \êù~ððýûM ùcûùZ @ù_lû Keò[ôfûö _â[c ahð I \ßòZúd ahð icÉ QûZâ aMðu _ûAñ icû^ö
Zû_ùe ~ûA aòbûMúKeY ùjaö aòùgh Keò _â[c ahðùe ùcøkòK aòmû^ I MûYZòK aòhd aÉêjó _Xû~ûG, ùi iaê _âûdZü
aò.Giþ.iò ùe _Xû~ûC[ôaû MYòZ, _\û[ð aòmû^ I eiûd^ gûÈö

G iaê I.Sc. Vûeê CyZe _ûVýKâc @ûc _ûAñ iò̂ û ^ê@û Kò«ê B.Sc. aûfûu _ûAñ _êeêYûö ùicûù^ _ìaðeê GZK _Xò
iûeòQ«òö ùZYê Käûiùe G aòhd MêWÿòKùe ùicûù^ PUû_Uþ C•e ù\A \ò@«òö gòlKu cêjñeê @]û _âgÜKê QWÿûA ù^A C•e
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ù_÷V ùjaû gêYò ùcû c^e ì̂ý^ùaû] @ûjêeò aXò~ûGö ùcûe iêù~ûM (\êù~ðýûM)Kê ùi_eò RùY aòPlY  aò.Giþ.iò. aõ]ê
aûeûKþùe ùcûe _ùWûgú g~ýûùe ejê[ôùfö ùiùZùaùk jùÁfþ Méj ò̂còðZ ùjûA ^ [ôfû ö KùfR cêLý \ßûee aûñ_Uùe
\êA]ûWÿòùe LUcû^ _Wò[ôfûö ùijò_eò \êAUò aûeûKþùe @ûùc gùj RY ejê[ôfêö

ùcûe _ùWûgú LUe cûfòK ùiA \êýZòcû^ aò.Giþ.iò QûZâ ùcû ij_ûVú aò\êýZþ ùaMùe Zûu LU PZêü_ûgßð
AfûKûùe _ìRý gòlK @ûi^ùe @ûûeìXþ jê@«òö iõ§ýûùe ùLk ùgh ùjfû_ùe(cêñ ềUþafþ ùLfê[ôfò) aû iû§ý bâcY _ùe,
@ûùc Zûuê Pûeò_Uê ùNeò~ûC ùjûcþ IßûKð Keòaû _ûAñö ùi cjûgd @ûLôaêRò MYòZcû^ Khò \ò@«ò I _\û[ð aòmû^e ùKCñ
_âaþùfcþùe ùKCñ iìZâ Lû_òa Zûjû MûA ~û@û«òö ÊÌmû^ú @ûùc ùKùZ RY ijû¤ûdú Z^àd ùjûA Zûueò cêL ̂ òüiéZ _âùZýK
g±Kê ZeZe ùjûA CZûeò ù\Cö @]û N•û bòZùe Zûueò MûYZòK _âaP^ ùgh ùjûA~ûG Gaõ @ûce ùjûcþ IßûKð aò LZcþö
cRûfûùMö KûeY ò̂ùR _ûVe @§Kûe bòZùe _gò N•û PKUû _ùe jêGZ \êA Zò̂ ò N•û_ùe UòKòG @ûfê@ \ògò[û@û«ûö
ùZYòKò @^ý aòhd MêWÿòK C_ùe ùg~ùe ùgûA @ûLô aêfûA ù\ùf, ùMûUòG \ò̂ e Kû~ðýbûe ùghö GcòZò \ò̂  cû^
MWÿòPûfòfû @diùeö

cêñ G _~ðý« ùcû \ò̂  P~ðýûe @ûC GK Kû~ðýKâc Kjò̂ ûjóö @ûc _eòaûee @ûeû¤ ù\aú ùjCQ«ò cûñ \êMðûö _òfû \ò̂ eêþ
cêñ ù ÷̂ÂòK bûùa \ìMðûyð̂ û ^ Kùf c¤, ùcûe @ûMû] aògßûi cûñu C_ùeö hÁ ùgâYúeê cêñ cû @ ò́Kûue GK ewò̂  PòZâ ùcû
_êÉK @ûfcòeûùe iÚû_^ Keò cêŠò@û cûùeö ùcûe ò̂R cûñ Pòe ùeûMú, ùZYê @ ò́Kûuê jó ùcûe cûZû bûùa MâjY Keò @û_\
aò_\ ùaùk ù`ûùUû ò̂KUùe @Ÿðkò Kùeö PòZâùe cû @þ́ òKû (@ÁbìRû) iòõj _òVòùe aò\ýcû^ö ji ji cêjñö iûùZûUò
jÉùe @È gÈ, Kò«ê i¹êLe ò̂cÜ jÉUò @ûgúaðû\ cê\âûùe aeûbd _â\û^ KeêQ«òö _½ûZþ bûMùe _aðZ cûkû I Zû bòZeê
SeYûUòG ajò @ûiêQò, @eYýû•k ùb\ Keòö cêñ _âZò\ò̂  ùiA ùQûU PòZâUò Zùk cêŠò@ûcûùe iKûùk I iõ¤ûùeö

ùcû PòZþùe @û^¦e Ccúð fjWòbûwê[ôfû Zûe jUûZþ _eòicû ò̄ NUòf aûhòðK _eúlûe ù\Xcûi _ìaðeêö _âùZýK ahð
dê̂ òbeþiòUò _eúlûö ù`fþ ùjùf aùhð Mfûö iû¸ûaý _âùgÜû•e I @^ýû^ý _âgÜ ajòcû^ @ûYò ù~ùZùaùk ò̂ùR MYòZ
KhòaûKê aû _\û[ð aòmû^e Z•ß _âKûg KeòaûKê @ûe¸ Kfò, ùiùZùaùk cêñ @ûaòÃûe Kfò ù~ cêñ KòQò jòñ RûYò ̂ ûjó Gaõ ùKøYiò
C•e ò̂ùR ù\A_ûeê ^ûjóö iûcû^ý MûYZòK iìZâ cû^ I Zûe _âùdûMe aòhdùe cêñ iµì‰ð @mö @[P ajê RUòk MYòZ cû^
ij_ûVúu ijûdZûùe iòcêkò Zêkû bfò ềZþKûeùe CWûA ù\C[ôfòö G Kò _Z^ ùjfû ùcûeö KûjûKê aû _[ _â\gð̂  _ûAñ
~ûPmû Keòaò? C_ûd ^ _ûA LU Pûeò_ùU fêwò I ù]ûZòe @ûaeY ù\A bòZùe aiòfò I ZKò@û C_ùe cûñ @ ò́Kûu
_…PòZâKê iÚû_^ Keò aû¿ûKìk jé\dùe ùcû C_ùe \dû KeòaûKê _âû[ð̂ û Kfòö cûñ _ìað_eò ùcû @ûWÿKê Pûjó jiê[û@û«òö jiUû
ùcûùZ ZòeÄûe Kfû_eò fûMòfûö Kò«ê @ûLôUû _ìað_eò ùcû C_ùe ^ _Wÿò UòKòG ZkKê ù\Lôfû _eò fûMòfûö cêñ ZkKê Pûjófû
ùakKê ùcû ùMûWÿ _ûLùe MYòZ ajòKê ù\Lôfòö ùcûùZ fûMòfû, MYòZKê Zkê @ûe¸ Keö GA @ûbûi Kâùc cêñ ùi \ò̂ Vê @ûe¸
Kfò cìkeê MYòZKêö \ò̂  eûZò ò̂ùR MYòZ Khòfò, aÈûzû\òZ  LU C_ùeö _ùWûgú ij_ûVúuê \éÁò_ûZjó Kfò ^ûjóö ùi
WûKòùf aò gêYòfò ^ûjóö iû]^ûùe ò̂cMÜ ùjûA MYòZUûKê KòQò _eòcûYùe @ûd• KfûùakKê icdMWò Pûfê[ûGö dû bòZùe
@^ýû^ý aòhd C_ùe KòQò _âùag KfûùakKê _\û[ð aòmû^Uò aû\þ _WòMfûö \g\ò̂  ejòfû _eúlûö MYòZUûKê @ûd•
KfûùakKê ù~ùZùaùk cûùi fûMòMfû, GùZ aWÿ _\û[ð aòmû^e \êAUò ù__e _ûAñ _âÉêZò ò̂Zû« @i¸a RYûMfûö
_âùZýK Pû_þUeþ C_ùe @ûLô aêfûA ù^fò Kò«êþ cêŠ bòZùe KòQò aò _gê̂  [ûGö K’Y Keòaò? QU_U jó ùjaû iûeö

@aùghùe _eúlû @ûe¸ ùjfûö ZéZúd I PZê[ð\ò̂  _\û[ð aòmû^ _eúlûö \ßòZúd \ò̂ e _eúlû \òaû aûeUûùe
ùgh ùjfûö cêñ c¤ûjÜ ùbûR^ Keò ùcû LUKê ùfCUòfòö LUò@û C_ùe PòZþ ùjûA ùgûAfò \g cò̂ òUþ ~ûGö @ ê̂ba Kfò Kûfòe
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_eúlû _ûAñ cêñ iµì‰ð ò̂üißö ùMûUòG \ò̂ e @]ûaò ^ûjóö ùKCñ Pû_Ueþùe KY aû _Xòaòö iaê MêWûK ùcû _ûAñ @mûZö Gùa
iõiûee ùKøYiò cû^aòK gqò elû Keò_ûeòa ^ûjóö cêñ G ahð ù`fþ ùjaò ò̂½òZö  ù`fþ ùjùf cêñ @ûC A¬ò̂ òdeòõ _Xò
_ûeòaò̂ òö Gjû c¤ ò̂½òZö KûeY ùcû aû_û @û[òðK Êzk ê̂j«ò, @ûùc ò̂cÜ c¤aò• _eòaûeeö ùcû aû_û ajê KÁùe ajê
KêUế ú _eòaûe ù_ûhY Ke«òö Zûe aé•û« \úNðö GVò C_iÚû_^û Keòaû @^ûagýKö Kò«ê iê I Kê e ^û^û ùlZâùe ù\aú
\êMðûuê @ûeû]^û Keòaûe _âaé•òKê ùKùa QûWÿò ^ûjû«òö \êMðû \êMðZò ^ûgò̂ úö cêñ Gùa Pec \êMðZòe i¹êLú^ö

@ûC KòQò bûaòaûe @aKûg ^ûjóö SUþ Kò̂ û CVò _Wò ùcû LUò@û Pûeò_UKê ù]ûZò K_Wÿûùe ò̂aêR Keò Zû bòZùe,
ZKò@û C_ùe cûñ @ ò́Kûu PòZâ_UKê ù[ûA i¹êLùe aiò _Wòfò _\û[ð aòmû^ ajòUòKê ]eòö cûñuê ù\Lôfòö ùi _ìað_eò jiê[û«ò
PòZâ_U bòZeêö ùKûj CVê[ûGö Rúa^ùe _ìùað ùKùa Kû¦ò ^[ôfò, ùi \ò̂  ùcûe Plê ~êMk ùfûPKû_äëZ ùjfûö

Zû_ùe cêñ iò]û ùjûA aiò _Wòfò, cûñu CùŸgýùe Pûjó Kjòfò, cûùZü! cêñ a•ðcû^ iµì‰ð ̂ òüißö iêZeûõ iaðù•ûbûùa
ùZûe geYû]ú^ö a•ðcû^e @aiÚû ~ûjû Kûfòe _eúlûùe _ûù•ûUò aòhdùe ̂ û^û aòbûMe ̂ û^û aòhd c¤eê ùKak _ûù•ûUò
aòhd _ûù•ûUò aòbûMeê _Xò @ûd• Keò_ûeòaòö G[ô_ûAñ cêñ ùZû C_ùe iµì‰ð @ûiÚû iÚû_^ KeêQòö cêñ Gùa _âùZýK aòbûMeê
@ûLôaêRû ùZûùZ iàeYû Keò ùMûUòG _éÂû IfUûAaò, ù~Cñ aòhd @ûiòfû ZûKê jó _Xòaòö _ûù•ûUò aòbûMeê _ûù•ûUòö Zû QWÿû
@^ý ùKøYiò aòhdùe @ûLô _KûAaûKê aò icd ^ûjóö

cûZû @ ò́Kûuê igâkê ^d^ùe Pûjófòö ùi i_eò jiê[û«ò ö ùcûùZ fûMòfû, ùcû _âû[ð̂ ûùe ùi i¹Zö ùZYòKò _â[c
aòhd, General Physics \gUò Pû_Ueþ, @ûLô aêRò ù~Cñ _éÁû ùLûfòfò Zûjû ùjfû Viscosity ùi_eò @^ý aòbò̂ Ü PûùeûUò
@¤ûde PûùeûUò aòhd cûñuê ¤ûdú ò̂aûðP^ Kfò Gaõ GK fdùe Cq _ûù•ûUò aòhd Mbúe c¤ c^¤û^ ù\A _Xòfò Gaõ
ZZþ iµKòðZ \gUò @u c¤ Khòfòö @[ðûZþ Cq aòhd MêWÿòKe iìZâcû^u _âùdûM RûYòMfòö GùZùakKê eûZò \êA ùjûAMfûö
ùgûAaû _ìaðeê ùi ahðe i¸ûaòZ _âgÜ I Zûe C•e ajò C_ùe @ûLô _WÿòMfû, ~ûjû KòQò N•û_ìaðeê ùcû ij_ûVú ùcûùZ ù\A
~ûA[ôùf I Kjò[ôùf Kò G iaê aòhd _Xòù^aûKêö ùi ajòUò _Xò cêñ \ßò]ûMâÉ ùjûAMfòö KûeY cêñ _Xò[ôaû ùKøYiò aòhd
ùiVò ^ûjóö ùcûe @^ý  MZò ^ [ôfûö cêñ ùghùe LUùe _Wÿò QU_U ùjfòö

_eúlû jfþùe aiòaû _ùe ùcûe QûZò ]Wþ ]Wþ @ûe¸ ùjfûö _ûù•ûUò Pû_þUeeê _ûù•ûUò aòhd QWÿû ùcûùZ @^ý
ùKøYiò aòhd RYû ^ûjóö _âgÜ _Zâ a•ûMfûö C_ùe ùfLû[ôfû, @ûVUòeê _ûù•ûUò _âgÜe C•e \ò@ö _â[c _âgÜ, “What is

Viscosity”? cêñ @ûC ZfKê ̂  Pûjó C•e ùfLòaûKê @ûC¸ Kfòö Zû _ùe ù~Cñ @u KhòaûKê Kêjû~ûAQò, MZ eûZòùe Khò[ôaû
@aòKk @uö Zû_ùe _ùe ù~Cñ _âgÜcû^ _Peû ~ûA[ôfû, MZ eûZòe cûñu Reò@ûùe fùUeú _âû¯ aòhd jó @aòKk @u
iùcZö GK ̂ ògßûiùe C•e MêWÿòK ùfLô _eúlû jfþeê ̂ òÃû« ùjfû ùaùk ù\Lôfò @¡ðû]ôK iûjû¤dú _âò̂ þiò_ûfu _ûLKê ~ûA
j…ùMûk KeêQ«ò Kò, G ahðe _âgÜ MêWÿòK ùKûið aûjûeê, KûeY gòlK _XûA ^ûjû«ò; @i¸ûaòZ KûeY MZ ahðe _ê̂ eûaé•ò,
@û\òö cêñ Kò«ê aûeûKþKê ù\øWÿò~ûA ùcû LUò@ûUòùe cûñu PòZâ_…Kê C_iÚû_^ Keò Zûu PeYùe MWÿòMfòö

_â[c ahðe _eúlû `kùe cêñ ùgâYúùe PZê[ðùjaûe gêYò @û½~ðýùe jZaûKþ ùjfòö ùcûe ij_ûVúu  iÚû^ [ôfû
_Pûgùeö ùiA _â[c ahð _ùe ùcûe ̂ ìý^Zûùaû] Kcòaûùe fûMòfû ö ùcûe mû^, _âmû, ]úgqò aû Z[û K[ôZ iû]^û ù~ûMêñ
ê̂ùjñ; GK cûZâ aòbêKé_û ù~ûMêñ cêñ C¡ûe _ûAfòö Gjû C_ùeûq NUYûeê ÆÁ _âZúdcû^ö

ooo
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